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EXPERIENCE OF FOREIGN NATIONS IN
CONTROLLING HEALTH CARE COSTS

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITME ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senste Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Riegle, Daschle, Packwood, Danforth, Chafee,
Durenberger, Grassley, and Hatch.

Also present: Senator Wellstone.
[The press releasing announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-38, October 8, 19931

FINANCE COMMIrEE ANNOUNCES HEARING TO EXAMINE EXPERIENCE OF FOREIGN
NATIONS IN CONTROLLING HEALTH CARE COSTS

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-NY), Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the Committee will conduct
the second in a series of hearings on topic related to health care reform. Next
week's hearing will examine the experience of foreign nations in controlling health
care costs.

The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, October 13, 1993, in room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"Other nations have grappled with the problem of galloping health costs, and
continue to do so," Senator Moynihan said in announcing the hearing. "Surely as
we embark on the enormous enterprise of restructuring our health care system, it
is only prudent to inquire as to what has been tried elsewhere and how those efforts
have fared."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning to our distinguished witnesses and

our guests. This morning, we continue with our series of hearings
on the general subject of health care.

Today we are going to look at the experience of some of the other
nations that have already approached this issue, often in different
ways. The pattern of American social policy, in many respects has
been to follow in one or two generations the innovations that were
put in place in Europe, for instance. In this case we would also be
attending on the experience of our neighbors to the north, the Ca-
nadians. We have some very iearnad witnesses. We are looking for-
ward to hearing them.

Senator Packwood, why are all of the members of your side of the
aisle here to learn about what them socialists did?

(1)



Senator PACKWOOD. That is because, Mr. Chairman, the Repub-
licans have introduced their health plan.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. [Laughter.]
It is going to be that kind of morning.
Senator DANFORTH. And we assume, like NAFTA, we are going

to have to provide the votes to get something done. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Why did I not just read the script? [Laughter.]
Senator Danforth, I think you were here first.
Senator DANFORTH. I have no statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I cannot out do you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. I do have an opening statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Please do.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. I think the subject of this hearing is very well
chosen. We need to look at all the available experience in the world
for ways to reduce our health care costs and to rate the increase
of those costs.

Since Canada and the European countries approach this problem
in ways that differ from our own, we obviously can learn from their
experiences. Furthermore, some of the methods that are used
abroad are being suggested for use here, particularly in the Clinton
Administration bill. So a good airing of how these methods work
abroad will be helpful and useful to us.

At the same time, it seems to me to go without saying that the
United States differs from other countries in very many important
ways. Our population is different. Our political system is different.
Our culture is different and, of course, our physical size is dif-
ferent.

So assuming global budgets work in other countries, we need to
ask whether they work as well containing costs and allocating
health care resources fairly across the country if we adopt that ap-
proach here in Washington.

We need to ask whether subjecting the allocation of health care
resources to an essentially political budgeting process would create
a kind of hyper politics with all of its irrationalities, given the enor-
mous portions of the national economy that we are talking about
here-14 percent, an economy the size of Italy.

We need to ask what tradeoffs are involved in using these kinds
of cost control mechanisms. Frankly, it is a little hard for me to be-
lieve that we will just eliminate unnecessary care and administra-
tive waste with such methods and then live happily ever after with
everybody enjoying the very best health care without paying much
for it.

In any case, Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to say on the sub-
ject and loc ". forward to our witnesses.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley; and very pointed
questions they are.

Senator Hatch?



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM UTAH

Senator HATCH. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to take long. I wel-
come today's hearing on the experiences of foreign countries. I rec-
ognize, however, that transnational comparisons do not always
work well, because of a variety of cultural differences.

I would just like to point out two critical transnational compari-
sons that should not be forgotten, U.S. hospitals attract patients
from all over the world. We are also the world's leading exporter
of health care technology and expertise. Perhaps the reason for this
pre-eminence is that the United States does spend more for health
care, thus providing the requisite entrepreneurial climate for
health care innovation.

I would like to hear the comments of the witnesses-on the issue
of coupling employment and health insurance. I agree with the
negative conclusions about this relationship that were written in
the recent Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment publication, "U.S. Health Care at the Crossroads,"

In that report, OECD said that "the linkage is archaic and makes
no more sense than linking automobile insurance to people's em-
ployment. It restricts the individual's choice of iTlsurance as em-
ployees are effectively obliged to accept any group insurance plan
that the employer chooses, thereby limiting the presumed advan-
tage of a decentralized financing system. It also acts as an impedi-
ment to labor mobility and is costing the Federal Government $40
billion per year in tax subsidies."

I hope the witnesses will also describe how other countries deal
with the medical liaLility and antitrust problems. These are two
areas which I believe push up considerably U.S. health care costs.
It would be important to learn the extent to which other countries
maintain fee-for-service medicine and how successful other coun-
tries are in developing innovative technology.

I would also like to hear how extensive covered enefis rrc :n
other countries. For example: Do they cover prescription drugs and
dental care?

Finally, I hope we will examine the bottom line issue: Controlling
the costs of health care, including the soaring costs associated with
Federal programs such as Medicaid and Medicare. Hlow have other
countries sought to reduce costs? Have attempts by other govern-
ments to control costs resulted in a loss of quality or loss of access
or rationing? Is there not a trend abroad to look for U.S.-style mar-
ket-based approaches, such as required co-payments and
deductibles?

These are all important questions. I cannot stay because I have
a very important Western States Coalition meeting that I have to
attend. But I am interested in everything that is said in these par-
ticular areas and all areas as well. I thank you for giving me this
time, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you. Senator, did we hear you say that
was an OECD report?

Senator HATCH. Yes.
The CHAiRmAN. Perhaps you would share it with us.
Senator b-ATC-I. , ib cc .

if I have it vvith rme.



The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator HATCH. But I will be glad to share it with the Commit-

tee.
The CHAIRMAN. We would put it in the record perhaps.
Senator Riegle, good morning.
[The OECD report submitted by Senator Hatch appears in the

appendix.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First of
all, let me thank you and commend you for having this hearing to
really look at what is going on.

The CHAIRMAN. These are bipartisan hearings, as you know.
Senator RIEGLE. As they should be. In fact, some of us were talk-

ing across the party aisle yesterday, about exactly the best way and
how to proceed in that fashion.

I would just like to note for the record that the data that I have
shows that the per capita health care costs in the United States-
the latest year I have is for 1991 that are comparable-shows a fig-
ure of $2,867. That far exceeds any other country that we know
about.

The closest country in per capita health care spending is Canada.
Their comparable figure for that year was $1,915. But that is al-
most $1,000 less per person. Then, of course, every other country
comes in much below that. And, of course, we have the highest per
capita costs with the anomaly that nearly 40 million people have
no health insurance.

The German system is often cited in broad terms as being simi-
lar to the United States since it is an employer-based system. They
also have a special what are called sickness funds which negotiate
with providersto determine payment fees. We, in fact, use those
funds as a modlel in 0ur HealthAmerica proposal-Senators Mitch-
ell, Kennedy, Rockefeller, and I put together.

So I am very interested in carefully looking at how Germany has
managed to be successful in meeting its health care needs in its so-
ciety and still appear to be doing a very effective job in holding
down health care costs. So I view this as a very important hearing
and I thank you for conducting it today.

The CHAmRMAN. Yes, sir.
Therefore, we go to our first distinguished witness, Hon. Janet

Shikles, who is the Assistant Controller General of the United
States, and is head of the Human Resources Division. Dr. Shikles
succeeds Larry Thompson, who is so well known to us all.

You have brought some-the ever-prepared General Accounting
Office has brought its own name tags. [Laughter.]

Nothing is left to chance. Mr. Gutowski, good morning to you, sir;
and Mr. Laetz, gooa morning to you, sir.

Ms. Shikles, you may proceed just as you would like. You can put
your paper in the record as if read and then proceed. We have plen-
ty of time for you. We want you to take your time.



STATEMENT OF JANET L. SHIKLES, LI-RCTOR, hliEALT-I FI-
NANCING AND POLICY ISSUES, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. SHIKLES. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee, I am very pleased to be here today to testify on the ap-
proaches used by the German health care system to control the
growth in health care costs. Germany's experience is instructive for
the U.S. because its health care system provides coverage for all
residents, and like our system, it relies primarily on employer-
based financing.

Also, Germany has been able to keep its share of GDP spent on
health care relatively constant over the past decade while, as you
know, our share has grown dramatically.

In looking at the German system, most Germans obtain their
health insurance through membership in one of about 1,200 so-
called sickness funds. These are basically publicly-chartered, non-
profit corporations. These funds are required by law to provide a
very comprehensive benefits package, which includes dental care
and pharmaceutical drugs.

The sickness funds are financed primarily through legally man-
dated contributions shared equally by the workers and the employ-
ers. This contribution rate operates basically like a payroll tax,
where a fixed percentage of the employee's gross income or com-
pensation is deducted from each pay check and then is transferred
to the sickness fund.

Since the mid-1970's the German health care reform initiatives
have concentrated primarily on trying to keep this contribution
rate stable. They have done this by trying to link any increases in
spending in the health care sector to increases in revenue growth
of the sickness fund.

Our earlier work included an analysis of some of the initiatives
that they put in place. We found that when they imposed expendi-
ture targets and caps on the physician sector they were successful
in slowing down the spending. In fact, we found that they reduced
real spending by as much as 17 percent between. 1977 and 1987.
And, in fact, German physicians are among the few in Europe who
have actually seen their income decline. It is because of the effec-
tiveness of these expenditure targets.

In the 1980's Germany also put in place global budgets on their
hospitals. But these we found did not work that well because there
was no enforcement mechanism and so they did not really adhere
to the budgets.

Now in spite of a whole series of cost control initiatives dating
back to the mid-1970's, health care spending continued to out pace
inflation in Germany. By the late 1980's and the early 1990's, there
was growing pressure for reform that in spite of all these initia-
tives there was a belief among all 3ectors-physicians, hospitals,
payers-that there was still a lot of inefficiency in the system.

This was also at the time when they were experiencing the very
high costs of reunification anu a slow down in their economy. Then
what triggered the latest round of reforms was that in 1991 that
contribution rate, which you can think of as a payroll tax, jumped
from over 12 percent up to 13 percent.



At that point, it is a barometer that the public watches. It is pub-
licized in the newspapers. The retirees watch it. So there is so
much political pressure then on the Parliament, the Ministry, that
they have to bring that rate down. It is unacceptable.

So the responded and what they did is, they passed last Decem-
ber and tut in place effective January 1 the German Health Care
Structure Reform Act. What this did is imposed very tough, non-
negotiabr expenditure limits on the four major health care sec-
tors-,phy icians, hospitals, pharmaceuticals, and the dental care
services.

These l nits are going to remain in effect for the next 3 years.
The goal is to stabilize the contribution rate and also save about
$6 billion this year.

What they-have also done is put in a whole series of mechanisms
to jut reforms in the system to try to get at the underlying cost
driver.s. They -have an oversupply of physicians, so they want to
constrain the number of physicians who can practice. They are put-
ting in tougher measures to tackle the diffusion of technology. They
want to' change the way they are paying hospitals to get more effi-
cient; and they are doing several other things.

The goal is that if they get these in place and they are successful
that they will then take off the expenditure lids.

We have been able to obtain some early data from the German
Health Ministry about how well these are working. So far, accord-
ing to the Ministry and the date of their report into us, they are
working very well in terms of reducing spending.

They have announced that the average cost per sickness fund
member actually failed by 2.7 percent in the first 6 months of 1993.
This is in contrast to an increase in spending of over 9 percent last
year. The major areas where the spending has fallen were in the
pharmaceutical and dental areas. These are areas that really have
never had global budgets applied to them before, and this is where
they expected to get quite a bit of savings.

In summary, the recent German reforms we think illustrate the
continuing cost pressures facing all industrialized nations. In spite
of two decades of ongoing efforts to contain costs and a record bet-
ter than most other countries, Germany still found it necessary to
embark on significant changes this year.

What is instructive about these efforts to contain health care
costs we think is that, first, they do have in place an ability to re-
spond to these constantly changing market conditions. One, be-
cause they already have universal coverage; and second, they have
a uniform administrative mechanism which makes it easier to
monitor provider fees and utilization. So they can track what is
going on. They can find out if they have problems, make the correc-
tions.

Second, the implementation of the tough measures that they
have experimented with since the mid-1970 s that they will be test-
ing and implementing over the next several years are facilitated,
we believe, because they have a very detailed process of negotiation
and collaboration.

It is not totally the Federal Government saying, this is the way
it will be. In fact, all players are participants. They have something
called concerted action that was set in place in the mid-1970's that



includes about 64 members of pharmaceutical companies, physi-
cians, hospitals, payers. Everybody comes to the table and tries to
collaboratively work out, if this is your goal of keeping the con-
tribution rate stable, how can we work together rather then one
group imposing it on the other.

And finally, what you find in the German system when you study
it is, that they recognize that an area as complex as health care,
you will never get it stable and you will never get it right. So they
use the concerted action mechanism and a lot of other groups to
work at it every year.

In spite of these reforms that they put in place last January that
they do not have implemented totally yet, they are already working
on their next round. This is driven by the fact that there is new
technology coming on line every day, that their population wants,
which drives up cost pressures.

They have more serious demographic problems than we do. They
have a much higher proportion of their population who is aged,
who are much higher users of services; and they have a very inad-
equate, very deficient long-term care system, which is causing them
alot of problems that they have to deal with that.

And they feel that they continue to have inefficiencies in the sys-
tems that they will need to keep working on. So they expect to
have their next round of reforms introduced in December.

Mr. Chairman and members, this concludes my statement and I
would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Shikles appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Dr. Shikles.
There are going to be questions right along the row here. I am

going to ask you the first one. I was talking with the head of one
of our pharmaceutical companies and I asked him about who is
producing the new patents and about the process to get a patent
in this country.

There are very great distinctions in this area between the United
States and Britain. Apparently in Britain you can get a new drug
on the market in about a year, as against the much longer period
here, and a very short window of a patent monopoly followed by ge-
neric competition.

I asked him who were producing the patents. And without any
bias that I could distinguish, I said, are the Germans still at it?
He said, oh, no, they are out of it. And I was astonished. After all,
the German universities, developed the chemical work in the first
half of the 19th Century, that created the pharmaceutical industry.

He said it is now the United States, Britain, and Japan.
Dr. SHiKLES. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And he said it was his impression that these cost

controls have driven the German pharmaceutical industry into
abeyance of sorts. It is only his impression. Obviously, you are
agreeing, in terms of who produces new patents in science is a good
indicator.

The United States, Britain, Japan, and to find Germany not in
that ranking-Germany, where the development of organic chem-
istry produced everything this side of aspirin to morphine to co-
caine. What do we conclude in that regard? Or, what are we to be
asking ourselves?



Dr. SHIKLES. Well, we need to be asking ourselves-it is a very
complex issue and you have to look at each country, and actually
we are doingwork or the Congress on that issue.

If you look at England, which is a leader in producing patents,
they are very tightly controlled. They have a very unique system
where they actually control the profits that companies can make.

Senator PACKWOOD. Which country?
Dr. SHIKLES. England.
The CHAiRmAN.The United Kingdom. Do not forget that.
Dr. SHIKLES. The United Kingdom. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. That is where penicillin came from.
Dr. SHIKLES. The United Kingdom.
Germany, actually, I am not sure that that argue they gave you

is accurate in that Germany has had the highest prices until 1989
and the highest utilization

The CHAIRMAN. So that is thought not to--
Dr. SHIKLES. There are other problems for the Germany pharma-

ceutical industry that are not necessarily related to the prices be-
cause they have been one of the largest markets, and had the larg-
est prices, and were really totally unregulated until 1989 when
they started-

The CHAIRMAN. But you would not see an effect this soon?
Dr. SHJKLES. No. They are starting to come down now. It does

not have to do so much with the prices as they feel that in Ger-
many what is going on is physicians-there is an oversupply of
physicians. People go to the physicians a lot. They prescribe a lot.
So they are very high users of drugs. So that is what is coming
down.

So when we have met with Merck, for example, they have seen
a huge drop in their market share in Germany, but it has to do
with that issue.

So what is going on in the industry gets into some environment
protests. They have missed out on the whole biotech drug because
of things coming out of World War II. There are other things going
on.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Thank you very much.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. In Germany everyone, except for some very

high salaried workers, has to join some fund; is that right?
Dr. SHIKLES. About 90 percent of the people are in the statutory

sickness fund, about two-thirds of those people had to join. You
have to join if your income is below $41,000. If you are above that,
you have a choice.

Senator PACKWOOD. And most people do join?
Dr. SHIKLES. Most people choose.
Senator PACKWOOD. In looking at your report, the two types of

funds-the substitute funds; and the geographic funds-have about
80 percent of the market.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. What is the method of enforcement for those

who have to join?
Dr. SHIKLES. They have to join because there is a payroll deduc-

tion. So if you-



Senator PACKWOOD. So, if they go to work the employer deducts
it and sends it in for them.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.
Dr. SHIKLES. And if you are unemployed, your unemployment

fund pays it. If you are retired, your pension fund pays it.
Senator PACKWOOD. They just take it out of your fund before you

get it?
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.
Dr. SHIKLES. You cannot see a doctor without the sickness fund

voucher.
Senator PACKWOOD. And you never see the money? Literally it

goes from your retirement or your unemployment or your salary to
the fund?

Dr. SHIKLES. That is exactly right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay. Now, the premiums vary, according to

the GAO report, from 8.5 to 16.5 percent.
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does that mean they vary as a percent of

payoil?
Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, why is that? Why is there such a vari-

ance?
Dr. SHIKLES. The variance is historical because Germany al-

ways--the sickness funds concept came out of these old guilds. So
many people join a fund because of where they live. Some join be-
cause their company offers it.

What has happened over time in these 1200 funds is that some
of these funds-coalminers, for example-end up with a larger
number of retirees, more people who are sick, have a lot of health
problems. And the funds are self-financing. The Federal Govern-
ment does not step in and make up a deficit.

Senator PACKWOOD. So some funds just have a lot higher costs
than other funds because of the demographics of their members?

Dr. SHIKLES. That is exactly right. And they have lower payrolls.
And yet the payments are all standardized so they have to pay out.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, that is why I was intrigued. The pay-
ment is not progressive. If you work for a company and you join
the company fund-let us just use a hypothetical. Let us say the
company has 1,000 employees and the fund costs $1 million a year,
$1,000 a person. The company pays half; and the employee pays
half, as I understand it.

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does that mean that every employee pays

the same amount regardless of the employee's salary?
Dr. SHIKLES. No. If I understand your question, it is based on

how much you earn.
Senator PACKWOOD. So somebody making $20,000 would pay

more than somebody making $10,000?
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. They would pay the same percent?
Dr. SHIKLES. That is exactly right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.



Dr. SHIKLES. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. So it is not progressive in that sense. Some-

body who makes $1,000 a month pays 5 percent and somebody who
makes $50,000 a month pays 5 percent.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. In the mode of our health insurance in OASDHI.
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes, that is exactly right.
The CHAIRMAN. Up to a limit.
Dr. SHIKLES. That is exactly right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, you are at liberty to join any fund you

want to join?
Dr. SHIKLES. No. The Germans are interesting in that they have

free choice of doctors, specialists, hospitals. They typically do not
have a choice of the sickness fund. It has to do with, if you work
for a company that offers a sickness fund, you have to join that
fund.

Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, you do?
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. If you are in a geographic area and you are

a blue collar working, if you live in Hamburg or something, you
will join the Hamburg Regional Sickness Fund.

Senator PACKWOOD. In other words, every employer does not be-
long to a fund; is that right?

Dr. SHIKLES. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, how is it decided whether or not an

employer has a fund and belongs to a fund?
Dr. SHIKLES. I think it has just evolved over time. There used to

be 20,000 or more of these funds and they are collapsing. I mean,
they are dissolving. Then those company funds are then merging
into the local sickness fund, because you quoted the statistics that
most people are either in a regional sickness fund, so they would
be in the District Sickness Fund, unless they are a white collar
worker, and then they are able to join the substitute fund.

Senator PACKWOOD. Join the substitute fund.
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. So it is an employer choice as to whether the

employer wants to join a fund or offer the option?
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. Tom is based in our German office. Do you

want to elaborate?
Mr. LAETz. I think the incentive for many of the company funds

to develop was that they could by self-insuring themselves in a
sense, they could charge a lower contribution rate. So if you were
a company of engineers, you could come in at the lower level and
you would be benefiting your employees by in a sense requiring
that they contribute less and your company would contribute less.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, how would you save money by self-in-
suring? Unless you are experience rating and the company would
be lower.

Mr. LAETz. Right, exactly.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay, it is on an experience basis. You do

not want to join a fund that has a potpourri of demographics if
your particular demographics would be lower cost?

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Mr. LAETZ. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.



Dr. SHIKLES. If you look at your company and you think that the
company is high salaried and pretty healthy and not many retirees,
then you might want to set up your own fund.

But what I should emphasize is that that is--and I did not men-
tion in my oral statement--was that they are not going to allow
that anymore. What has happened is, some of these companies
have been able to get away with not paying their fair share.

Whereas, the sicker, poorer people have paid a higher rate. You
are going to see that change actually starting next year. They are
going to move to this rate equalization process.

Senator PACKWOOD. Sort of a community rating where everyone
will pay the same amount.

Dr. SHIKLES. Exactly.
Senator PACKWOOD. You will have the same funds and the same

setup, but now you are just basically going to sweep everybody into
one common pot in terms of dividing the expenses.

Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. There will be some variations because they
want to maintain the-this is all very cultural. But it is going to
look very close we think. And as a result, you are seeing a lot of
merging of sickness funds.

Tom has just come in from Germany and was telling me that
even the sickness funds themselves expect that maybe in each
State you are going to get down to two main funds-one regional
fund and one substitute fund.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Could I just ask for the record, this system would be in place

now for almost a century, would that not be right?
Dr. SHIKLES. Oh, at least, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. And how can we know that it has been

there for almost a century? Terminological evidence. If it was start-
ed last decade, the sickness funds would be called wellness funds.
[Laughter.]

Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Ms. Shikles, you said that new technology is

being made available every day and the population in Germany
wants that new technology. Is the population able to get all the
new technology that it wants in Germany?

Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. That is a very difficult issue and it is one that
we and other researchers are constantly trying to figure out when
you do these international comparisons. Because, as you know, we
all worry about It is one thing to tell us that they do a better job
of spending less, but what is the effect of that. Can I not get the
tests that I need and what is the quality of the care?

I cannot give you a good answer. Nobody can give a good answer
to that. The reason is, that when the surveys that have been done
by our researchers-there is a recent one comparing, for example,
Germany, the U.S. and Canada-and they survey practicing physi-
cians in each country.

You ask the physicians, can you get the tests you need, can you
get the technology for your patients, do you feel good about the
quality of care? The German doctors . ay they rank very high-
higher than our doctors. But it is very -urd to cut across those cul-
tural differences. The training is a little '-it different.



I have been to German hospitals, talked to German doctors. They
look similar.

Senator DANFORTH. White coats, gloves.
Dr. SHIKLES. Right. They all look the same.
What you really need to know, they have less technology than we

do, although they feel that-and I could tell you about it-it is out
of control, which I could mention. So if you look at them, they have
less than us in many areas, more than us in some, and yet they
feel it is out of control. 0.

The CHAIRMAN. They feel their technology is growing.
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
So in these 1993 reforms they have gotten tougher on technology

diffusion out in the community. What you really want to know is,
what is the difference for the patients, patient outcomes. And there
are no data.

When you look at just the real :.,vious statistics that are not that
helpful to you-life span, then iniant mortality-they do fine. What
we really want to know is, if a patient did not get a bypass surgery,
what was the difference. And we do not have that data on Ger-
many. We really do not have it in the U.S.

Senator DANFORTH. But the way this whole debate on health
care is evolving in our country is a kind of "free-lunch" approach,
it seems to me. In other words, the American people are being told,
well, we are going to control costs and we are going to maintain
or even improve the quality of health care.

And, therefore, when we talk about containing cost we are really
talking about somebody else. We are really talking about doing
something to somebody else, not you. You will not feel it, except
you will have a more efficient program and a cheaper program, and
a better program to warrant you for that. And 51 percent of the
American people are now saying, yes, I'm for that.

So that was really the reason for the question.
Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator DANFORTH. I mean, is there any indication in a very

tightly controlled system like Germany that there are tradeoffs
with respect to the consumer of health care.

Dr. SHIKLES. We and other researchers have not been able to
pick up the obvious queuing. Their waits for certain procedures
seem to be about like ours. So there are not those real obvious
measures.

One difficulty in looking at Germany is that because of what
happened in World War II, they collect almost no data on an indi-
vidual's medical condition. So they have really excellent data on
what they are spending on services better than us in many cases.
So they can tell you up to the minute.

Whereas, we have real lagged-we do not even have good data
on what States are spending. We do not have good data on out-
comes or spending. They have very good spending data.

Senator DANFORTH. Okay. So you just do not know.
Dr. SHIKLES. No.
Senator DANFORTH. Let me just ask you one other question if I

can. You said at one point in your testimony that in Germany they
realized that in their effort to control costs-a very, very control



oriented system-that they realize that they do not at any point in
time quite have it right.

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator DANFORTH. And, therefore, they are constantly reviewing

it and constantly changing it, Some people have said in the past
with respect to price controls that they might be good for a time,
but it is like keeping a lid on a boiling pot.

Is this becoming kind of a frantic effort in Germany to keep the
finger in the dike and then move the fingers around so that leaks
do not break out? In other words, if you get into this system of a
very tight cost control situation, does it become more and more
frantic as time goes on?

Dr. SHIKLES. I do not know that I would characterize it as fran-
tic. I think they just recognize that this is such a difficult area, be-
cause they finance it through the payroll. It is very visible to the
worker what they are spending; and the worker makes sure that
they do not raise that rate.

So it gives you that discipline to constantly try to get inefficien-
cies out of the system. They have incredible numbers of inefficien-
cies in their system right now that I could tell you about or they
could tell you about that has nothing to do with quality of care,
that has more to do, like us, with political power or culture or that
they have been trying to get out since the early 1970's.

So I do not think it is frantic. I think though it is recognition
that you have. Tomorrow you may have a new drug that is expen-
sive, but it would be better to get it out, individual the drug, than
hospitalize the person. And you do not want to have-in a regu-
latory controlled environment, you want to make sure that the lid
is not so tight that you do stupid things.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Janet. Let me just begin by thanking you for kind

of a long history of being helpful to all of us individually and collec-
tively.

Dr. SHIKLES. Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. And to say that the contribution that

GAO has traditionally made in trying to understand health policy
has really been very helpful to all of us.

I need to ask you, what is going to sound to some of my col-
leagues a technical question, but it deals with the issue of risk ad-
justment. We are living in a world now in this country in which-
I do not know whether it is 2,000 or whatever it is-but there are
all these insurance companies running around out there trying to
sell their product by avoiding risk.

The ones that make the most money are the ones that get to sign
up the healthy and..the young and the rest of that sort of thing.

You cannot reallk'run a system in this country or any other
country, I suppose, thaVstarts to introduce more efficiency into the
care delivery system unless you can overcome the issue of risk ad-
justment. In fact, I think the Clinton proposal and the proposal of
the Republican Task Force and others is that we change the insur-



ance company to an accountable health plan and provide incentives
for that new company to actually try to assume risk.

In other words, go on out there and seek business, not just the
healthy business, but to seek a variety of business.

As I understand it, the German system has done some risk ad-
justing between sickness funds in order to try to equalize individ-
ual contribution rates. I am told that that depends in part on in-
come and part on the number of dependents, on age, and sex, and
so forth; but it does not have in it a case severity element.

The Clinton proposal adopts something similar, but it includes
health status as opposed to the severity measure. I wonder if you
can just help us understand, because I may not be asking this
question as well as I should, but can you help us understand why
the way the Germans have approached the whole issue of risk ad-
justment is less complex than the one that is proposed by the Clin-
ton plan.

And based on your work with the Medicare program, do you have
some idea of the expense and the administrative difficulty that
might be involved in adapting the Clinton risk adjustment system?

Dr. SHIKLES. Well, this gets back to the points that Senator
Packwood was making, that what the Germans are going to do
starting next year is that they have in their sickness funds people
paying for the same package of services have because it is a payroll
based contribution rate.

If they ended up in a sickness fund with-this is very relevant
to your point-a lot of sick people or retired people, blue collar peo-
ple, so there is a lower payroll base, they were paying more out of
their salary for the same benefit package.

So in the 1993 reform-this has been a longstanding problem
and they just have not been able to politically tackle it. They did
this year. German officials have actually contacted us on how we
do it. So I do not know how far along they are, but they are plan-
ning to implement it next year.

It is exactly what you said. It is easier than what we have in
mind because they are really just trying to reduce the inequity in
terms of the payroll deduction. So they are only going to use the
payroll base, the number of dependents, sex and age.

And I do not know how that will work for them. I do not know
that they have figured it out. Because they want to calculate that
and then distribute money across the funds. We are guessing that
the funds will just decide that it is just not worth it and consoli-
date.

We have done a lot of work in the United States looking at Medi-
care, because this, as you know in Minnesota, this has been a long-
standing problem here, we do not know how to do it. So what has
happened is we have overcompensated because we have not done
it very well in the Medicare program to HMOs.

We have overpaid some HMOs that maybe were not so good and
we have underpaid HMOs in Minnesota and Washington State and
some other States. We are doing work now for the Congress on that
issue. All researchers agree that you have to do something the Ger-
mans are not looking at, and that is the health status indicator. We
do not quite know how to do that. We need to do some research.



I was recently out talking to Kaiser officials in California. I know
they internally, a large HMO company, Signa, Kaiser, Blue Cross/
Blue Shield, are also doing a lot of research to figure out how to
predict costs. It is a very difficult issue.

Senator DURENBERGER. I raised that when the First Lady was
here and I used the comparison between the New York TEFRA risk
contract being paid $500 plus some and Minnesota $300 and some,
how one went up and the other one went down.

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator DURENBERGER. I am sure that got the Chairman's atten-

tion, as well as Mrs. Clinton's. It does point out a critical problem
with whatever we assume is our current technology base. And yet,
there is an opportunity here that we ought not to pass up.

Dr. SHIKLES. Well, I have talked to Bruce Vladick about it, the
HCFA Administrator, because we do not think you have to wait for
health care reform. You have your huge Medicare program that is
still basically fee-for-service when you have so many changes going
on in the under 65 program; and yet you go out and talk to HMOs
and really excellent HMO programs who feel they either cannot
participate or are participating because they feel it is publicly im-
portant and are losing money.

So we have got our policy. There is lots we can do to make this
a fair program. 1

Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. A subject to be continued.
Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. To be continued right now. Just one little fol-

low-up. You say you do not know how to do this, and you are trying
to develop it, and you are doing a lot of study. But since it is so
basic to two or three of the major plans that we have proposed for
health care reform, and even your suggestion that we could use it
even if we did not have health care reform, do you have any idea
when the methodology and the information might be available?

I mean, are we talking about 10 years from now or just a little
while from now?

Dr. SHIKLES. Oh, no. We have methodologies that we are testing.
I mean, there are methodologies that you can use. We would like
to know which ones work the best in terms of producing the results
that you want and the results would be that you want HMOs that
really will want to participate and spend their money on quality
services and you want to compensate their fairly.

The methodology we have in place now is still pretty primitive.
It is something we tested some time ago and it has not worked well
for a long time. We think that the HCFA administrative could be,
you know, taking sections of the country, for example, and actually
testing methodologies that we know about. And we could start
learning right now how well they work. It is a question of adjust-
ing.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, again, how long are you talking about
here before something might be available? If we are making gigan-
tic changes in our health care system through an enactment by
Congress, and this is part of it, we ought to have som ! certainly,
if this_ is going to be such an essential element, when the informa-
tion and the basis will be available.



Dr. SHIKLES. Well, I know that there are some demonstration
tests going on now. We have a report that we will be releasing to
the Congress, I think, in January, although we could come and talk
to you about it sooner, where we have some recommendations we
think you could, the administration through the Medicare program,
could put in place right away. They are starting to look at that,
which would help currently existing HMOs where you could begin
to get more information.

I think we need to do this. We have needed to do it for some
time. We could start doing this, I would think, by next spring. So
you could begin to collect data over the next several years.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Let me go on to another subject
here. The GAO paper on German reforms dealt with the fact that
one of the developments leading to the reforms was large variations
in the contribution rates of the different sickness funds. How big
were these variations and what caused the variations?

Dr. SHIKLES. Well, the variations range from 8 to about 16 per-
cent. Again, that is split 50/50 between the employer and the em-
ployee. It had to do with-the major problem was in, as Senator
Packwood talked about- he large local sickness funds. These are
the large geographic fur-ls that end up taking all the blue collar
workers in a region, as well as the unemployed, a large number of
retirees, welfare recipients.

So they tend to have - lower average salary more like more dis-
abled, more elderly who use more services. Because it is a self-fi-
nancing system, they have had to pay out higher costs. Because the
only way they can do it is raise the contribution rate.

Senator GRASSLEY. Were the roots for these reforms prior io the
reunification of Germany or were these the direct result of the
budget problems that the Germans are facing because of reunifica-
tion?

Dr. SHIKLES. Well, the budget problems because of the reunifica-
tion have definitely contributed to putting more pressure to get the
reforms through. But the roots of the problem go back.

Senator GRASSLEY. I should not say the roots of the problem, but
the solution to the problem. Did that movement start prior to the
budget problems that came because of reunification?

Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. I think that these have been recommendations
that they have been trying to get in place since the 1970's, but just
did not have the political ability to do it.

Senator GRASSLEY. So the budget problems drove bringing the re-
form about then?

Dr. SHIKLES. It got them focused, yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. Are you able to tell us what the administra-

tive cost level in Germany is compared to the United States, and
if the administrative costs are lower why they are lower? And I ask
you this because high administrative costs in the United States are
often attributable to the multiplicity of insurers. And in Germany,
as I understand it, there are 1,241 of these sickness funds.

Dr. SHIKLES. They run about 4 or 5 percent, the administrative
costs in Germany. The reason you do have 1,200 sickness funds,
they employ a lot of people. The reason the costs are not higher
than that is that they do not have lots of different policies. Every-



body has the same coverage. You do not have any questions about
whether-everyone is covered.

If you are a resident in Germany, you have health insurance.
And you have the same really rich benefit package. So all the sick-
ness fund does is give a voucher. The patient and the doctor never
see income. So you do not have all the things that we do in our
system.

Senator GRASSLEY. So then we have less-this is my last ques-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. Take your time, Senator.
Senator GRASSLEY. So the point is, we have so many different

policies. When we have a more basic policy, just learning from the
German experience, our administrative costs will go down. Is that
the lesson to be learned?

Dr. SHIKLES. I would think so. That if you have one standardized
benefit package, so you are not-you go into our hospitals and they
have hundreds of people; you go into a German hospital and they
might have about 60. So you are not saying, this person is covered
for ten days and that person is not covered for that benefit, but
they have to pay a co-pay. You do not have any of that going on.
That is tremendously costly for our providers.

Senator GRASSLEY. Remind me of our administrative costs com-
pared to that 4 or 5 percent said for Germany.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gutowski?
Mr. GUTOWSKI. I think it is just a few percentage points higher

on average. It is lower in the Medicaid program, higher in private
insurance. When you get a weighted average of them all, I think
it is 6.5 or 7 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you give us that in a table, sir?
Mr. GUTOWSKI. Pardon? I think we have something.
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes, we can give it to you. Medicare runs around

4 percent.
Senator GRASSLEY. That extra 1.5 percent would be billions of

dollars, I suppose.
Dr. SHiKLES. That is right.
Senator GRASSLEY. Is that $25 billion or something that we were

talking about because of inefficiencies?
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. Also, our administrative burden is dispropor-

tionately applied to small businesses and small insurers, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I make a point which we raised just the

other day? Perhaps we could ask you all to think about this. The
term "administrative cost" has become a pejorative term. You want
to get rid of administrative costs.

Is that the case indeed?
Dr. SHIKLES. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I just ask maybe a professional question

of you? If a large hospital has an accounting department, that
would be called administrative cost; would it not?

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think an accounting department should

be abolished as a superfluous imposition on the ever-suffering tax-
payer or do you not think the accounting department is fine?

Dr. SHIKLES. Obviously, from the General Accounting Office I
think it is important. [Laughter.]



The CHAIRMAN. The administration well done is to your advan-
taKr. SHIKLES. Yes. I think what is happening to administrative

costs is that you have a lot of really important and good activities
mixed up with some things that we feel are burdensome and we
should not be spending money for.

The CHAIRMAN. It is like that old budget item that went waste,
fraud and abuse; and we said, let us cut that out.

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
[Additional information submitted follows:]

Question. 1. How do administrative costs in the German health care system com-
pare with such costs in the U.S. health care system?

Answer. The cost of administering health insurance in the United States varies
significantly by sector. In 1989, the cost of administering health insurance in the
private sector was 13.4 percent, and 3.1 percent in the public sector. Overall admin-
istrative costs in that year were about 7.7 percent of all insured health care expend-
itures (or 5.8 percent of total expenditures).

In the German health care system, administrative costs of health insurance in the
German statutory system, which covers almost 70 percent of direct health care ex-
penditures, for,1990 were approximately 5.1 percent. Uwe Reinhardt has estimated
that the administrative costs for private health insurers in Germany at about 16
percent. Overall administrative costs for health insurance in the German health
care system are estimated to be about 5.2 percent of total insured expenditures.
However, these estimates exclude most capital costs.

While there are no reliable estimates of the administrative costs in hospitals, phy-
sicians offices, and other health care sectors for either country, we believe that ad-
ministrative costs for these sectors are significantly lower in Germany. Identical
billing arrangements are used by all payers, and, in the case of hospitals, the simple
p er-diem reimbursement methodology means that German hospitals do not need the
large billing and accounting departments found in U.S. hospitals. In the case of phy-
sicians, the anticipated introduction of "smart cards" may result in further reduc-
tions in administrative costs.

The CHAIRMAN. It turned out there was not a budget item called
waste, fraud and abuse.

Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
First of all, let me congratulate you on a terrific piece of work

here-
Dr. SHIKLES. Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE [continuing]. On both the background work that

precedes today, but also your testimony and your responses to
questions. I want to just quickly run through a few things.

When you take the figure of 14 percent of GNP for health care
costs in the United States, what is the comparable figure for Ger-
many?

Dr. SHIKLES. It is about 8.9 percent.
Senator RIEOLE. 8.9 percent.
Mr. Chairman, if I may, off your point earlier, about Germany

having a long history that goes back at least 100 years.
Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator RIEGLE. I am very struck by the point that she is indi-

catin# that the cost of their health care system, such as she has
described, is running at about 8.9 percent of gross national product
versus some 14 percent here. I think that is a stunning differential,
given the fact that they have a universal system. And, albeit, in
the character of their country, it sounds to me as if it is working
reasonably well.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.



Senator RIEGLE. You know, it has its cultural aspects to it. Let
me ask you this: What are the Germans going without? In other
words, thereis this concern that somebody is going to be at the end
of the line in a more encompassing system and because of rationing
or de fato rationing somebody does not get something in Germany
or an Ameritanized plan that is universal. What are the Germans
going without in any material way in the way of health services?

Dr. SHJKLES. -We, the benefit package that everybody gets is ex-
traordinarily comprehensive. I mean, they are one of the few coun-
tries that covers dental betiefits. It includes orthodontia and peri-
odontal disease.

The CHAIRMAN. Health spas.
Dr. SHIKLES. They -do cover spas. It comes out of the German

health tradition, the tradition of Germany. But they use the spas
for recovering heart attack patients who then go and learn a
healthier life style and exercise. Now whether we would think that
was an important benefit, I do not think so. But there are two-

Senator RIEGLE. We might have to open up those old sulphur
spring spas in upstate New York and in Mount Clements, Michi-
gan. I mean, you know, we will get people soaking in these mineral
waters.

The CHAIRMAN. Franklin D. Roosevelt swore by it.
Dr. SHIKLES. Also smoking. They have a very high rate of smok-

ing. So they are trying to reduce smoking. They will reimburse for
that.

There are two areas in what I have said is an extraordinarily
rich benefit package that they are very weak on, that they will tell
you they are weak on. That is in mental health benefits. They
cover some inpatient, but it is not good. And their whole long-term
care system looks just like ours. Paid for through welfare. It is not
a good system.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me stop you there in the interest of time.
Dr. SHiKLES. Okay.
Senator RIEGLE. You mentioned that and I appreciate that dis-

tinction because those are expensive elements to try to put in a
comprehensive plan. But what you hear about in terms of the sto-
ries in these more comprehensive national systems, is that people
are waiting for serious surgeries, that somebody needs to have a
gall bladder removed and it takes forever-you know, this is sort
of gist in the area-

Dr. SHJKLES. We did not find that.
Senator RIEGLE. Pardon? You did not find that?
Dr. SHIKLES. Germany has about a third more physicians per

person than we do.
Senator CHAFtEE. More?
Dr. SHIKLE. More per person than we did.
The CHAIRMAN. Per thousand persons.
Dr. SHiKLES. That is right. So they are producing 12,000 new

physicians every year. So people go to their physicians a lot. They
go about, on average, 11 times a year to a physician. We go about
five times.

They have more hospital beds. People are hospitalized more
often. They have higher occupancy.



Senator RIEGLE. But when I hear all that, and yet I hem that
they are running at 8.9 percent of the gross national product and
we are at 14 percent, you know, there is obviously something fun-
damentally at work here that causes them to be able to have these
kinds of comprehensive benefits available.

I gather in your answer earlier to somebody on the other side in
terms of whether the health outcomes are better, say for, white
males 55 to 60 or, you know, however they are going to be meas-
ured categorically, did I understand you to say that GAO does not
have data that it is comfortable with in terms of what the health
outcomes look like across the society or am I wrong on that?

Dr. SHIKLES. Well, there are general health outcome data, you
know, life expectancy. Those are all good.

Senator RIEGLE. Do they look as good as ours?
Dr. SHIKLES. Yes. I think maybe better.
Senator RIEGLE. All right. So would it be fair to say they are at

least as good as ours?
Dr. SHIKLES. And I think better. Right.
Senator RIEGLE. And you think better.
Dr. SHIKLES. And their population is more satisfied with their

health care system than we are with ours. The reason the way-
Senator RIEGLE. Can I ask one other thing lust before I move off

that point. How are health professionals paid in comparable salary
terms to the way health professionals here would be paid?

I mean, do they sort of notch into the pay scales in Germany at
a level that is comparable here to the United States or do they
earn more or less?

Dr. SHIKLES. The hospital physicians are salaried; and the com-
munity physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis. The commu-
nity physicians are an.ong the highest income earners in Germany,
but they make on average much less than our physicians.

Senator RIEGLE. Can you give me a comparable?
Dr. SHIKLES. I think it is about $90,000 to $100,000 for a general

practitioner; and ours would probably be about a hundred higher
than that.

Senator RIEGLE. Could I just ask one other question at this
point?

The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Senator RIEGLE. That is, what a lot of physicians say to me, you

know, we have a whole educational preparation track that physi-
cians must come down in terms of interning and many come out,
you know, loaded with a lot of loans and debt that they have to
pay off over a period of time.

Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator RIEGLE. I am hearing that more and more from physi-

cians who go into that area of work. Would that be comparable for
physicians?

Dr. SHIKLES. They have no debt.
Senator RIEGLE. They have no debt?
Dr. SHIKLES. Their medical education is paid for. So they have

no debt. But the way-
Senator RIEGLE. I am just wondering, maybe in order to track

back to the tap roots of how you organically change a system,
whether we need to off-load some of this debt which in turn then,



I think, requires sort of an income requirement that may in effect
start to skew the whole system here in a way. But I do not mean
to make it sound as if that is the only aspect of this problem.

But it sounds to me like this may be one of the things that sort
of knocks our system out of kilter and may be hurting doctors too
in certain ways.

Dr. SHIKLES. Some of the reasons that they are able to have run
such a tight program and spend less, but really cover their people
well, is that they have no medical debt for doctors. Senator Hatch
asked about malpractice. It is a much less significant problem for
them. Premiums are much lower, although it is a growing issue.

They have definitely constrained the incomes of providers, par-
ticularly physicians.

Senator RIEGLE. But it obviously has not hurt the ability to get
physicians. You say they have more physicians per capita.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right. They feel their major problem is they
are producing-

Senator RIEGLE. So, I mean, it obviously has not worked as an
economic disincentive, although that is obviously within the con-
struct of their system.

The CHAIRMAN. I must say that several members of our next
panel have been vigorously agreeing with you on the front line. So
we will get to that.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I

know of your deep interest in our universities in this country and
how we struggled in this committee to assist those universities
through the Tax Code. I want to point out the success that our Uni-
versities have had and the recognition they have received.

I think it is no coincidence, and indeed it is a cause for great
pride, that the announced Nobel prize winners come from the great
universities in this country-MIT; University of Chicago; Yale; I
believe Princeton; and the University of Washington at St. Louis,
headed by Senator Danforth's brother have all received Nobel
prizes.

Mr. Chairman, I think we all ought to be very proud of what has
taken place in connection with the awarding of these Nobel prizes.

I was attending a microbiology meeting over the weekend and it
was pointed out that the Japanese do not win Nobel prizes and
they are disturbed about that. They do not ascribe it to prejudice
or anything like that. It is just something about the research in
their universities that somehow does not parallel ours. Maybe it is
the freedom we give our researchers.

Whatever it is, as a Nation, I think we should be very, very
proud that so many Nobel prizes come to our researchers and our
universities.

Now, a question for Dr. Shikles. Do I understand that the tax on
the wages of a German worker is 13.4 percent for health care?

Dr. SHIKLES. It is half of that. They split it. That is the average
nationally and they split it with the employer.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh, I see. So it is 6 percent, plus. Is there a
cap to it?

Dr. SHIKLES. There is a cap at about $41,000.



Senator CHAFEE. Now, this is in addition to normal income taxes.
How about the Social Security, what do they do with that? Is old
age pension a separate thing?

Dr. SHIKLES. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. So I think we had better understand that this

is costing every worker in Germany close to 7 percent of his or her
wages, up to, what did you say, $41,000.

Dr. SHIKLES. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Second, I think it is very important that we un-

derstand that when we are looking at comparative health care
costs in thiJ country; we permit people to run around with guns on
their hips and such is not true in Germany. I mean, this is a tre-
mendous difference that adds to our health care burden.

I have here a chart that just shows gun murders. In the United
States there were 14,300; and Canada, our next door neighbor, 186;
England, 60; Germany, I do not have. But I would suspect Ger-
many is right in there about 60. These are deaths, you multiply
that probably by three for terrible wounds where victims are hos-
pitalized, it gives you some indication of the difference between the

ospital costs that are incurred in the United States vis-a-vis those
other countries.

So it is with a whole series of other, what we could call life
styles, in this country. I would suspect that the number of preg-
nant teenagers in this country is far higher than it is in those
other countries that result in low birth weight babies and so forth.
Do you have any data on that?

Dr. SHIKLES. No. You are exactly right. They do not have the
number of teen pregnancies that we do. They also do not have the
number of low birth weight babies because they have a very exten-
sive prenatal coverage. Everybody is covered. Everyone gets very
extensive services. It is a very rich package. So they work very
hard. All women get prenatal care and there is care after birth.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, there has been a little bit of dis-
cussion here about the outcomes research. In other words, what
works and what does not. Could you just touch on that for a couple
of minutes as you see it in Germany? I believe in our country this
research has not been developed very well. One of the things that
our plan, the Republican Senators' plan has, as does the Clinton
administration plan, is a greater accent on so-called outcomes re-
search.

How do they do in Germany?
Dr. SHIKLES. Well, they do not do it. We could not agree with you

more. That one of our real dilemmas in trying to consider how to
reform our system, is that we do not want to do something--I
mean, we know that we have more technology and we do more
things to people.

We would like to know whether that produces better outcomes.
Because if it does, then most of us would say, we would rather run
a more expensive system. We do not want to jeopardize that. We
do not want to jeopardize our great universities that are producing
this research that we are able to take advantage of.

We know in small cases, but we have so underfunded outcomes
research in the past that we do not know if-we do 7rore bypasses
than anyone in the wv-.': &nci , .c nct reaH', i.-,"-- ne f-ow



that costs us a great deal. We do not know if that produces
healthier people.

Germany does fewer bypasses. On very gross statistics, we are
about as healthy as each other. They have higher cholesterol prob-
lems. You mentioned we-have more guns. They have a higher aged
population. So the older you are the more you use the health sys-
tems. So they would argue that they have many of the same dif-
ferent lie style problems that we do.

Most people in doing research on health care find that the major
cost driver is technology. All this new technology that we are bring-
ing on line that is very expenses-and that gets back to your main
point-we do not know if it produces good outcomes or not and we
need to know that to know how to finance it.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. I just hope we will not, as we get into these

health care programs, lose sight of outcomes research importance
because it is such an easy thing to cut.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. Can I just say two things to you, Senator?
Next Tuesday, the 19th, we will be discussing teenage pregnancy.
The illegitimacy ratio in the United States has now reached 30 per-
cent. We will get to the bullet as pathogen one of these d ys. Guns
do not kill people; bullets kill people.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I am a co-sponsor of your bill, Mr. Chair-
man, and I have room on my bill to ban all handguns for you to
join as a co-sponsor.

The CH mAN. Right, sir. And also to say that on your interest
on outcomes, our hearing on outcomes will be the week after next.
It is either the 26th or the 28th.

I would like to welcome Senator Wellstone, who has just joined
us for the morning.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our last questioner in this cycle is Senator

Daschle.
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciated Sen-

ator Chafee's chart. I noticed an interesting statistic in the Wall
Street Journal this morning that I had not seen before. Last year
we had over 500 murders in Washington. In 1960 we had 175,000
more Washingtonians, but we had 81 murders. It is a dramatic in-
crease in the number of murders in the last 30 years.

Now, to return to the subject of today's hearing.
Ms. Shikles, I have been very impressed with your testimony and

the answers to your questions. Could you talk a little bit about the
reasons Germany has chosen not to subscribe to greater competi-
tion as a method of cost containment?

I have the impression that they are going in just the opposite di-
rection. They are finding that they have to constrain costs with
even tighter budgeting. There are those who argue that we can
control costs effectively through competition alone. Could you ad-
dress how Germany has faced that question and reached their con-
clusions?

Dr. SHIKLES. I do not know that they ever really can state-I
think they use those words sometimes. But when you look at what
they are doing, it is not really competition.



Some of it comes out of, they have a very strong feeling among
the population that the population wants the right to choose his or
her own physician and specialist and hospital. So they feel very
strongly about that. And I think no politician is going to take that
on and expect to survive an election. I mean, it is such a strong
part of their health care system.

So I do not know that they have the option of considering, for ex-
ample, competing health plans. I know they have sent- delegations
over here. We have met with some of them, looking at our HMOs.
But I would be surprised if that takes root, just because it comes
out of this commitment that the population has the right to choose.

Senator DASCHLE. Are you implying that competition would re-
sult in less choice, or that they perceive it to result in less choice?

Dr. SHIKLES. You would have to introduce it into the systera that
they already have in place. So I am only implying that to try to-

Senator DASCHLE. Using that as a base?
Dr. SHIKLES. Right.
Senator DASCHLE. I see.
Dr. SHIKLES. I only mean to suggest that using your system as

a base, if you tried to, they feel that they would like to get more.
Many Health Ministers we have talked to would like to get more
competition among some of the providers. They feel that would get
better service and maybe innovation and faster.

But because they are so rooted in this individual physician, they
are just barely moving to a two-physician practice, and that the pa-
tient if they do not like that doctor they can go to another doctor
the next day, I think it is cultural.

Would you agree, Tom?
Mr. LAETZ. Well, I think they have taken price out of the equa-

tion.
Senator PACKWOOD. Taken what?
Mr. LAETz. They have taken price, the actual financial delibera-

tions out of the issue. It is really competition on quality of service.
You choose your physician not based on what that physician
charges because the costs are covered. So you choose that physician
on your own personal opinions of that physician and the quality of
service rendered.

Dr. SHIKLES. All the payments are standardized. So they would
never then introduce a variable rate scale.

Senator DASCHLE. Let me ask you in the time I have left about
this pejorative word we often times use-rationing. In Germany,
they are talking about a greater tightening of controls under abudgetary imposition. Do you find that Germany's budget has re-
suited in rationing that would be viewed as unacceptable in this
country?

Dr. SHIKLES. We did not find it. But I want the caveat that we
have not been able because the data do not exist generally to sys-
tematically match procedures done in Germany to here. But we did
not find it.

One reason, I think, is because of the way they do their budget
limits, budget expenditures. They set the expenditure, how much
they say they want physician spending, can only go up 3 percent
next year. So the sickness funds then say that is all we will pay
next year, that amount of money.



Then they turn it over to the physician associations and the phy-
sicians themselves decide on the spending. So I think, and people
who have looked at their system feel, that that is why you do not
see really the question or some of the problems that you might find
if it was just the Federal Government saying this is all we will
spend.

So it very much just these are our guidelines. We can only spend
4 percent next year because the income in the sickness funds is
only going up that amount. So that is all we have. So it is per-
ceived as fair. Then the physician associations meet and decide
about reimbursement.

Senator DASCHLE. Let me squeeze one last question in.
The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Senator DASCHLE. The impression I have from your answer to

Senator Riegle's question about the ratio of patients to doctors,
which apparently is better in Germany than in the United
States-

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator DASCHLE. [continuing]. Can one quantify access gen-

erally in terms that would allow us to compare?
Dr. SHIKLES. I do not think so. I do not think so.
Senator DASCHLE. Could we examine the number of patients' vis-

its to a hospital or a clinic compared to what they are on a per cap-
ita basis?

Dr. SHIKLES. In those measures, they are all like twice, three
times what we are.

Senator DASCHLE. The number of patient visits is higher, as well
as the number of doctors per patient?

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you.
Dr. SHIKLES. They use their system a lot.
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. May I just thank you for the wonderful testi-

mony. Senator Packwood commented on it. You talked about cul-
tural differences. There is one cultural difference that leaps right
out at you. In Germany, physicians make six times the average
wage. In Japan they make twice the average wage. It was the most
prestigious position-maybe bankers do better.

So at that level, you do not want people to go to medical school.
The United States is up at five; Canada is just over about, a little
bit between three and four. This is an interesting piece. We will
pass it around.

But first to thank you very much, all three of you, Ms. Shikles,
Mr. Laetz.

Senator PACKWOOD. Can I ask just one last question in her testi-
mony?

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you may do.
Senator PACKWOOD. Janet, you say, I am quoting, "Germany is

attempting to increase competition between sickness funds by giv-
ing workers a greater choice of funds and narrowing the difference
in contribution rates assessed by the different funds. By 1997 most
Germans will be allowed to choose their sickness fund each year."



That gives me the impression their options are expanding. But
I got the feeling from your testimony their options were contract-
inr.&SHIKLES. You mean their choice. Right. I think the Ministry

wants to give people more choice in terms of what sickness plan ex-
ists. But at the same time, the funds themselves will probably con-
solidate, so you are right. For those people who are locked into one
fund now, they will have a choice.

Senator PACKWOOD. They will?
Dr. SHJKLES. Yes. The choice may be narrower than it is right

now because we think there will be some consolidation.
Senator PACKWOOD. But at the moment they may be locked into

one fund?
Dr. SHIKLES. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Even if there is 1,200. So they might have

500 funds left, but they would have a choice of 2 or 3 funds of the
500.

Dr. SHIKLES. That is right. Right. It does not rea:ly matter
though because all these funds, the benefits are the same.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle, you had one question.
Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
First, I would like to give you some questions to answer for the

record since time does not permit today.
Dr. SHIKLES. I would be happy to.
[The questions appear in the appendix.]
Senator RIEGLE. But also, Mr. Chairman, just to underscore the

point that she made earlier, that even with the German system,
they have never tried to do a one-time fix. This is a dynamic proc-
ess. They change it all the time and we are going to have to do ex-
actly the same thing here. So we cannot get frozen in the notion
that there is going to be a one-time pre-casting here.

The CHAIRMAN. They have been at this a century. Right.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you.
The CHIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, each of you. It has

been hugely helpful and we look forward to continuing in just that
pattern.

Now we are going to hear from a most distinguished panel of
scholars who have followed this subject at home and abroad. We
are most honored here today to have Dr. Robert Evans, who is pro-
fessor of economics at the University of British Columbia; and di-
rector of the program in Population Health of the Canada Institute
for Advanced Research at Vancouver.

Dr. Evans, I think we were lucky enough to find you in Toronto
or thereabouts.

Dr. EVANS. On my way.
The CHAIRMAN. On your way.
Theodore Marmor, an old and good friend. Professor Marmor is

a professor of public policy and management at the School of Orga-
nization and Management at Yale University. He is also a fellow
of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research in New Haven.

And Dr. Joseph White, who is welcome and saying plainly a re-
search fellow at the Brookings Institute.

We are here now and we will just follow our listing. Dr. Evans,
good morning, sir.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. EVANS, PH.D., PROFESSOR OF EC-
ONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, AND DIREC-
TOR, PROGRAM IN POPULATION HEALTH, CANADIAN INSTI-
TUTE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH, VANCOUVER, BRITISH CO-
LUMBIA
Dr. EVANS. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. If you have written statements, we will put them

in the record. You have plenty of time to read, if you would like,
lecture if you choose.

Dr. EVANS. No. No, lectures take 50 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, that is true.
Dr. EvANs. I do not think we have quite that much time. I have

put a written statement into the record and I am now just going
to speak very briefly to that.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Evans appears in the appendix.]
Dr. EvANs. But I think first I would like to pick up the last point

from the previous discussion, which is the notion that you are deal-
ing here with an ongoing process that one might think of as a game
that is taking place between payers, providers and users of care.

The initial comment by Senator Grassley to the effect that you
are never going to find the system that you can then put in place
and live happily ever afterwards, that is certainly one of the over-
whelming messages from the international record. What you are
really doing is creating a set of rules which will then be modified
by a continuous interaction. There is no ideal system we know of.

Following from that-
The CHARMAN. There is no ideal system?
Dr. EVANS. There is no ideal system, no, not in this life.
The CHAIRMAN. Not in this life.
Dr. EVANS. Here is no continuing city.
What we do have, of course, are better and worse solutions to a

set of common problems. I am not actually going to speak that
much about Canada, although the Canadian experience will
underly all of my remarks because you cannot escape from your
own history.

My colleague, Professor Marmor, will, in fact, speak to Canada,
and I am going to try to draw some broader generalizations about
the international experience. There are a couple of reasons for that.

One is that if you try to talk about Canada in the U.S. context
or relative to the U.S. experience, you very rapidly are perceived
as a proponent and advocate. I am quite capable of being very criti-
cal of Canada when I am at home. But when you try to describe
it to Americans, it always comes across as advocacy because the
comparisons are what they are.

So I feel more comfortable trying to draw the broader generaliza-
tions out of the international experience. It is also, I think, in some
ways more interesting for Canadians because we, too, have a num-
ber of' opportunities to learn from others' experience, not all nega-
tive; and we have not exploited those opportunities nearly as much
as we might.

As we look around internationally over say the last 5 years, there
is, I think, something that strikes one quite quickly. That is the ex-
tent of the interest in major structural reform. We have heard a



lot about what is going on in Germany. I was really very pleased
with that testimony because obviously there is a lot more there
that I know about. But it happens to match the broader generaliza-
tions that I am going to try to make.

The same sorts of processes are going on in Sweden. We have
had Royal Commissions in every providence of Canada except
one-Quebec-which did not have a Royal Commission, of course,
but had a commission of investigation into our system, all within
the last 5 years. The Dekker reforms in Holland; the White Papers
in the U.K.

Suddenly, as it were, within a relatively narrow time band and
almost universally, everybody is looking at their systems in greater
depth than they have for the previous decades. That is happening
regardless of the kind of system-socialist Sweden; or the capitalist
United States- which is not capitalist, but likes to think of itself
as such.

It is happening regardless of the level of expenditure-the very
cheap United Kingdom; the relatively expensive Canada and Ger-
many. It is being attributed to cost problems and yet all of those
countries have been more successful in controlling costs in tle dec-
ade of the late 1970's and early 1980's than they were in previous
decades.

So we have this anomalous observation that suddenly there is all
this excitement about what we have got to do to contain health
care costs in countries with very different systems and actually
very different cost experience.

I think it is worth pointing this out because I think the expla-
nation for this again came out in the previous testimony on Ger-
many. What we are dealing with here is a reform process that has
been triggered off by external events.

If you look at the surrounding economic environments in all of
those countries-the reunification problem was mentioned in Ger-
man---we have had a couple of really very severe recessions in
Canada in the early 1980's and again in the late 1980's.

If you look at national incomes per capita in all the countries of
the OECD, they are down quite markedly in the 1980's from what
they were in previous decades. So my interpretation of what is cur-
rently going on is, that you are seeing health care systems that
were adapted to a previous higher growth environment and were
deemed satisfactory then, that are now continuing to behave as be-
fore, but in a much tighter external environment.

I think that is what is driving the pressure for reform inter-
nationally. And if that is so, then it is extremely important for
Americans not to get confused into thinking they are participating
in this process, because the American experience is unique.

The American situation is one of a much wider array of different
kinds of problems, not just on the cost front, although obviously
also on the cost front, but on all the array of American
differentnesses that you know about in your health care system-
the problems of coverage, the problems of equity, the problems of
cost, the problems of effectiveness, the problems of public satisfac-
tion and so on.

I beg your pardon, am I to take the warning light?
The CHAIRMAN. No, sir.



Dr. E ANS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You have come a long way and have waited pa-

tiently.
Dr. EVANs. I think what you need to keep in mind is this general

pattern in which you participate only to a very limited degree. The
eneral pattern is one of the development of reasonably satisfactory
ealth care systems, which are now being placed under pressure by

external economic events.
Or as one of our medical spokesmen has put it, there is nothing

wrong with the health care system, but there is something wrong
with the Canadian economy.

I would position that historically by saying that since the war we
have gone through about three phases in most of the western coun-
tries. The first phase was one of relatively rapid economic growth,
combined with even more rapid growth of health care systems.
That was the period of dramatic expansion in health care.

The second phase, whose timing is a bit different from one coun-
try to another, was of continued economic growth, but of health
care systems that were administratively penned in to grow at
roughly the same rate as the rest of the economy, with some con-
siderable strains around the edges.

Now we are in the third phase where the economic growth has
slowed off considerably. The administrative mechanisms which we
all developed for containment of costs, which were reasonably suc-
cessful, are still successful. But they must now be applied substan-
tially more rigorously in the past and we are generating a much
more powerful political backlash in all of our countries, though tak-
ing various forms.

So the interest in reform is, I think, a response to those kinds
of internal political pressures. The difficulties of dealing with con-
taining health care systems are not primarily technical or adminis-
trative, but are, in fact, political. They, are the problems of contain-
ing the momentum of health care systems that have an internal
growth momentum of their own.

That is how I would characterize the international experience.
We have not yet worked out-we are in the process of trying to
work out-politically acceptable mechanisms of containing an ex-
traordinary powerful internal momentum.

That is being confused-as a political debate it tends to be con-
fused-because there are severalinterests that are at stake in try-
ing to prevent that containment from occurring. Obviously, the pro-
viders of care at all levels are concerned that their income aspira-
tions, their professional aspirations, their historical ways of doing
things are under threat.

Here again, I would like to link up with the previous testimony-
that the problems that we have are, in fact, of quite long standing,
their roots go back a long way. The trigger is the external event.
The roots are patterns of behavior within health care, which we
have never straightened out very much. Certainly it is true in Can-
ada. You heard it is true in Germany. I think it is true internation-
ally, that we have not dealt with a number of problems that we
knew were there and we are now being forced to face them.

That is generating resistance among providers. It is also calling
into question the universality and comprehensiveness of our sys-
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teams because those features always involved tax-financed systems
or social insurance financed systems, always involved substantial
transfers of net income from the relatively healthy and wealthy to
the relatively less healthy and wealthy. That is inevitable in any
kind of collectively funded system.

As you bring into question the foundations of your system, you
raise the opportunities to, try to reverse those transfers. That is
what a lot of the pressures for privatization are about. They are at-
tempts to redistribute income back the other way, couched in the
language of health systems reform.

And naturally, any opportunity to move large amounts of money
from one set of pockets to another is bound to have a certain politi-
cal popularity. As an economist, one cannot pass a value judgment
on that; one can just observe that that seems to be what is in play.

I want to come back to the issue of the internal momentum of
health care systems, because as part of a political debate, that is
very often presented as the result of external forces at work. And
the kind of external forces that you will all have heard a lot about
are demographic ones, the aging of the population that is allegedly
driving health care costs and we simply have to react to that, and
technological pressures. We heard again earlier this morning about
the continuous advance of technology and new products, new drugs,
new machines constantly coming on the market.

One that has been favored by some economists, is the notion that
as a service industry the health care sector is uniquely resistant to
productivity increase and therefore you have to keep putting more
money into it because it is just not able to advance as fast as the
rest of the economy. Actually, that argument is a little less power-
ful since most of our economies have not been advancing all that
fast in productivity. Then there is the overarching diagnosis, public
expectations. If the people want it, we have to produce it.

All of those I would suggest are efforts to transfer attention from
internal processes to external processes, to move the issue away
from asking why our health care systems do what they do, and
moving over to saying, well, they are simply reacting to external
forces. There is nothing else they can do. Please send more money.

And each of those points is intuitively appealing. As for the de-
mographics, we know older people use more care, we know our pop-
ulations are getting older, we know we are getting older ourselves,
we know we are using more care year by year.

The CHAIRMAN. True.
Dr. EvANs. But when you actually do the arithmetic, you find

that the effect of demographic factors is about a quarter to one-fifth
of the total increment in health care spending per capita. So that
just does not explain what is happening.

The CHAIRMAN. Joe Newhouse, at MIT was going through some
of these things. He was making the same point last week.

Dr. EVANS. Okay. Good. Because we have done some of the ear-
lier research on that and I am glad to see it is finally filtering into
the consciousness.

The CHAIRMAN. Below. South of the border as we say.
Dr. EVANS. You are ahead of the game, because most of the pub-

lic rhetoric is still focusing on the fallacy. That, I think, again, is



the sign of a political debate rather than a technical or an adminis-
trative one.

The second one on technological progress. Again, we had it
touched on today. The point of a health system is not to produce
a lot of health care. It is to produce health. Nobody in their right
mind wants health care. We take it for granted, far too easily, that
more procedures introduce more health.

There is a group down at the University of Washington, that
have not been mentioned earlier today, but there is a group in
Washington who has been doing some very direct comparisons be-
tween British Columbia and Washington State.

They have recently published a piece on mammography which is
quite fascinating. They have discovered that the mammography
rate is twice as high in Washington State as it is in B.C. Clearly,
technological superiority of the United States.

The funny thing is that when they tracked actual breast cancer
patients, they found that the delay time to diagnosis from first
symptoms was nearly three times as long in Washington State; and
the delay time from then until surgery was, in fact, not nearly as
big a difference, but it was longer in Washington State.

They were somewhat puzzled by this. Those were the data. Their
interpretation was-this is Steve Katz and his group-their inter-
pretation was that there is enough of a false negative rate in that
technology that it distracts the physician. He gets the false nega-
tive and he says, okay, everything is fine. I do not have to worry.

We were talking earlier about, "Do we have the detailed data on
the impact of technology?" The answer that was given earlier is
correct-no, not a heck of a lot. But we do have some and more is
emerging.

What it tells you is, do not tog readily assume that more is bet-
ter. We know that intuitively. But the data is coming in and con-
firms that. That is not an argument for therapeutic nihilism, but
it is an argument for not making your judgments too quickly and
glibly.

On the whole question of service economies and can technological
change take place that reduces costs in health care, you bet it can.
Again, new anesthetic agents make it-and I am here to tell you
about this since I have recently been a patient of the Canadian sys-
tem-new anesthetic agents are such that you can wake up and be
walking around half an hour after surgery without falling over and
being sick and all those things as you did 30 years ago.

This enables you to put many more people through on a day care
surgical basis that you might otherwise have had to keep in the
hospital 3 days. I could multiply those examples. But that is a clear
example of it.

The CHURMAN. Yes.
Dr. EVANS. Finally, on the expectations side, you have in this

country been running for a number of years now major campaigns
to encourage people to go and get their cholesterol read. That is
creating expectations. Public expectations do not arise in a vacuum.

In Canada, we are trying to do the reverse. Our epidemiologists
have concluded that you probably should not be going and getting
your cholesterol read on a continuing basis if you do not have other
risk factors that draw you in. And if you do, yes, there is some evi-



dence that drug treatment can lower your death rate from heart
disease, but it raises it from other things, so there is no evidence
that cholesterol screening and treatment lowers the overall death
rate.

So you may simply be choosing one form of death rather than an-
other and not postponing it. [Laughter.]

Now, you know, there are a lot of people in the industry who do
not like that data, but it is very clear. It comes out of a number
of randomized trials.

So the point I am getting at there is that public expectations
again are not an external factor. They are something created with-
in the health care industry.

Now, having gone over this interpretation of momentum, what do
ou do about the internal momentum? I think there are three
eads under which successful cost containment must proceed. Or,

I would rather say, successful management of a health care system
for improved outcomes at lower costs, because cost containment per
se is not a sensible obective. I think the evidence is quite clear that
the outcomes are there to be achieved at lower costs. I think that
any argument that you cannot cut costs without cutting outcomes
and quality, is for the United States sheer nonsense. It is totally
unsustainable.

It is totally unsustainable for Canada, where we have gone
through this in some depth. Or for Germany. Conceivably for the
U.K. You are talking there about a much lower level of expenditure
and I would not want to comment on that. Sweden on the other
hand, lots of examples there of where you could improve efficiency.
That is again a heavily funded area.

So the notion that you cannot improve your efficiency just does
not hold up. But what have you got to do to do it? Well, the general

) terms, I think, are you have to improve the effectiveness of what
you do and try to get rid of some of the ineffective stuff. That
means not only figuring out what works and what does not, which
the United States I think is leading the world in at the moment,
but also trying to figure out how to translate that into actual prac-
tice where I do not think anybody has any good examples.

And again, we have heard from the German testimony that cost
containment does not depend on your ability to do things right and
to avoid doing the wrong things, but successful management may.
So you have to figure out much more to do the right things.

But second, you have to contain, control, manage, your capacity.
You cannot keep training more doctors and then hope indefinitely
to hold your costs down. Sooner or later they are going to get mad
at you. So you do have to think a lot more about capacity. That in-
cludes not just head counts, it includes a lot more primary care
physicians in this country, for example, and a lot less specialists.

And exactly the same in Sweden. It is not just a market problem,
you know, it is a misallocation of resources which happens in very
different systems.

And third, you have to communicate with your public a lot more
clearly as to what the problems actually are, because if they do not
understand you, you know better than I, you cannot lead if your
public just thinks the problem is something totally different. Or as
an old Manitoba expression has it, the first man over the barricade



ets the spear through the chest. This is bad for your political
ealth.
Now to get more specific, all the countries that have been suc-

cessful in health care cost containment seem to have done it
through some form or other of-I am not sure whether I want to
call it global budgeting; the British call it cash limits. The way you
control costs is to figure out what all the sources of revenue of the
system are, get hold of them all and hang onto them.

You can do that through a single-payer system. That is the sim-
plest logically. You can do it as the Germans have by having mul-
tiple payers, but making sure they are all closely coordinated. The
Germans have cultural methods of coordinating their behavior that
may not be accessible to the rest of us, certainly not to Americans.
We have heard that from some of the German commentators. You
know, you tell them what is necessary and they do it. [Laughter.]

I am quoting one of my German colleagues, a certain Mathias
Graf von der Schulenberg put it that way.

Whether you could do that elsewhere, not clear. But one way or
another it looks as if you have to get hold of all the revenue inputs
and clamp those. Or at least we do not know of any other way of
doing it. Put it that way.

Conversely thinking about competition, nobody has successfully
used competition as a global cost containment strategy that I know
of. Maybe you will be different in the United States. Maybe the
United States is unique in enough ways that that is the way to go.

Senator PACKWOOD. Where has it been tried at?
Dr. EVANs. Well, it has been tried in Ontario, for example, with

the Health Services Organizations in which they capitated groups
of physicians. It was hoped they would respond to various sorts of
ambulatory care incentive payments and so on. The impression
they have now in the Ministry is that it has largely led to selection
of patients rather than competition and efficiency.

On the other hand, constructively it has been tried in Sweden
within an overall global budget. They seem to have eliminated
their waiting lists within the last year by simply saying that if you
are on a waiting list for more than 3 months for a set of proce-
dures-you know, the usual things, hips and eyes and so on-then
you can go anywhere in the country you want, public or private,
to get the care and your home county council must pay for it.

Suddenly the waiting lists seem to have disappeared. As the
county council is exposed to this kind of financial risk, competition
in a sense, they said, right, we can fix this; and they did.

Within Stockholm, which is the largest of the county councils by
far, they have opened up opportunities for people to go to different
clinics and different centers and bring their money with them.
They do not carry vouchers in the technical sense. But when you
go to a place, you draw the money after you.

This is another message from the international experience, that,
yes, incentives on providers work a lot. They are very powerful.
You people demonstrated that very early on with your DRG sys-
tem. Suddenly your hospital occupancies crashed in a year. You
know, that changed the financial pressures and suddenly people
moved out of hospitals.
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You did not contain your overall costs because you had not made
the incentive structure broad enough. But I am not here as a pro-
fessional economist to argue that incentives do not work; I am only
taking the view from my political science colleagues. Incentives are
very powerful, but do not assume that an economist can tell you
what they are going to do. Targeting them is tricky.

I think one of the general messages that people are getting inter-
nationally is the critical role of primary care and of the gatekeeper.
They are trying to figure out where-and this varies from one sys-
tem to another-to place that gatekeeper function.

Again, I am struck by the fact L.-a'. the Swedes are now trying
very hard to figure out how to get rid of all the specialists in their
system or to convert them into primary care practitioners.

I guess where you would sum that up, because obviously we have
some more things to talk about, is that it is clear that you need
more management and not more money in most of our systems. It
is not clear exactly where to embed that management, and that
probably does depend on your past history. Our logical place to
embed it is in provincial government. So that seems to be the direc-
tion we are going.

The Swedes are trying to embed it within the county councils.
But that is tough because they have historically been the rep-
resentatives of the industry.

The Brits have created or have built on their pre-existing man-
agement structure to localize management. So I think internation-
ally we are all looking for where to place that management process.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. I think we have heard, if I am not mis-
taken, the first exposition of the Bauhaus School of Health Care
which is, "Less is More."

Dr. EVANS. Absolutely. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. We will put it down.
Dr. Marmor, we welcome you, Ted, most especially. We will just

continue this conversation.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE R. MARMOR, PH.D., PROFESSOR
OF PUBLIC POLICY AND MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF ORGA-
NIZATION AND MANAGEMENT, YALE UNIVERSITY, AND FEL-
LOW, CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH,
NEW HAVEN, CT
Dr. MARMOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. What I have done is to

prepare some material for you. I hope you will put that in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Marmor appears in the appen-

dix.]
Dr. MARMOR. I really would like to use this time to address some

of the topics that have already come up and carry on a conversa-
tion that opens up the back and forth.

I really have really three points I want to make today. One is
a simple distinction, which is in my outline really, a distinction be-
tween learning about-

The CHAIRMAN. And learning from.
Dr. MARMOR. [continuing]. And learning from. That distinction

seems to me to be blurred a good deal in the discussion. it is hard



enough to learn about and get accurate information. There is a big
step between that and learning from or drawing lessons from.

I just would urge us in our discu.;sion to be clear. For instance,
you can go to almost any context and Find some representation of
the costs of medical care in international comparison about which
there is an argument. You cannot draw any lessons from that until
you can establish that roughly s peaking the Germans spend on the
order of 9 percent of GNP; and roughly speaking the Americans
spend on the order of 14 percent of GNP.

That is something to learn about. Then what you draw from it
is a much different thing. But if you are spending all your time
wondering whether it is 14.3 or 8.9 your brain will be addled in the
process of trying to draw lessons.

So learning from, learning about different processes. Surely ex-
pertise can be brought to bear on the learning about. A lot of dif-
ferent things are brought to bear on the learning from.

The second major point I want to make-and I am really going
to follow very much on Bob's presentation earlier. He has really
made a series of generalizations that when I get to talk about Can-
ada, I am only going to be interested in where I disagree with him.

Because the picture we have got is German characterization, the
more general characterization, the Canadian characterization for
me in this paradoxical way, sitting next to a Canadian, and then
Joe will do whatever Joe wants to do on that since he covers all
these processes.

But the main thing I want to emphasize second is that in learn-
ing about foreign experience and trying to draw lessons from it, I
want to underscore and emphasize that between Canada and Ger-
many, two of the systems that are under discussion today, you
have two somewhat different roads to universal coverage and cost
containment.

There are some generalizations that apply to both systems and
all systems. But I want to emphasize that the striking thing to me
is the comparability in results in Germany and Canada, despite the
fact that they have taken somewhat different institutional roads to
it.

Now let me try to illustrate that. Canada illustrates in its most
stark and simple form, the use of a single-plan, single-payer tax
supported form of health insurance. In 10 Providences of Canada,
as I am sure you all know, you have got the equivalent of a public
bureaucracy substituting for a Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan of 40
years ago with service benefits.

They are distinguished by everybody being in the same boat
within the Providence-one plan, common terms. They are distin-
guished by having nothing in the way of cost sharing that is of any
significance whatsoever-service, benefits. Tliey are distinguished
by being portable in t.he sens, that whrv:yc.dytnsij
Canada you move on g, - nd ,ct:i ac;'c,3 i c, d .c_:cS
statuses.

They are distingv:isold by having -eai 'Ui .
clear identifica tion cf ;,'n'r Is tcc "sw' icr ch- '
quality and access. And Iinally, ise a A
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sible in some order that is determined by medical need and not the
size of your pocketbook.

And the result of that in the Canadian context is a barring of
coverage for the same services through any kind of private needs.
That is the Canadian system, I think, in very short compass.

Now, the German system does not use the general form of tax
supported health insurance. It connects and has in the past tied in-
surance status to your employment source. Now you could say that
a proportional contribution is to every mother, father and child in
the world the functional equivalent of a tax.

But what I want to emphasize is that they have begun with the
employment relationship of going back as you were suggesting 100
years ago, and they have vacuumed up the funds through this de-
vice, rather than vacuuming up the funds through both income tax,
sales taxes and other means as in Canada.

But however you vacuum the funds, they have vacuumed them
up into systems that are held accountable for balancing cost, qual-
ity and access. The institutional means and the institutional de-
tails differ enormously. Consider 1,200 different funds in Germany;
10 Providences in Canada. Incomparable.

Wrong in my judgment. Wrong in the sense that what you have
in both systems, and you have in Australia and all the rest of them
as well, is various institutional devices for as Bob was saying, col-
lecting or vacuum up the funds, and then distributing them to pro-
viders in which you have very broad ranges of benefits.

You do not economize by cutting out benefits. You economize in
both systems in clearly comparable ways. You pay less per activity
than we do in the United States. You spend less on the movement
of paper and activity of that kind, the waste that you were talking
about.

I was charmed by your point about fraud, waste and abuses on
no budget item. I would like to return to that subject if you would
like to follow-up on it.

But there are three sources basically. It is not so mysterious. I
must say the discussion of it is as if the human brain cannot em-
brace it. There are three things that make us very different in our
expenditures.

One is that we pay more for comparable activities. Our fees are
higher. Our rates of payment to hospitals are higher. Our salary
rates are higher. That is why. It is maybe a point of the difference
between us and Canada, perhaps something on that order.

Second, we spend more on the process of making this financing
and delivery system work, apart from medical care. That is, the
personnel per person in our system is more intense, but it is not
all medical care. That is for the non-medical care personnel; and,
of course, the classic version of this is line them up in Vancouver
General Hospital and line them up in Seattle General Hospital and
only line up those people who handle paper, having to do with
money terms on it. It turns out, going back to your accounting, that
the ratio is about 10 to 1. I mean, it is utterly astounding.

While it is true-and I think you made a very good point about
we surely do not want to have something ideal with no administra-
tion. You want a sensible administration is what you want.



But let me just emphasize on this cost control point, on the com-
parative point, that that accounts for quite a lot. There is subtlety
here that is often lost. The costs of administration are not one
thing. There are at least three different things.

One is the cost literally of administering the insurance, the
movement of money around. The difference between premiums in
and payments out. That is the carrying cost of administration; and
that is the direct ones.

The second source of administered costs are the costs of living
with that system of financing and provision, which are built into
the budgets of hospitals and physicians' offices and consulting
firms. That is the apparatus which we do not count as direct ad-
ministrative costs.

Then third, which is completely uncounted in our system and
very important, Mr. Chairman, in my humble judgment, is the
costs of administration which can be best understood as frustra-
tion, complexity, uncertainly, the difficulty that anybody has in fig-
uring out what they are entitled to, from whom, under what terms.

Now the last one is non-pecuniary. We do not measure it And
the first two, we are very much hi gher than anybody else. This is
an area of immense significance. But what I want to urge you to
think about is that if I compared Germany with Canada or if I in-
cluded Japan or included Australia, I am sure I can show you the
administrative costs of all three are much less. But very significant
is the administrative cost differential on the first two.

That is an important element in our difference. We cannot get
away from it. It is not simply the costs of paper in the hospital.
It is the marketing of insurance. It is the review, pre-certification,
post-certification. it is the apparatus we have developed, which is
a much more serious problem, I think, than you appreciate if you
concentrated on the accounting departments of hospitals.

And finally-I mean there is lots more that I could go on to-
The CHAIRMAN. Finally of the three thing, that distinguish the

United States.
Dr. MARMOR. That is right, the third of the three that help to ex-

plain cost differences but do not fully exhaust it. The third is the
one that was really alluded to by the Republican members of the
committee.

I must say that the discussion so far and the questions raised,
all strike me as extraordinarily thoughtful. I do not know how to
put this without seeming -

The CHIRMA. Go right ahead, Dr. Marmor, any time. [Laugh-
ter.]

Dr. MARMOR. I was going to say it seems to be unusually
thoughtful. But you can imagine. [Laughter.]

That is not quite what I meant to imply. [Laughter.]
What I meant to say is that there looked to me in the questions

a real quality of searching for sensible responses rather than scor-
ing points. What I want to try to do on this is to be a's candid as
I can about what I do not know; and as candid as I can about areas
that I have been an advocate of in another context, but not in this
context.

So the third one I want to speak to, the third element, is really
what is called the intensity of medical intervention, the intensity



of medical intervention. Both a measure of technological interven-
tion and the personnel associated with the carrying out of medical
care interventions.

There is no question that that is one of the dimensions in which
we differ. We do more and we do more around the more we do
when we have people who are sick. But I want to sharply distin-
guish that from the point made by Janet which seems to be very
significant and illustrated just as well by Canada as by Germany,
namely, the accessibility of physicians in Canada and in Germany,
and the accessibility for most hospital requirements is greater than
in the United States.

Greater in the sense that, if you really need care, you get it very
quickly in the hospital. And more important, if you need to see a
physician, you are going to see a physician quicker in those sys-
tems. That is why their rates per capita business per year are
higher than us, tremendously higher in Germany, and somewhat
higher in Canada.

Their bed days per 1,000 are higher in Germany and higher in
Canada. That is an ambiguous measure though. If- Bob-is right, if
more is not necessarily better, we ought not to celebrate and they
ought not to celebrate they have used more bed days per 1,000.

But I just want to, as a fact, a fact about-not drawing lessons
from, a fact about-we have this picture-and I think, Senator Rie-
gle, you were referring to it-this picture of the rest of the world
as draconian rationers of medical care with Germans, Swedes, Ca-
nadians, Australians, literally dying in the streets as they live
within their tightly bound systems. This is not accurate.

The last thing, if you will forgive me for going on just a little bit
longer.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Marmor, please.
Dr. MARMOR. Well, I am sensitive to the fact that there are a lot

of people here waiting. But let me just make a couple of points
about the type of mythical claim about foreign experience that I
think maybe we could engage in a further dialogue about.

The one, I guess, I would emphasize. Two I want to emphasize.
One is that in order to have universal insurance on anything like
the models of abroad, that requires extraordinary increases in in-
trusive bureaucracy. That is just not the case.

I think this is one of the lessons of foreign experience, that if the
terms of insurance can be made more straightforward, if the bar-
gaining about the rates of payment can be done in the form of a
citizens cooperative, in which citizens are not the -major actors in
it but that is done through other institutions, it does not have to
be anything like as complex and worrisome as we now have it or,
fraly, as complex as I think as some of the proposals would have
it in the future. That is point number one.

Point number two has to do, and the last point I want to make
for this part, has to do with the discussion of competition versus
regulation, international experience as a cost control device. No-
body else in the world has thought that you could have the control
of costs for a universal system by having competing plans and com-
peting plans with different prices to be the mechanisms by which
you would control costs. Nobody.



Nobody has tried it. Nobody has planned it. But in the Nether-
lands, they have been for the last 4 or 5 years planning around
with slight versions of that, by allowing the premium to vary just
a little bit, the Decker reforms. That is the only place in the
world-the Netherlands.

Most of the talk about competition versus regulation I think con-
fuses the foreign experience, because the foreign experience, I
think-I cannot remember, I think it was Bob who said it-I think
the foreign experience, the Canadian experience in particular illus-
trates this, is quite straightforward in the mechanisms of cost con-
trol.

You have a powerful buyer, either one or many are coordinated.
They bargain about price and volume and they know what they are
going to spend roughly at the beginning of the year and they have
competition for those funds. The political will arises from the com-
petition for the funds that are going to be expended. That is the
constraint. And the political mechanism is the negotiation about
volume and use, volume and rate.

And the capacity to do so arises from administrative, a long tra-
dition of holding people responsible for getting their job done with
clear lines of accountability, which has a way of drawing into that
activity. And I worry-this is the point I want to make on this and
I will stop. What I worry about is, both misreading the foreign ex-
perience into thinking that administrative skill and competence is
not important, it is.

Those negotiators are in an ongoing game, as Bob was suggest-
ing, and they need to come back the next year. It is a permanent
negotiation and their skill level is very important.

And the second one is, I worry about drawing a misleading inter-
pretation that one meaning of competition, which is price variation
of insurance plan, is seen as the only kind of competition. What we
see elsewhere is intense competition for the use of services and the
use of providers because there is considerable choice and flexibility
about whom you use.

And if every system that we are talking about is fee-for-service,
I can tell you, if I were paid for every student who came into my
class, I would pay more attention how many came into my class.
That is the economic incentives.

You have competition for custom. You do not have price competi-
tion on the prices of insurance premiums. With that I will stop.

The CHAJRMAN. Very well. Joseph White is going to talk to us on
the international experience on controlling health care costs.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH WHITE, PH.D., RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
IN THE GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM, THE BROOK-
INGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this

committee, I am honored to appear today in front of such thought-
ful Senators and with such eminent colleagues.

My written testimony summarizes my understanding of other na-
tion's approaches. It could not, of course, provide a guide to imple-
menting any of those policies. There is a great deal of literature by
some very thoughtful people, and I particularly commend to you
some of the work by other members of the health care study group



that Professor Marmor and I have helped organize, such as Christa
Alferstetter and William Glaser and Victor Rodwin, about the expe-
rience of actually administering some of these other systems.

My-colleagues here at the table have said most of what needs to
be said, I think. I would like to add a few points.

First, other countries manage lower costs in a national guarantee
because they have different systems of health care finance-not de-
livery, finance. These systems do not require lower levels of cost or
lower levels of rates of cost growth. But they allow those countries
to choose, and they have chosen to have slower cost growth re-
cently. Before, they chose to have higher cost growth.

Other countries instruments for cost control are varied. But I
think they come out to be essentially the same in practice. One is
that each has institutions that increase the bargaining power of
payers relative to providers over the observed experience of Amer-
ican markets.

I am always struck when advocates of managed competition say,
well, when you have 5 or 6 insurance plans instead of 20 competing
with each others and trying to pay the doctors and the hospitals,
then the 5 competing plans will have more market power and each
of them will be able to get a better price.

Well, if market power is the question and if 5 plans is better
than 20 or 5 insurers is better than 20, then 2 or 1 may be even
better. And what other countries do is, they have either a single
payer or a way of structuring a negotiation between all payers and
the providers.

Except in those areas where there are no fees for service, such
as a publicly budgeted hospital, each has some version of a fee
schedule, though some include exceptions of various sorts.

Now there is a lot of talk about fee schedules are price controls
and price controls are bad. But what that leaves out is the fact that
fee schedules for medicine have absolutely no relationship to price
controls on normal markets.

There are three normal-critiques of price controls. The first one
is that they are an administrative monstrosity in which you are
trying to regulate all these transactions and you could never en-
force them. Well, in fact, it is our current health care system of
varied bargaining among God knows who about individual prices
and discounts here and discounts there that is the administrative
monstrosity.

In a system with an agreed-upon fee schedule, it is much easier
for everybody to know what the prices are supposed to be. There
is much less administration. It is much easier and it is, in fact,
quite easy to track whether those are the fees that are, in fact,
being paid.

The second standard criticism of price controls says that price
controls do not work because they only work temporarily and once
the price controls are taken off, you will have an even bigger burst
of inflation, which is totally irrelevant to medical fee schedules be-
cause they never get taken off.

The third argument about price controls says that they distort
the underlying logic of supply and demand so that you get a
misallocation of resources. Yet in the case of medical care, once you
have insurance of any sort, there is no underlying process of price



adjusting supply and demand, for the simple reason that there is
no price constraint at the point of service, as the people at the Her-
itage Foundation would point out, and as the designers of managed
competition would point out.

Once youf have insurance, there is not a price constraint when
you get served. They think that is a problem. T think that is the
point of insurance. So that when you need medical care you can get
it and it does not depend on your income or whether you happen
to have the money stashed away at the moment.

Unfortunately, you cannot exactly borrow for most medical treat-
ment. Because if it is really severe, people will nbt loan you the
money.

Third, each of these nations' budgets a substantial part of medi-
cal provision. Particularly, there is a move towards either budgets
or the functional equivalent of budgets for hospitals. They budget
at the level of specific institutions, not just the system.

In fact, I am not sure, I guess the Canadian provinces come clos-
est to having an overall budget for their systems. But even there,
of course, if more people show up than expected to get services for
which fees are paid, the States or Provinces, as I understand it, are
going to end up paying more than they expected to.

Britain is the closest thing to budgeting an entire system. But
that is only meaningful if you can find some institutions, some
ways of translating that into costs for actual care. The easiest place
to do that is at the level of the hospital. You say, "hospital: here
is a budget." It is much harder to do it for doctors, for ambulatory
care, although the Germans did find a way.

Each has managed the capacity of its system, both to limit costs
and to increase equity of access-to make sure the facilities are in
the right place, which our market system does not ensure. And
they do it through controls on the access to capital, not just on cap-
ital investments directly, but on the access to capital.

Now everybody also has a different way of funding medical edu-
cation than we do, which is in response to the concerns of Senator
Riegle. You do not want your doctors to have those kinds of debts.
It is a bad idea.

These similarities do not stem from similar cultures, but from
the fact that medical costs increase in all systems for essentially
the same reasons. And medical care involves essentially the same
activities requiring similar responses.

There is a lot of talk about cultural differences and that will af-
fect what gets defined as proper care. For example, we do not do
the spas, but the Germans do. The Japanese take a lot more drugs.

But medical care is a technology which is roughly the same ev-
erywhere. It has the same roles, and is essentially the same activ-
ity everywhere. The doctors and the nurses fight about the same
things everywhere. The doctors developed the same basic ideology
virtually everywhere over the course of the last century.

I mean, it is essentially the same activity and in response to es-
sentially the same controls or incentives or opportunities or what-
ever.

Now, what are the consequences in practice of these various
forms of cost control that other countries use? As far as I can tell,
it is very hard to make an argument that health care is worse in



other countries. When specific comparisons are made on specific us-
ages, such as cardiac surgery, that certainly does not seem to be
supported and Professor Evans cited a good example also.

I do think there is evidence that the United States provides more
extensive or intensive care to the elderly and that those of our el-
derly who make it to age 80 probably do better in terms of the care
they get afterwards if that is what is affecting their life expectancy
than anybody except the Canadian elderly, who still do better than
we do.

But on balance, it is just very hard to make an argument that
our care is better than other countries. But we do spend more on
specific things. We spend much more on bureaucracy and Professor
Marmor spoke to that. Usually when you talk about administrative
savings and waste, fraud and abuse, it is talking about doing some-
thing that you are already doing, but doing it better.

No. When we talk about administrative savings on the American
medical system, it means getting rid of some of the things we do.
We do not want insurance companies doing underwriting. It is a
bad idea.

Second, we do pay higher prices for much of what we buy.
Third, we do use more resources per service. We tend to use

more people and more equipment to perform the same tasks. Victor
Fuchs and one of his colleagues had a very nice piece in the New
England Journal of Medicine last month, I believe, about trying to
figure out why Canadian hospitals cost less for the same treatment
as American hospitals.

It had something to do with, in fact, capacity controls. If you
have a piece of equipment and you use it to capacity, then the cost
per use is lower.

We do seem to provide extra amenities for some people. Obvi-
ously, for the people who go to our big city charity hospitals, the
amenities are-not very good at all. But because our hospitals com-
pete for the well insured, they spend a lot of money on trying to
look attractive to those customers. And we do buy more of certain
kinds of service.

Americans make fewer office visits to physicians than in any of
the other six countries that I have looked at-Australia, Great
Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Japan. We have fewer hospital
beds per person and we have lower occupancy rates. But we do
have very high rates of a number of expensive treatments, such as
cardiac surgeries.

The bottom line, as far as I can tell is that, yes, relative to trend
we can reduce our cost by adopting some of the measures that
other countries adopted. That does not mean our costs will go
down. They will not. These are fundamental reasons why health
care costs are increasing.

[The prepared statement of Dr. White appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. You said the United States should be

able to reduce its health care costs by the year 2000 by 2 percent
of GDP compared to its trend. So it would be at 17.5 instead of
19.5, something like that.

Dr. WHITE. That is purely a ball park figure, looking at it as best
one could make a judgment. For instance, of course, the adminis-



tration is projecting something of about the same size or a little
smaller. I am saying that is not unreasonable.

The CHAIRMAN. That is not unreasonable. I do not want to ask
solely the questions, but could I ask Dr. Marmor and Dr. Evans,
would they think that a reasonable thing for this committee to at-
tempt.

Dr. MARMOR. Goodness, yes. I mean, I think that part of the con-
versation is really quite bizarre is the assumption that there is
some natural law of increase that must happen. So that if the
trend line is 19 percent, you think you are at great victory if you
are at 17.5 percent.

I think the really impressive thing about Bob's comparative work
is that when the Swedes got excited about this in the late 1970's
and early 1980's, they actually reduced the proportion of their in-
come going to medical care from 10 to 9.

We have this odd vocabulary in which cuts are described as re-
duced rates of increase, a very peculiar matter. And if we are the
most expensive system in the world, I dare say that is a conserv-
ative estimate of what is possible. But I can tell you this, that
there are certain ways of going about doing it which are sure to
fail.

Dr. EvANs. I am not sure if I understand the question wholly.
The last trend I saw was 18 percent by the end of the decade from
CBO.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is more.
Dr. EvANS. It is more than that now? And you are saying reduc-

ing it by 2 percent from trend, meaning that you will go only
from-well, if it were 18, you will go only from 14 to 16 percent
over the course of the decade and this is success?

Senator PACKWOOD. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. White said it, not me.
Dr. EVANS. I do -not wish to participate in this discussion.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood, help me. I am in trouble.
Senator PACKWOOD. In Oregon, we have recently adopted a Med-

icaid waiver procedure. We literally have ranked the procedures.
You do not quite want to say on cost. That might be the wrong way
to phrase it. Some of them we are not going to pay anything for
because the treatment is not effective. There is no point in spend-
ingmoney on things that do not work.

But it is alleged to be rationing, although clearly it is for Medic-
aid and we ration Medicaid now. At the moment, Oregon covers
you up to about 60 percent of poverty and then does not cover you.
So in this list we say, we will go to 100 percent of poverty and we
will cover childless couples, but we are not going to give everybody
the same service we used to give and we will prioritize it.

Most people, I think, would look at the list and really would not
quarrel much with the priority list. At the top is prevetLive medI-
cine and prenatal care and at the bottom are things that just do
not work.

Is that a wrong way to be going abouL things? Because it sounds
the way you discuss, the three of you, like most of these other
countries do not do that. That they pay for alni.ost- everything no
matter what.



Dr. EVANs. I think there are two ways to responding, probably
lots more. But at least two come to mind in responding to "Is that
wrong." Is it wrong in some sense to have a health care system
that cuts out the things that do not work? No. That is exactly
what-

Dr. MARMOR. I want to wholly associate myself with that remark.
Dr. EvANs. Yes, that is exactly what you want to do. Actually,

I was on a panel with Dr. Kitzhaber that was being interviewed
by one of our leading TV interviewers a few years ago. This was
all discussed and the question was raised, which I thought was
passing wonderful. "But surely, Dr. Kitzhaber, it is unethical to
withhold treatment from people who are in such terrible cir-
cumstances just because it does not work?" [Laughter.]

I did not want to participate in that discussion either. [Laugh-
ter.]

So, yes, of course, that is what you want to do. And, of course,
not only do you want to eliminate the things that do not work and
indeed do harm. That turns out not to be trivial.

We have a recent report from the National Breast Screening Sur-
vey, for example, that shows pretty conclusively from the random-
ized trials that screening women who are under fifty does, if not
harm, at least no good.

The response by the radiological community could only be de-
scribed as hysterical. The nature of the attack on that study is
such as to make you somewhat despair, not only of human intel-
ligence, but also of human goodwill and everything else.

So that is not a trivial thing to try to do, getting rid of the stuff
that does not work. I -think beyond that there are things that in
some sense do work, you know, removing of tattoos and reversal of
sterilizations and a whole variety of things. You may say, well, yes,
it works; but it is not altogether clear that this ought to be part
of a public plan and does not work enough to be worth paying for
and so on and so forth.

I think the real question of "Is it wrong?" is, is the Oregon ap-
proach the most effective or the only way of achieving those results
as against simply constraining the budget of the overall system and
then saying, okay, you guys figure out what to do.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you, do none of the other coun-
tries that you talked about-I use the word ration carefully-do
they not say there are some things they are simply not going to pay
for?

Dr. MARMOR. Yes, they do. But they do not-none of them use
the Oregon approach, of a listing of 500 to 1,000 procedures and
try to put them in a cost benefit order. That, I think, is an ex-
tremely important international point.

No other place in the world has regarded this as the necessary
feature of the rationalization of the benefit package.

Dr. WHITE. And part of that is because, of course, what Oregon
is doing is something different from running a national health care
system. There the question is, is it a good idea for Oregon when
the problem is: given that you do not have universal health insur-
ance, how to choose to allocate care among those people who cannot
get it otherwise.



In other words, Oregon's problem is what to do about Medicaid
and it is making a trade-off within Medicaid. It is not a cost control
of an entire system issue at all. It is how do we find money to care
for more of the people who are not covered.

Senator PACKWOOD. But each of you apparently have indicated
that these other countries do not cover some things for whatever
reason.

Dr. MARMOR. For example, just recently in Ontario they removed
the removal of hair as a medical care procedure. Cosmetic surgery
almost everywhere is not treated as a reimbursable expense, and
all that sort of thing.

But I think the point, Senator Packwood, is not that. The point
is when German physician associations in geographic areas are
given a pool of money, they are not given a pool of money in a
ranked list of procedures, but they have to think about what sort
of procedures are being priced at what level and whether the vol-
ume of it makes any sense or not.

I think the core difference is this. The Oregon approach seems
to want to say, this is worth doing, that is not worth doing. Be-
cause on average, A is effective and B is not. The trouble is B is
effective for some people; and A is ineffective for some people. That
average argument is not what sensible physicians will want to op-
erate with. What they are going to want to operate with is to be
able to adapt within their budget, to some conception about the
worthwhileness of this procedure and to leave some flexibility. The
paradox is-

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, do they make decisions then as to yes
patient A will get the treatment and patient B will not?

Dr. MARMOR. Oh, sure, all the time.
Dr. EvANs. That is what doctors do all the time.
Dr. MARMOR. All the time.
Dr. EvANs. That is being a doctor.
Dr. MARMOR. Rationing in the sense of deciding who gets what

when, and in what order is a necessary feature of a rational medi-
cal-of any kind of medical care system. The question is on what
basis.

And the difference between the Oregon basis and the others is
that the budget control gives sigaals down the line that there is not
money for everything. But it does not tell you that some things get
zero and other things get a lot. It does not preclude priority setting.

I will give you another example from the Canadian context, and
Bob may want to elaborate. The example used, but another one
about pap smears. Pap smears are very important elements of pre-
ventive medicine. But doing a lot of them all the time is foolish.
So the payment system may well reflect a constraint on how much
that kind of asymptomatic treatment is given.

I think there was a scientific group that met in Canada and ad-
vised the governments not to pay for pap smears more often than
X.

Dr. EvANS. Every 3 years.
Dr. MARMOR. Every 3 years. Now that is an example of rationing

the availability of money for certain kinds of care against a back
drop of a useful procedure that can be uselessly expanded. That is
a very different approach than the Oregon approach.



Dr. WHITE. There is an extremely important theoretical point
here, and practical point here. You can find there are also some sit-
uations where you want to set standards as to how often you do
specific identifiable procedures that are essentially preventive. The
administration is basically, as far as I can tell, in its outline of its
coming proposal, its 240-page outline, making a number of sensible
judgments about that.

Yes, you want to decide what procedures are worth paying for
and what are not, to the extent you can decide that in advance. But
patients vary tremendously. And given that patients vary tremen-
dously and have different other things wrong with them and are
in different conditions, first of all, the principle of rationing, if you
want to call it that, that I certainly would prefer is you give guide-
lines to physicians. But the main thing you do is you leave it to
the physicians to decide because they see the whole patient.

The problem with the Oregon approach as an approach for an en-
tire system, is that the Oregon approach is not simply denying
things that are clearly useless. It is making judgments of relative
probability of being useful. It is then saying that the care you get
depends not on who you are in your particular condition, but on
whether your particular condition fits some politically and bureau-
cratically defined rules beforehand.

Senator PACKWOOD. Whereas, in the other countries the doctor
makes the decision as to whether', this particular procedure is use-
ful. And if an 80-year-old says I would like this X treatment, the
doctor says to himself or herself, no, I do not think so; and that
is a final decision.

Dr. MARMOR. No, because in most of these systems you go to an-
other doctor.

Senator PACKWOOD. Until you find one that will do it.
Dr. MARMOR. You might. But even if you go to the doctor to try

to do it and it involves expense of hospitalization, you are in com-
f etition for those scarce resources. That is where it makes a dif-
erence that your hospitals are-

Senator PACKWOOD. So there is a form of rationing?
Dr. MARMOR. Absolutely. There is no alternative to that.
Dr. EvANS. Hang on. I guess I am more favorably disposed to-

ward the Oregon system than perhaps some of the Americans here,
because the process that you described, certainly in Canada, and
I think more generally, of"Give the money to the doctors and let
them figure it out," that is far from perfect either.

The CHAIRMAN. And that is the way of the world and so are we.
Dr. EvANs. I understand that. But I did want to come back to

your 80-year-old, because it happens there is a piece published in
the New England Journal last month by William Molloy from
McMaster who has been doing a lot of work on this, looking at how
doctors react to the presentation of a gravely ill 80-year-old man
presenting at the emergency room with a series of symptoms sug-
gesting that he is on the verge of checking out.

What Molloy found systematically in his group is that the re-
sponse that you get by the treatment people will depend very much
on how closely they are associated with -that person. If you are a
doctor at arm's length from the individual, you hit him ,with every-
thing you have got.



If it is a member of your family, you are a lot more careful. And
if it is you, you choose palliative care. I am quite serious. Under
those circumstances, what the patient wants may be less, not more.

The CHAIRMAN. That is sort of counter-intuitive, is it not?
Dr. MARMOR. Right.
Dr. EVANS. Not really. Think about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, when you think about it.
Senator Riegle? I think our remaining time-we are in the after-

noon.
Senator RIEGLE. It is fast passing here. First of all, let me thank

all three of you. This has also been I think a wonderfully helpful
discussion today. I wish the whole country could be participating
in this discussion.

I will tell you what I come away with in listening to what has
been said this morning, with the earlier witness and the two of
you, that is, that what we probably ought to be doing is to try to
bend the American system toward something that has certain fea-
tures that we are seeing both in Canada and in Germany. I mean,
in other words, a blend that would work for us but that would take
us down a track that would start to give us some of the virtues
that seem to be accruing there. Not that there is any perfect sys-
tem.

But at the same time, if that is generally sort of right, I am not
hearing a ringing endorsement for managed competition. What I
think I am hearing-

The CHAIRMAN Does anybody have a bell? [Laughter.]
Senator RIEGLE. [continuing]. Both on the lines and between the

lines is that you are saying as you sort of assemble your own per-
spective that the notion that somehow managed competition is an
avenue to the right blend of outcomes, does not really compute very
well. Is that a fair summary?

Dr. MARMOR. It is important enough question and we may have
different answers.

Senator RIEGLE. Yes, and I would like to hear all your answers.
Dr. EVANS. I like managed competition. I am an economist. I was

trained that way. I think it is a great idea. I loved it when I first
discussed it with Victor Fuchs at a seminar at Harvard in 1968
when I was a graduate student. And the main outlines come out
there, although the details have become much more sophisticated
since.

But I grow old in the service, and I think that managed competi-
tion or the whole competition idea may be one of those things that
is, like the gallium arsenide lasers, the technology of the future. Al-
ways has been. Always will be. [Laughter.)

Dr. MARMOR. If you got an answer from that, Senator Riegle, you
are better than I am. But I think that was not a ringing endorse-
ment. (Laughter.]

Senator RIEGLE. A little Rubik's cube in there.
Dr. MARMOR. But I want to present it a little bit differently. I

think managed competition can be either understood as a label
which is misleading or as a symbol for a particular proposal.

As a label, I find it extremely unattractive. Unattractive in the
sense that it is oxy-moronic. You do not manage competition. You
manage resources. And you regulate competition. If they said that



straightforwardly, I would say, let us get to the details of how you
propose to manage resources and regulate competition and on what
basis.

So I do not like the label. But as a plan, that is looking at the
President's proposal, which he has put under this umbrella, what
I would emphasize is two quite different things. I know it sounds
odd to have two thoughts at once in my head, but I do.

The two thoughts I have is, if you were comparing the Presi-
dent's proposal on the dimensions of universal coverage, on the di-
mension of comprehensive with the benefits, on the portability of
benefits, on the effort to locate responsibility for cost and quality,
on all four of those dimensions anybody like myself would place
themselves with my history in back of those things.

Those are elements that I think are common across what he is
proposing, what issues I have been. I think to not see these is mu-
tually exclusive.

Senator RIEGLE. Those are goals.
Dr. MARMOR. Those are goals and there are some instruments for

them. For example, federalism here is unusual, a very unusual
thing to have a federal. By which I mean federal, national, state
combination. It is an unexpected feature. It is actually Canada in
drag is the way I would put it.

The CHAIRMAN. No. [Laughter.]
Dr. MARMOR. Sorry. I withdraw that remark.
But what they differ in, Senator, is the theory of cost control and

the plausibility of arranging delivery changes in a time frame fast
enough to get costs under control even if the system would do so
were it in place. On those dimensions, I differ in my estimate of
the speed with which it can happen, and I differ very much in my
estimates of the likelihood that will work as planned. Both dimen-
sions. Both slower and less likely to produce the effects.

So I for one would opt in a second for a simpler, more reliable,
less fancy device to get down this road of cost control than I would
for a fancier, more appealing theoretical device that I cannot find
empirical experience to give me confidence that will do what it
said.

I regard that as a nuanced reaction to the question.
Senator RIEGLE. No, I understand.
Dr. MARMOR. And people try to force you into it.
Senator RIEGLE. Let me give you an argument to add to yours

and then I want to go to Dr. White. That is, it also depends on
where your start point is. If your start point is at 14 percent of
GNP and you are on your way to 19 percent and you are hoping
ma be you only get to 17 percent, that creates a level of urgency.

Then if you take 40 million people uninsured, that creates a level
of urgency that does not give you, you know, sort of the Rube Gold-
berg route, circuitous route to get there. It seems to me, you have
to sort of cross-wire your answer. You have to make your answer
happen faster and with a high degree of confidence because you are
already late, so far behind the curve that you cannot afford to
horse around with something that is going to take a long time to
maybe work. That is what I get out of this.

Dr. White, what are you saying?
Dr. WHITE. Ring. Ring. Ring. Ring. Ring.



Basically, you have to distinguish between managed competition
as a theory and the President's plan as a theory. As I stated in my
written testimony, every possible theory of cost control is in the
President's plan. There is a lot of talk about the managed competi-
tion, but everything else is there in one form or another at some
point.

There is something to be said for that. Redundancy backups and
so on are a good thing in general. Managed competition as a theory
has a good side and a bad side. I mean, as a set of proposals.

I think the idea of having HMOs and integrated delivery net-
works as a form within a system, as a possible check on the behav-
ior of fee-for-service, as a direction in which the whole system is
evolving as people, patients, and doctors choose it voluntarily, is an
excellent idea.

It is something we have and for historical reasons these other
countries do not. I think it should be encouraged. But I think given
what the trend has been over the last few years in evolving to-
wards that kind of form, which has been slower than people claim;
given the difficulties in terms of capital investments and the actual
preferences of doctors and patients in terms of whether they want
to be in that form, which they basically do not; I do not think that
you can rely on the cost control among these accountable health
providers as the fundamental form of cost control.

So what I am searching for is a way to combine what other coun-
tries have done with elements of the managed competition propos-
als to get a system that could arguably be better than either.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think on that note--
Senator RIEGLE. We can pursue this, but I think we have taken

it as far today as perhaps we can.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. But I do think we have heard-let me ask

you now. Have we heard festina lente., make haste slowly here? To
roar right into a fleeted system asks for unanticipated con-
sequences of all manner.

Dr. WHITE. I do not think I would agree with that in the follow-
ing way. In that if you move quickly into a system with the major
elements of which you have evidence, and you have experience, and
you have examples, of how to manage it, then ynu are much less
likely to get unanticipated negative consequences than if you walk
quickly into a system with which you do not have much experience.

o slow versus fast depends on which you choose to do.
Dr. MARMOR. I think I understood you to be saying be cautious

about moving quickly into something you do not have much con-
fidence that you know how to run. That I agree with.

But I do not agree that we ought to treat this as something
which we have to do years and years of more research on to figure
out what works.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. MARMOR. That I really disassociate myself from. I think that

we have most of the institutions in place. We have had negotia-
tions, instruments, and American counterparts to corporatism in
the Medicare program on both the physician side and the hospital
side. I would argue that we can move deliberately if we do not fool
ourselves that to hold out for the perfect is the right lesson to
draw.



The CHAIRMAN. That we will find that perfect-
Dr. MARMOR. That we will find that. The risk adjustment discus-

sion was a good example of that. It is an illustration of trying to
do everything to avoid the most obvious -point about universal
health insurance, which is to spread the risks as widely as possible.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Evans, why don't you have the last word,
since you are once again standing here looking down upon us and
saying sooner or later you will catch up with civilization.

Dr. EVANS. I was carefully trying to avoid that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You did. You did, sir. I thought I had to say it

myself.
Dr. EVANS. Well, I think the last word from an outsider should

be suitably modest, that the complexity of your problem certainly
dwarfs anything that we deal with now or have ever dealt with,
that what kinds of solutions you are going to find will be unique.

I do not think an outsider is competent to answer questions like
you should do X or you should not do Y. But I think the point that
was made about the very different cultures from the rest of the
world, coming to in some ways similar kinds of solutions, is one
that I think you should take to heart.

Because at the end when you do find the right answers, they will
look very much in their outcomes like the same sorts of things that
everybody else has done. The mechanisms will, indeed, differ. I do
not think there is any question about that.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a nice point on which to conclude. Thank
you, gentlemen, so very much. It is hugely generous of you, Dr.
Evans, to come down all this way.

Dr. Ted Marmor, it is good to see you again, sir.
Thank you, Dr. White.
[Whereupon, at 12:34 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT Op SENATOR DAvE DURENBmRObt

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity today to more closely examine the at-
tempts of other countries to control health care spending. However, I caution all of
us to take a careful look at the various systems and their application to reform of
the health care system in the United States.

The foreign health care systems have maintained: a smaller amount of spending
per capita or as a measurement of percentage of GNP than the United States. But
no system has succeeded at controlling the rate of increase in health care costs.
And, no system has the means to setisfactorily evaluate health outcomes. Therefore,
it is difficult to even compare the systems to one another and measure their value
to consumers in this debate.

I believe that the goal of health care reform in this country is to guarantee equal
access to high quality care--through universal coverage of the financial risks. Today
we have unequal access to health care-by both geography and income.

As we know, there is more than one approach to achieving our goal. I recommend
the managed competition approach that contains health care costs by strengthening
the market power of consumers.

Yet managed competition is not easily compared to Canada, Germany or the cur-
rent U.S. system where fee-for-service medicine dominates. As I have stated many
times before, Minnesota is delivering quality health care at a lower cost. It is that
system that I would prefer to hold up in comparison with other systems.

On the other hand some of my Senate colleagues have an opposite approach.
They want to esiablisi a single-payer system like the one in Canada---ammisntered
at the state leveL1.

Under such a system there would be only one payer for health care in any state.
A national health board would set standards for benefits, and work with the states
to develop health budgets. Government would cap the annual increase in health
care expenses to the rise in the overall cost of living.

This proposal is supposed to contain costs. But a much more likely result of enact-
ing his single-ayer system is the rationing of access to health care, and the reduce.tion fits quality.

Let me i lustrate hov' the p..)posal would work if it were applied to running a res-
taurant instead of a health care system.

Let's say you own a restaurant with a very big Mm.. The government gives ev-
eryone in the country a restaurant services card. This card entitle, them to any-

-thing on the menu they want, at any time, regardless of how hungry they are, or
what their needs are.

Now assume that you--the restaurant owner--are required by the government to
serve all the people who come in with their cards. Then the government will tell
you how much you can spend over the next year--and no matter how many cus-
tomer you serve or what kind of food you serve them, you wil never receive more
than that initial budget. The government will also tell you what they wiu pay you
for every individual item on the menu.

What happens if everyone cores in the first few months of the year and orders
steak, the most expensive item on the menu? What happens to the budget?

This is what happens. The government will cut the level of its reimbursements
for steak. If demand continues to rise, the reimbursement rate will go down again
In all likelihood, your supplies and operating expenses will end up exceeding what
the government pays you fbr the steaks you served
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What will you do? Probably, .,. first response will be to buy a cheaper cut of
meat. You will reduce quality- even if It means that you risk being fined by the
quality, Inspctors. And if your bottom line falls below your budget location, you
may simply go out of business.

To a business person, does this make any sense? Will you be motivated to compete
with other restaurants to serve highest quality at lowest prices? Absolutely not.

Yet this is precisely the kind of system some are advocating for U.S. hieah care.
They contend that this system only gets at greedy providers. That may well be

the intention. But in government, intentions are not the point. What we have to ex-
amine is not intentions-but the likely consequences of our action& In the unlikely
event that a single-payer bill is passed, health care consumers will face truly dire
consequences.

They will have to pay more-in higher taxes-for a system of lower-qualit health
care. The average Canadian pays 46 percent of income in taxes--and the Canadian
health care system still can't control inflation. We have to do better than that--and
that's why I urge the proponents of single.payer legislation to take another look at
the managed competition approach to health.

I have been working with the "managed competition" experts for the past 14
years. What we together are telling the President is that the manaWed-competition
experiments under way in California and Minnesota prove that it will bring health
costs under control.

The key is to do the reforms in the right order. First we create--community by
community, all over America-the system of managed competition. That way we
bring down costs. Then--once the practice of medicine has changed and costa are
being contained by a sound, working market--we can extend health coverage to all
Americans.

Universal coverage is our goal. And managed competition is our best strategy.
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organization and paymeat

a) Reform is generally described as aotivated by finanCiAl
prxueurss but.

4) Zt is oxxuring in aountrIes whew axpendLture on health
camr is wery gh (the U.S.* Canada, Sweden) M whre-e it Le
very low (te U... Mow Zealand), both absolutely and
rtlatlve to total stion.1 icoe.

2) mbe virtual universal.ty and lanltmity of this urge to
@X62O1.8 ,atVerC bsl.th OR" yata a nation May have, may
mislead ,mricas into believing" that their own peculiar problems
with health care ar. gemeal throughout the davelopd world.
This La nat troe. Aerioa is unlque I Its zange and severity of
problem with health care the Unite. States Is Wo aoounzy
like the others.

3) Mh iamsaions of Ameri.an wd'qunsu are wel kowun, and
long-standilog althomgh they ha be e, growing aem severe over
tima

a) coverage a m for nma,
- eorLOumly inadequato no w a e*,
SLnsecur for an &e to amber.
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b) Costs - bV far %be Monhet in the wor2A,

- the, moat rawilay rising,
-WitL least deLope vn at r tr.

,0)R~fulacy- the Va&VUnt uyutmo muwteg rev d
billia., L year In lMORWtaOL&a Yazbeed.

- extensive mre-u.. of 11~gh-tahm
d) Mity dia ISLmeau nd surgical proceoinme.d) ~jty- large GIffoencam In ace... aid quality at

cas.~n-a Gon kooe
- high OrOPOrtin oil coots borne by

- jss lower Umoea levels, and miLaest,
M0.1 r bghrelative income. for

ProvIdOr. (Partiaiiharir Ohyviciens).a) sealth er~ei relative, to other developed

, 00 2 0or bw much of poor Verformance to a
helthf Syt Probla.

f J Public - 1001041t suc developed countries surveyed.

4) put In the other cM.-trio of the Gao (With the exceptionof the 9sditorrmnan tier*) thewe NWu for year. if MAe dea"ebeen geneal satlifactimi with tin ovemil titz of the Ihealth care system. fte zbatorio and political theatre of crisisba. beau part of the noou Imudgetary 'pzooesgen of mway of thesesyateusr buit there has be=n a broad cos u Ppoting theexiehing &"ttaaiints.

5) fte recent interest In RAICWo Structural xefom basaft
resmitead from a sudden * IaiLures of thoe ea --- tu itjllles. Eava en s0Itmions of costs - - the date do nat suppoxt sudbzbetoriaal. claim. as~ genwal Probisa han been a decline inoverall rates of 00ooni.a growth.

6) ROugbly wpei.Camd"end the cuntries og wetern Rurua
bave gone Wavu tre obase In the pout-war periodt

a) TeAidly rising blth care *onto, increasIng as a
pxqp:Leim of rIsIng untJonel t'woneo Itollowed by

b) More .lwl~y rising isseth came c03Le. naking v2 a
relatively stable proportion of rising national Incamasi and
now

a) More vigouxous ettts to init. beittI care costs, so as
to hold then -to a constant. abate of m~cb more olouuly growing
national cios.

7) ftese VPhse have coineided with abangina 1pexceptimn boft of
the relationshUp between heaLth cuar I mlth Itaid , and of
the 4ynaaiau of mdem health, canre setms. Rather than
respoodf-9 to Oneesf n IL nW or u J r±@e2 (and bounded)
ear. suchL sywtems apea to expand imkttef util thew reech
en effeftiva Ofterua Unit. 3A anst systeux causide the United
aeteea the eas ls of universal covempg mus associated An
phase 2 with the development of uechanlin to imosm Ows Mite
tbxomh the =W1b4i (or Quasi-PthbL o uibursesent Orseas

8) MeUie Stat is he obvious exception, Never having
uut~OOPEededA I" movn a om a Ie to phase 2,. the V.I. lecks both
aftiveal -0~ -g no ffective aechadim gor cost contrl.the ineffective4 --- a-- ug~tbidh hay barn developed thrOg the
private sector heY. failed to conrol the costs of clinical care.
ubLie genexoting M atydwn~ larg an8 exensIve Private
bureaucracy without Paellel.a~ airubere In the western world.
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3) an evooeuutul machnim LUe in other Countries have
foc=9e6 On two a,010ects of the hee.ath a" system,

a) VIc.., wguan total bavta,

- b) Contraints on capacity or capital,

10) Countries with significant p1ats Of the 1*6lt-h care Wostanpaid by fees for sorvice begin with negotiatai uitzm few
*chedfLles. g0 On t01 Ilmit oPDOtUnities for extra bllin, andtbmi try tD Impose aces foray of global. control cn paymets.
= fta~lsed" systemS in which mose health cu*re baron ame

e =oye Dtecoearily Includa direct wage negotiations, but timesmar be under =wre or less strigent, contraln, and say be wdthdn
the fsmoztor of ove rall woash Listt.

11) CBD~ity catraintoanmy be applied too
a) Ioical capitals
23) 2MAD 01Spital:. OW
C) !eo2mica/ntellectual capital or 8kmow-hwn.

Mine in health Care 000aoiey of nhatever forn tends to generate
Its owrn 4md*.w nseenrso to contain, overaIl osts are likely to
be =mucceseftl ox at 'eat poitioally very difficult if they
are not miatched by aimeltaneos smasures to lIfit capacity. (Panot keep training more doctors It you hope to contain the growth
of physician erpenditures -- or hoop subsidizing new
pharmaceutical research, it yon are --erd about escalating
drug costal)

12) Generally speaking, all coutris have fEound that the only
way to limt cost escalation is t*-take control. of all therevenue flow* Into health care, n limit tbo. 2bin can be donehr a Noingle-Payar* system (Canada), or by a cosely cordinated
multiple payer syrstaft (Germany). ulireot Masres -- such as
latina dmMtnd throh deterrent feam -- Jaye been cops-cio

941ALVID -
cumtro3. of physiwa oapacty ham been relatively easier thencontrol of buan caeita~l .- both numbers and levels at

qualiiati. ftm latter tends to be driven by the ecooanian
professional interests of provider gioups thamelves, the fom

by- oinity comeam foc incme and eMpm entM creation. "Me
1proiftaton of oupeoiao is a problem In bothi Sweden end
tlie U.N.,* for extolee deseth Umeway different organiiaetioa
end tanLug systine. Coirol of the proliferation or tecelical
oevital ios partioula2y difficult a it has been possible Primarily
through control ot the -#=pmat In which It Is embodied.

13) noe current interest In Zam is 06t a result of the
breakdown of thisme edlitwt'e techniques for control. R ather
the deterforating general, economic envlromcmnt imposes a
difficult political choice. ither controls most be applied each
swim rigorauslyr vnu tiating health amm sectors to =wh Lower
rates of ovecoll growth then they have becona acaustoaed to,
historically, or those sectors mostr be peritted to take en
Increasing share of national resorces.

in the foxvier case, my- b1tb pr-owitlies ost ha inupported
by drawing funds f rci old, zethe then by -on!tantly ading n"w
money, as in the past. Hence the pmrvier Zbetaric of aout-
bsackav, which while. falme in aggregate,. Ig true of pertMlar
program, facilities, and people. In the latter cuss, an
reources mmost be raised by taxing, borrowing, or pernittLwn the
retuma of private" undi3Lug. Wasn of the oqptions in attractive.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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12) fto polibl response of provider. to tighter onetrols
diMez aczoa "utsaw, though ina all cairns the Intent is to t
to maintain bistorioal pm.Lerns of expansion. In .o;aAstw
sys4tMOmS h-dsqtay oatrols result Lin declining woxkloadg an
i~mmesin waiting lists, in fee for service oysts
praatitiinaru try to exaend patient througb~ut and to Uap priy~te
scurs* of fimd . In-both environments, the rhetoric of Wostan
decaW and iuimt C0llaPse eOsaltes, regardless of the actual
levels of prvisO- n or the effwina or effectiveness of current
rescULVO 000e 9*ecorme of whatever stripe, Is the response of
payers to thuse escalating political pressures.

13) low Amxcans, however, it In vexy invortant not to be tak=r
An by this external rhetoricr wic± is thma recirclated with
awmlioation in the Amerian debates. Thbe general. problem ot
health ca"e policy In the developed wLd outolde the United
gtatebs Is bow to contain the Internal expansiomay InutuaMI Of
somod haalt~b cmre syste inc a y wbich is politioally
.aoes5ble, a=d do"e not threaten the health or weLl-being Of the
popuations they serve. i isL a not a technical

14) abotre 1m; no doubt, on the evidence, that effective, bacew
and responsive hath care can be provided to moenpplations,
at or below the ows. now experience in the Obigh end countries
Saab as Cnsd& or goedan, thought the U.K. rAW be -,: of a
moest-ton. Mach of the independent public inquizis Lnte health

care iu the various Coradian provinces reached the same
conclusion; the system needs more MnaginenQ M OrSe mo.
But it mtwo be demo ubLle sinultaneaus&Y preserving t3M
ecoacmic sco praomaimal aspirmtioms of 91Ll tbose who now 'Work
in, ow who 11 i to work In, med. be well paid from, those syateme.
Pad tbereLn lies the wab" .

15) Nuch of thi sevidgwe bue been available for year if not
decades. in Caned., for exam3.., observers of he health oare
sWsten have 5in=e the M14Ipl.9OU been piating to the overuse of
houpital bed., and. the Lnexlicable var.4timn in Vatterns of
bopitel use and surgical prooctice. Me political difficulties
and costs of acting on what was general-ly kvo'In -- at least aon
students of heeith ica - have until rec-ently outwsigheid tbe
potent 1.1 economic bmf ite of am azefUl maement. In all of
our health care eye tans. M e sociel oomemuus Smore easily
maintained by simply adding more fmwds. while this could be
afforded. Mow,_ in all systems, people are tryig tW address
problem which have always 'ben there.

16) on the othber hand, the extena]l e000onio IPrSMINU hen mis
reopened old azgments about the roles of the public aM11 the
private sector. froviders, threatened with ore severe eco00=ic
restrainta., are Inctreasingly interested in extracting acre moMs
from patients, either- directly or through private insurance. "Is
V.g. pystem than becos an attractive exaxple, dsmntratig
very olearly Lvm a mixed a~d fragomted. funding @Vstins cmn
asas the industzy en ever expanding supply of fonada, no matter
what is going an in the rest of the econow.

17) Providers int-aeeted In keeping' the mNeQy f loving, n
avoiding mara simg qpewtioo about how It is beirag used, find
potential alle, in tw other UroEps. fz-E unded Public payFment
sye tams distwibute the burden of paYment roughly in PropDortion to
people's incomes, or even pkogressiveLY. a shift Erom tax
finance to user May ox Zwivate Insummm would Shift the
financial burden awaY fr== the =m to0 the les0 healthy an
wealthy, Lg*.. transferrino not 4acr& the healthy and wealthy.
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Me establisbmsnt of ni'Versal pabli 81068es sloag wit m.d
health care services more, equaly aomegibla, represented S very
s1inficant MnOMe traNsfer from hiebws to 1mWW iinm popw.1
Thoresaed private Cinding would shift tremfer som ot that
income back. At the same tins it would give tbo with greater
.biUtY to V4V# incroved Local. to health oar.

&AL Vales or oare would also bmeeit. amgbt beto the
poltical o0s0s of raising taxes (or asocial Inmursaos Pr~n'm)

Im those of tzriaw to contain :health. care uystme, ableming the
victim* an tauiniexcim acst. from Public to private budgets
beocmee aorgeauly popular option -- even if overall aut
go VV and effio±em ad equity go domn.

20) Unpoll-itl isture of the problem explains vw so mach of
the associated zbetoric Ia divorced fin., and wholly resistant
tog, the evideno * t=WWard clm mna includes

-al Aging population repooms a esead expansion ofP
'needs'; more and moire reseaoss mast flow into health care
juset to meet those neds:
'b) feaclogcal advances Laoreamea the benefIt. that health,
Care system can offer, but at mr imaeasing costs$
o) Health Gave Is meorvice Intowiven, so the Possibilities
for productivity Inaeea are mnimsa.
d) Public expeotat ions are increasing Withou~t limit.

all of tbase claim 4and ethers) have the amom obezmteriortics
that they Iiden ty a process takin place amla14 the health car.
system, Itsel ('Wnere doing the bet we can in resoaiu to
the external, pressures ous),whif generates en over-riding
clala for Nors, rescuroes to meet MMoee@. %heW thue vevers
the conclusions of the Canadian CiniL"aa -- and most of the
Rarapaa reformers -- gMat more enagmat, more CMemyl they
mme also, false.

19) Rztineive research has conesistently shown- that the s0oe of
utilization and coat escalation among the elderly eaa

dmgra,, but result from changing -- ad quetICm0le -

patterns of owre for the elderly t'%ems elves.
Telogias tbMelVSV1 are =Mej, It is how prectitaes

oose to use thm that determines whether OW not they generate
increases in .ieedsm. 1b cup challenges the evidence Of
widespread imwctaamms of technology, i~n or outside the
U.S., the advocates of expLAim sigrly ignore it in spring
their case.

Moreover there are NNW tgabn ogriOa in~noviations in health
care which a&e labour-saving, it isa simply not tru. that labour-
intensive service industries aTO imne to produtivity increase.
But the behavioural xespmes of panvides Of healthL care
typically covert such inct~ca from amokttuteeN to "add-
ons. &ad this has been gainsc ft dscadms.

And finl"ly, vubLic expeattm axe not generated in a
vaaluu. They are deliberately created by providers of as.
someatims though overt advertisig.soetm through managed
maema stories, a most often directly in the c3.inical contact.
The &mriLcsa experience withL chlesterol ing is an obvious
exmpm. fthe central pkablem Is that all the eco6MAo rmrda
(&ad May of the qrofssianal) go to those wbo create unarealistic.
emec~tOm ,ed then seek the resources to zrponi to# It not
met., theM. 2hose who try to adapt ezpetatin to reality -- in
effect 'da-Mmrktiam'- rarely gain more then pzrfsioel"
satisfaction.

20) 0mtainmg the internal Sm"Oatus of health Came systans in aL
Tw TA± in both politimellY accetab]le and advances thu health
status of the Vqwation. served. requires policies ed actions ca
fout levela.
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a) owe efmsto Iaiy auuropeiate health omes

Including amre 'mtmnim Got 00lY of wbat 8Worho. On& That
does act. but elm Wba ft is that paowls th~mslveo OraLY wat

-which is oftun . WtzUST to the claim of those
mfo ake tbeiz Ui Selling myw~ics people Ceve Amaricanao

6o not Went heat -ar werie. Tber want to be beaftbre And
research Is incressigly mtzttng W~t should In ewr ase be
Lntuitively obstousr that in MaW ingostant Ciruute of Obese
is noe.A

b) Mach more wonk a how to 'rInaE ahet Isal ftko
about what works ad what 6"o not, end-mhat. peopleatal
want. Into alSlniceL practice. the gap bewm whet is known# ad
what Is 6=a, appears to be Laor'easiag.. Ptridars of health car*
tend to be relatively Lneoapuive to efforts to get thea to 'Do
things righvo -- quality of came hag universal support. at learnt
in Prinoplo. But going the rigbt Chin is a mach les.

fnir ooet.
a) Better adaptation of apacity to priorities. xf you want

more genralists, doc not keep training ever more OPesCIalisto
and permitting themLo charge fees whicM yield such higher
iLcamb then th0se of generalists I it yo Via more bo support
for the elderly, do not keep f lowing furid Into acadusic health
scine centres. end do not peomit nrses and other profeesiamis
to Practice maredemtial emalation, foreclosing the
opprtunities; for lesm eztanulvely trained personnel ,iio ca
actually pzovide the came that to needed And so on.

4) skich better coamaoation. with the general public -- a
problem in a2l uyzm a o long as -all the rewards go to tbose
whbo create false epetations and aim-represent issues and facts,
it wiLl be very difficult to maintain a constituency fox reform.

21) Me Aerican mo e, -10 with private Laxnsace illustratesn
this Lost point vexry clearly. uThe extramly county r-functional
role of :private Inme in the U.B. iu e* widely recognized
that even fte monill maie its el-laination the Eirst of ite
healtb care xecceumaxtions to isidat Mlinton, Lest Movember.
(The other two werer 'AGet id of fee-for-ervios, and stop
talking rolmt Cauzfada' yet the Indatry is too big ad pmwerfitl
to remve from Its strategic position. so instead, the Clinton
reforms keep the industry In business, while seeking to shift It
into a nai product l11e.

underwriting -- risk selection an pricing -- is R. zmudluct
no one wants sy MOre. VZIVersal coverage rOiUir" Oa 0LU1ty
rating as wall am coverage of the mhoLe Populaticm- Iat is
wanted ow Ls effective management: of clinical service with
minirel administrative costs. n ut underwriting La what insurance
comentes d& __ that it insrance. so why sas that insurnc
coopamies are beet suited to this taski Because, like Mount
Mverest, thyr ame there. Evey one in the field may understand
that they are pert Of the problem, not the aolutionr but the
AmriCan NOWlic 1014 Ot.

22) Looked at from thS 5Ipeetie.evewfr, lyn-ee
coverage May Sake olitical seMS&. tere is 3%o doubt that

gA&LflitLZyi the Coian style 09 sIinG-Payer system, bazed
an taxt aes5' 1w ae efficient@ less costly to ron, and moze
94MItable, than sOW the Gena and certiLWY thaLU the Mew
AmricAn, Iftatmr it t aft to be. 00 the other band it also
coacetrates, alL.t w political preroue at One POint, on the
provimcial cabinet within the minisfteof *9 *&th and finan=e as
lightning rods. " ~heU oewb e indIUstk itself is aL peIMnent
and powerful politial oonstitueaa advocatixmg eranioni there
is no. Inatitutionelized vtoice ca the other side' to balance the
political debate. xn the erman, satm by' GoOttZt edlOYei
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end OOloyBu are (401d to be) Mob More conscious of the "ireat
Saplicatimis of health care Spondiam for tbaisolves. aM more
willing to support the public s.o*4 imusaxy for oomaint.
AMd Lode"#, In recant years Gema Me bamso" mre cicassftl In
coat contafimt then ban Cme. aindiur fomes ne have been
at work In the fanaus Masimci apleso In XmUL and Rochester.

23) Ch this Interpreation, amiu ineffinLam in fuadiag smy be a
price to be paid for political balance. not Lt is imaprtaat to
Qtinet that thIs baa 02A to 6o with the ugul Oecimifts-
mommae about Ousat fees' and aconeaor chaicm'. Tdiviuaals
asm est Capble, bF their choice* of Cave type or soceo, of

axrcisin effective control, over any county's health oare
system. madeeid the fariaen exveriaowe of the past doeade bm
Clearly that carp otiome aft not eWaetive either. Kanm - t
aboo3.ately require. Public policies and enfocecR-t, but Ehose
require broad public svport. which in-turn depends vpo broad
understanding. and that may be where 'Placing eMployer and

elye groups oat risk' corns In.

28) international experimc doets Dot to Wei point provide any
fiZX -guies As to the detaLiSls f sunoMeful wrefozz',I even the
White Raper ref ore in the V.Z. * presented politically an a
success, mre described by Insiders as 'too so0.L to teall' Bust
certain generalizations do seom to be sporase

a) xf one is serious, about cost control, the ouly way this
has yet bean achieved Is thzcvh global buftw, camh
714mits, or the equivalent. Other icinm - tea mor
Capacity Controls -- can limit thzate of easmlations bu~t
soonr or later providers will work stowend thea. 2bre is
ts yet no expariance to apport the idea that structural
ubanees am rmovethmadynanic Instability of health sax.
system., the Internal growth inetu. lbere are
3W poteal - noazdo. but no suporing evidence.

b) thre is absolutely so Ihas for concern that Cost
.ontelmt met result, In the near torm. or ever, in
threats to health oc well-bein, at least in the heavily
tunded system Like Cosaf.. Mwedan* Oeres:q, Or the
R1atherlands. Zu the Mlted states, the Idea is abeurd.
Quite apart fron the sa~modrtely $100 billion or so, spent
cn ruotianless paper-shabsa in the Oreimaurwi. amos
ra between pzoviders an Paem, there is also thes
oxtraordInazy (in world taes) ~oiY of Americans
toward their pbwsiclas.

More Vgerlly, in no systogm has tmm been anthing
like aaequate attentiosL paid to assuring that the sat being
provided Is a: satiatLe in texa of patients' needs god
wants, or effIcIiently Provided.

o) Wan-tzwgted changes In incentives directed at uraviderM
a king about large ad rapid cbanges. aZtrezctahlea

waiting lists in Bondi aspeared In a matter of smuths
wam it-listed patients were given the right (after three

saths) to go wwtwbee In mmedss for their caer and Charge
It to their hosa oonty Owuniil (aho run the health care
system, and VWy fo It). In the Ur.s.0 teo years ago, the
Lutraduat ion. of the Wo~v e~a yten had an
imediate and large effect h ospital use. (It did not

*affect overall coats& bemusse its tocus, was too narraw, but
the process of care changed fdrtiay.

d) kilasgy oarw organisation and pint is prohebly
critical1 to the effICIeMa a the effectivenes of the rest
od the health care @"stea# eve thao it acmuts f&r Onlyr
& very sme21 prportIon of the costs, because that is NWher
the (zelatively) inomd bnWrw reea . The Goatakeeperg
rcole .C the pzimar 1proveli emphasized In the U.K.,
congda, and Eewai for egple, ad sweden is tsying to
shift its opeoialift-oriouted systim in thio direction.
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a) wCo~etitim m M et to be Ammir anyUor to hae tb*
poati,.O OEAfCtaso oftth alaimad for It In theoSY.
Vzoviezs "ean to be as amt a bays9e and regulators,
sometimes even sinzte. 2brfully reaomuiue the Intent Of
ef forts to incrase o-etitU=, and s*m Wbe to oorCd4iate
their behaviour In spons -- whoher In MIGUM901119 Or In
the Metbarlands. CAdon Dt pointed oUt thi problem wom
time ago.) maybe vigoroousoati-trust Icoml RI GM Ca
address this& though there iu no 9troa~ anti-trust treditio
Outside. then V.S..

Ifte root of the difficulty wry Ie deAws -- a IMLL-
Sunctioniou health a cyc irtea jamL=m tinive

cadiutmom end Comopeation sawg diftemt Swrviders.
Umoem ther As a wsll-reoognime rotation betweenuat~
of cutcone amo fre~ay of procedure perfomance,ihd
indicates the doeuirbility of prooedural eub-upeaialiuetion
end cooperation within spealaltie. It Is difficult to
zeconcile thiv wdit int-thzuat competit ion.

C) It La not yet clar (2 think) wbthmr efforts to develop
protacole mad ridelmas for cinical practise, on the basis
of research cv dance., wd than to Upe let ogmtion end
In-centives to Insect thesem into mtma pactice, will be
suoosauti in making health care systm -m, e fficient and
af festive. (it A&~ clear. as jech Ummbez9 eaInd very
pearly am* y~er ag0 that tbm will a& i theinelve
contain, Wevral Dost amcaleeion.) ado aregn initiative Is
a particular voresimuof trying to mOdift aliniagl pcuctice
br very specific external eonstxweintw, cut mat r wondm-a11r -__
camlt-o amations wil end will-not be reibrimed. Me
coatzarr view ise that changes in the atzuotur. and the
Slncca~ves of cLincal practice, if m am find the rigt
mhz, will lead elinicians to Sm the right decisions
themelves -: unie r of couxre a bindim Overall
expaiturts cometraint. (ftis. I believe, Is AOld4
malman's view. for .re~lo.) Th- two awroaow . do t
appear to he actually exclusive.

a) Yemy generally. wlWe It sem cleaw. that Our health Cars
asoino maed 81a am* momrs More Managmt"I it 1. 45s yet
9ec from cleaw mbm this m m tcan mst effectivety be
located. fto r vIno 0liuiaiamn.o ladIwtdUally Or In
'gab a privateh Lms- as-es. either as saplWerm or as health

Management Contrectate? Ppopoe-bdlt CanProf it agencies?
to ame* degree patients t7lvs CbQMWt4ca of the
abuve, withk the combizatic varin dingupn
particular Issue in question? Own is moom for am
experiasw.
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Senator Cue . my" United State Senate,

Co ttee on Flam*$
Washlngton, D.C. 2051O-6200

Dear Senator Grnmly:

Subsequent to my testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on Fgdj
Exuerien e In Control n Health Care Costs (October 13), you submitted a question
about the "equlvad note" on which that testimony ends. Having dedared firudy that
"it Is dear that you need more management and not more money In most of our
System ", I then said that "It is not dar exacty where to embed that management "
You then asked whether these comments Implied advocacy of a series of experiments to
see what the best method of management would be.

While I can e on re-readlng the testimony that this might be a reasonable
Inference, I definitely did no mean to advocate putting the health care reform process,
In the United States or any other country, on hold while formal "experiments" are
cared out.

What I believe Is happening, is that in a number of countries those responsible
for making health care' pol, administering the health care system, and actually
delivering care, are trying to develop more effective management either within their
present systems, or through natural extensions or modifications of those systems. As
Professor Marmor has shown In his research, health care policies and practices In every
country are evolutionary, developing out of past traditions and Institutions.
"Revolutionary" changes, usually aren't.

Thus we are seeing a number of different national "styles" in the attempts to
Improve management, all with the overall objective of Improving the effectivenem of the
health care provided, and the effldency with which It Is provided and paid for. One
might think of the different national approaches as "experiments", on a world scale.
But within each country they are not experiments, but real.time commitments of
and people.

(In fact I am rather dubious of formal experimentation In the policy add. People
who know that they are engaged In an experiment behave differently from thd e who am
working in real time Ty are not quite ike white rats, Indeed setting up an
"experiment" can be an effective way of 1]jd= ranges In poliy, by delaying action
until the window for Intervention has gone by.)

IV,



That ad. there I SO much to learn fm Oh diffeot national experiences
what "works" and what does not, and to what extent succeusd approaces can be
transferred am n idoalAy m boundarlec So In d4rt my final remarks about
where nmgeut ra mota sucesiuly be embedded represent a belet - not vdry
orignal now In the health care research commual-ty that we need to ty to kep a
done A a jde eye on other countries' experience We are an wrestln wim idMlar
problems, but brfg different cultural ad Institutinal histories to those problems.

The problem with keeping a d eye, Is that so many Interests, economic and
other, are bound up In the outcome. So there Is an enormow Incentive to generate
myths and promulgate nonsense about experiences In other system. Ironiay, the
more relevant otr experience becomes, the more effort will be put into distorting nd
mirepresentIng It.

Yours s ncerey,,

Robert G. Evans
Professor

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think the subject for this hearing is very well chosen.
We need to look at all the available experience for ways to reduce our health care
costs and the rate of increase in those costs. Since Canada and the European coun-
tries approach this problem in ways that differ from our own, we can probably learn
from their experience.
- Furthermore, some of the methods used abroad are being suggested for use here
by the Clinton administration. So a good airing of how these methods work abroad
should certainly be helpful.

At the same time, it goes without saying that the United States differs from these
countries in very many important ways. Our population is different. Our political
system is different. Our culture is different. Our physical size is different.

So, assuming global budgets work in other countries, we need to ask whether they
would work as well to contain costs and allocate health care resources fairly across
the country when set in Washington. -

We need to ask whether subjecting the allocation of health care resources to an
essentially political budgeting process would create a kind of hyper-politices, with all
of its potential irrationalities, given the enormous portion of the national economy
we are talking about.

We need to ask what trade-offs are involved in using these kinds of cost control
mechanisms? Frankly, it's a little hard to believe that well just eliminate unneces-
sary care and administrative waste with such methods, then live happily ever after
with everybody getting all the health care they need.

In any case, Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to say for the moment. I am looking
forward to the testimony of our very knowledgeable expert witnesses today.
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Introduction
'Health-care reform has moved to the top of the policy agenda in the United

States. as the high and rising costs of financing the system have intensified a
long-standing debate about the affordability of, and access to, health care. While
the intensity of U.S. health care - as measured by physician education, staffing
per hospital bed and other standards - rose substantially in the 1980s, an increas-
ingly broad spectrum of the population has begun to worry about health-care

finances. Many individuals are facing rapidly rising health-care insurance premi-

unis and out-of-pocket expenses. There are also indications that insurers are less
willing to cover bad health risks than befpre, as mounting costs force them to
seek new ways of economising. Employers, who provide the bulk of health-care

insurance for the non-aged, are increasingly worried about the soaring cost of
premiums. Federal and state governments, which run two large public pro-

grammes - Medicare (purely federal) for those over 65 years of age and Medi-

caid (joint state-federal) for some of the poor - are concerned about the growing

strain on their finances. These developments affect those most in need of insur-

ance; that is, those at Ask of having, or those who already have, chronic and

expensive illnesses. Against this general background the heightened fear of

unemployment in the recent recession and its aftermath has also played a role in

raising the profile of health care, as the heavy reliance on employer-provided

group insurance plans means that losing, or even changing, a job can result in

losing health-insurance cover.

The U.S. health-care financing system has two characteristics that define the

current policy concerns: high and rising costs and a substantial number of people

without adequate health-care insurance. These characteristics also distinguish the

United States from other OECD countries. Far more is spent on health care in the

United States than elsewhere: per capita health expenditures are almost twice the

OECD average. Moreover, as a share of GDP, these expenditures are increasing
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rapidly in the United States. while they have stabilised, or at least slowed, in most
other OECD countries during the last decade. These trends reflect the largely
unconstrained, high and growing U.S. demand for quality health care. Judging by
indicators such as infant mortality and life expectancy, the larger outlays have
not resulted in better health. However, it is widely recognised that such indicators
are far too crude to be useful in judging the effectiveness of health care, and
those Americans who have insurance coverage may be getting more for their
outsized expenditures than they would suggest.' In fact, most Americans arc
fairly satisfied with their health care. On the other hand, there are some 35 mil-
lion Americans who do not have any insurance coverage, and most of them
receive relatively inadequate medical care and often at a rather late stage in their
sickness. The share of Americans without health coverage has risen slightly in
the past decade: most of them are young adults and arc uninsured for relatively
short periods of time. However, and in'contrast, coverage in other OECD coun-
tries is essentially complete. The extension of coverage and cost containment
without reducing the quality of health-care delivery are now seen as the two key
issues facing U.S. health-care policy, although increasing access raises demand
for medical services, thereby putting additional pressure on expenditures.

This chapter first documents the nature and sources of the increases in
health-care expenses in the United States, both over time and relative to other
OECD countries. The issue of access to health care - the gaps in insurance
coverage - is then taken up. The third section lays out policy alternatives for
containing costs and increasing access. An Annex describes the health-care
financing systems of the United States and of the other larger OECD countries,
except Italy (which is discussed extensively in the forthcoming OECD Economic
Survey of Italy).
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I. The rising cost of health care

Trends In health-care expenditures

Total health-care spending in the United States grew at an annualised rate of
nearly 6 per cent from 1960 to 1990. after adjustment for changes in the overall
price level, as measured by the GDPdeflator. The growth rate during the 1960s
was rather higher. just over 714 per cent, largely because the introduction of
Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 greatly expanded the access to. and the demand
ror. medical care. As there have been no institutional changes of similar nature
and importance since, the evolution of the current system of health-care delivery
and financing can best be analysed by considering the 1970 to 1990 period.
during which health spending grew at an annual rate of 5'/: per cent in excess of
inflation - twice as fast as real GDP. As a result, the share of GDP devoted to
health-care spending rose from 7.4 per cent in 1970 to 12.1 per cent in 1990. The
share of GDP absorbed by health-care spending will rise to almost 161/: per cent
by the year 2000 (Sonnefeld er al.. 1991) if present cost trends continue. With a

Table I. Grom-h In total health-care expenditure
1987 con.tant dollars. billions'

Average annual percent change

1970-1990 1960-1965 196.1970 1970-1975 197.-1960 INO190 1985.199

Total 5.3 7.3 7.4 4.9 5.4 5.7 6.1
Private 5.1 7. 3.6 3.5 52 5.9 5.7
Public 6.2 7.4 16.6 7.2 5.7 5.3 &6

Federal 6.6 8.9 24.2 7.9 6.5 6.0 6.1
State and local 5.4 6.6 7.6 6.1 4.2 3.8 7.7

I. Nonmtia expenditawes divided by fte ODP deflior.
Smurt: OECD.



Tabe 2. Compoeuts of tota hemlt.care ezp~mdfture

1960 15 IM 19 !;0 I6 1990

As a pmwAsp or l hkal b expcudas&

Privaic 75.3 75.3 68 3.5 57.8 5U.3 57.6
Public 24.5 24.7 37.2 41.5 42.2 41.7 42.0

Fcdcl 10.7 I.6 23.9 27.4 28.9 29.4 28.7
Stial and local 13.8 13.2 13.3 14;J 1 3.1 12.2 13.3

As a prccoup v( GDP

Twat 5.3 5.9 7.4 8.4" 9.3 10.7 12.4
Mva : 4.0 4.S 4.6 4.9 5.4 6.3 7 1
PuNk 1.3 1.. 2.7 3.5 3.9 4.4 5.2

Icdcral 0.6 0.7 1.9 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.5
Slakc and kio'al 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.6

Tuble 3. Health-care spending by category
Percentage of total health-care expenditures

190 196 1970 1973 1980 1963 1990

Nrsonal 88.I 85.6 87.3 87.7 87.7 87.5 87.9
Hospital care 34.2 33.7 37.6 39.4 40.9 39.8 38.4
Nursing home care 3.6 4.1 6.5 7.5 8.0 8.1 8.0
Physicians 19.5 19.7 18.3 17.5 16.7 17.5 18.9
Dernists 7.2 6.7 6.3 6.2 5.7 5.5 5.1
Drugs' 15.7 14.2 11.8 9.8 8.6 8.6 8-.2
Medical dumbks2 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.3 1.8 13.7 1.8
Other 4.9 4.2 4.1 5.0 5.8 6.4 7.5

Non-personal 11.9 14.4 12.7 12.1 12.3 - 12.5 12.1

I. Inckdes medical ncsbk.
2. lncludet .... PMrduct".
3. Include s coa ia wa-am al march. omemew publc * acdvits eogramn sdmia mioa ad she met

cog of Pva heath ijsutace.
Sman, OECD.



rapidly ageing population in the early part of the next century. health spending
could reach 25 per cent by 2030 (Warshawsky, 1991a).

The increases in outlays have been fairly widespread across expenditure
categories, leaving their shares of total health spending roughly unchanged. Since
1970. the share of hospital care in total health spending rose only slightly, with
an increase during the 1970s being mostly reversed in the 1980s as cost-contain-
mcnt measures were introduced in the Medicare and Medicaid programmes. The
share of outlays for physician services has also been roughly constant since 1970.
at 17 to 19 per cent of the total, although it began to rise steeply at the end of the
1980s. Outlay increases in excess of the rise in overall medical expenditures

Table 4. (;rowth in price and volume or total health-care expenditure%
Average atial grou- lh ral"

N(f4I-'65 196. 1I70 19701 )973 1975.19l1) 191I40-l95 IlNS.IIO, iIt970-lW)',

Real! cprndilur'
l7*tal 7.3 7.4 4. 5.4 57 6. 1 5.5

lh,,ptal :i d urinl. hotni,.% 7.3 10.8 6.2 6.3 5.2 5.4 5.8
Ih nc , 7. .8., 4.0I 4..5 6.6 7.7 .7

Rclutiie prkicv
Total (. 1. -0.2 1.1 2.6 2.7 1.5

Ilpitalk and nfulti I m)k% 1.5 1.) 06 1.3 2.3 2.0 1.5
Ph% ,iciai% 1.2 1.9 -0.1 1.9 2.9 3.9 2.1

Volumne'

Total 6.5 6.4 5.2 4.2 3.1 3.2 3.9
Hospitals and nur,,mg hin ,. 5.7 S 7 5.6 5.(0 2.9 3.3 4.2
IhM %,cian, 6.2 3.8 4.2 2.5 3.6 3.7 3.5

Volume per capital
Total 4.4 5.7 4.3 3.3 2.0 2.3 3()

Ho.,pital, and nursing homes 4.2 7.6 4.7 4.0 1.9 2.3 3.2
Physicians 4.7 2.7 3.3 1.6 2.6 2.6 2.5

Afeutorandmn
Real GDP 4.8 2.8 2.2 3.2 2.9 3.0 2.8
Real per capita GDP 3.4 1.8 1.3 2.3 1.9 2.0 1.9
GDP deflator 1.5 4.6 7.0 7.7 5.1 3.3 .5.8

I. Data for 1990 arelniminary.
2. Nominal health-care expcnditurm di odcd b) the GDP deflator.
. Medical prce delator. fiv peruaI health ca diidcd by the GDP deflator.

4. Nominal cxaendilurc divided by medical price deflator, for personal health care.
Sop rc¢: OECD.
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occurred during the 1970s in nursing homes, whose share in overall expenditures
rose from 6'/2 to 8 per cent, largely owing to coverage under Medicaid. By
contrast, the share of drugs and other non-durables fell substantially, from almost
12 per cent of the total in 1970 to about 8 per cent in 1980. Since then, outlays on
drugs have grown at about the same rate as most other medical expenditures.

Increases in real health-care expenditures reflect both the relative price of
health care - the amount by which the prices of health-care services have risen in
excess of the prices of other goods - and the quantity of services delivered. The
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) has developed deflators for per-
sonal health care2 by constructing input-cost measures for somc components
(hospitals and nursing homes) and using consumer price index data for others
(physician services, for example). The dcflators do not take changes in the quality

Diagram 1. RELATIVE INFLATION RATE OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
12 month percentage change'
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1. Four-quarler percentage change prior to 1970 for prescription-drug prices.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Diagram 2. COMPENSATION OF KEALTH-CARE PROVIDERS

As a ratio of average compensation
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Source: OECD.



of new medical procedures fully into account, and therefore may overstate price
increases.-'

Of the average annual increase in real expenditure on total health care
(deflated by the GDP deflator) of just over 5'/ per cent from 1970 to 1990, about
1'/: percentage points is attributable to increases in the relative price of medical
care - that is, to the increase in health-care costs in excess of general inflation.'
The rest represents volume increases, of which about I percentage point reflects
population growth. Thus, thc per capita volume of medical services has grown at
3 per cent per year, significantly above real GDP per capita (1.9 per cent)..
indicating a real-income elasticity of about 1.6. These long-term averages mask
an acceleration of real spending and a shift from volume to relative price growth
that occurred in the 1980s: the average increase in relative prices moved up from
0.4 per cent per year in the 1970s to 2.§ per cent in the 1980s. Increases in the
consumer price index for prescription drugs, for example. have far exceeded
overall inflation over the past decade. Growth in deflated expenditures picked tip
in the 1980s, reaching more than 6 per cent by the end of the decade, despite the
fact that volume growth tailed off. especially for hospitals and drugs.

In the case of physicians. price increases account for rather more of the
expenditure rise. especially in the late 1980s, when the relative price accounts 1or
more than half the increase in real expenditures on physician services. The
evolution of physicians' compensation bears out the impression of recent rapid
price increases: compared to average labour income, their earnings had been
quite stable but picked up sharply in the second half of the 1980s. Since the
supply of physicians (as measured by the number of active physicians per capita)
has risen substantially in the last 30 years, the resilience of their incomes may be
due to the even stronger increase in demand for their services.' The recent
acceleration is a worrying development from the perspective of cost control.

Public-sector health-care expenditures

Government expenditures on health care have risen even faster than the total
and, as a result, the proportion of personal health outlays provided by the public
sector rose from about 35 to 41 per cent between 1970 and 1990.6 This increase
was concentrated entirely in federal expenditures, which rose from 23 per cent of
the total in 1970 to 30 per cent in 1990, whereas state and local payments
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Table 5. Payers of personal health-care expenditures

Per cent

190 1970 1990

Total expenditures 100.0 100.0 100.0

Public sector 21.4 34.5 41.3
Fecdral pSovcmrmnt 8.8 2-.5 30.3

Medicare - 11.1 18.6
Medicaid - 4.2 6.9
Othcr 8.8 7.2 4.7

State and local rovcrncni ,12.6 12.0 11.0
Medicaid - 3.5 5.2
Oihr 12.6 8.5 5.8

Private .ector 78.6 65.4 58.7
Oui-or-jx.ci p;ayiocnt. 55.9 39.4 23.3

livate in.uraiwc and other private
.7 26.0 35.4

I IK'rm h,.ctit a rv c ndlur; $ . NIlin in 19901 difFCr fnwn nalomal hcalh cpcnditurm €i$6. billion; n that
tIaw cul"lud, pi igrailWi adminIralt;m and net co'. of private health in urance (S. .7 billkin in 1)(1j. o'vrmnwnm puNic
hu'ith aCu, lW%) ISl,1 btlntt and re archand uOW IC41%nictim 1S22.H billion;.

.St ri r. [xi it ol l I 19911

maintained a share of 10 to 12 per cent, with no clear trend. The federal
government bears a much larger share of government health-care outlays. paying
for all of Medicare and a matching share of Medicaid. These outlays have grown
faster than private costs: Medicare and Medicaid expenditures grew at 8 and
7'/, per cent annual rates in real terms between 1970 and 1990. According to the
projections of Sonnefeld et al. (1991), the state and local share will remain
roughly stable for the rest of the decade, but the federal share will rise to 32 per
cent.

The share of federal and state budgets devoted to health-care outlays has
also risen rapidly: health-care expenditures rose from 8.5 per cent of total federal
expenditures in 1970 to 15.3 per cent in 1990, and from 7.4 to 11.4 per cent of
state expenditures. The pressure on government budgets has led some states to
attempt to reduce Medicaid expenditures, although their ability to do so is
restricted by federal regulation. In its FY 1993 Budget, the Administration
suggested capping expenditures on mandatory programmes, including Medicare,
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Diagram 3. GOVERNMENT HEALTH-CARE EXPENDITURES

As a percentage of total government expenditures

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 .76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90

Source Congressional Research Service (1991).

which could imply reductions in service if
more rapidly than the overall price level.

medical-care prices continue to rise

The full extent of federal health-care expenditures is substantially under-
stated by these figures, because they do not take into account the employer tax
deduction of the health-insurance premiums that they pay on behalf of their
employees. These payments are not added to the taxable income of employees
and therefore escape taxation altogether. The Congressional Research Ser-
vice (1990d) estimates that the revenue lost as a result of this tax concession rose
from $2.8 billion in 1970 to $29.6 billion in 1990, implying that the federal share
of total health-care expenditures inclusive of this tax concession was nearly
4 percentage points higher in 1970, and 4'/2 percentage points higher in 1990,
compared with the estimates cited above. The Office of Management and Budget
(Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1993) estimates that the
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Iagram 4. HEALTHCARE EXPENDIO RES AND GDP: 1990

S O00s' per capita
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Note. The line represents a simple regression with the 'olowing results:
Per capita health spending - -.342 *.101 "Pe capda G!)P (1)

(1.99) (9.31)
R2 = 0.79 SEE 0.22
Omitting the Unted States from the sample yields an ever. better fit:
Per capta health speiding . .. 199 +.019 Per capita GDP (2)

(1.94) (13.61)
R2 a0.89 SEE a 0.13
Based on (2) i.e. d the U.S. health system were typical of those in ofter OECD couriers. heath spending per capita
would be reduced by $238 biion (4.4 per cent of GOP).
1. Using 1990 pura party exchange rates for GDP.
Source: OECO.

revenue lost rose to $36.2 billion in 1991. These figures are also underestimates,
because the revenue lost from the concession is less than the so-called outlay
equivalent, which is conceptually comparable to other government outlays.$ The
estimated outlay equivalent was $45.5 billion in 1991. To put these figures in
perspective, in 1991 total federal outlays for Medicare (net of premiums col-
lected) were $104.5 billion and federal Medicaid grants to states were
$52.5 billion.
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A Comparison with other OECD Countries

The rise in health-care expenditures in the United States has outstripped that
of all other OECD countries by a wide margin, whether measured in per capita
terms (adjusted for different rates of inflation in different countries) or, even more
clearly, as a percent of GDP. The gap became particularly marked in the 1980s,
when expenditures in some other countries decelerated while those in the United
States picked up. It should be cautioned, however, that there is no single correct
share of GDP spent on health care. National differences in shares may reflect
different demands for health care, either in terms of its volume or its quality. The
high and increasing demand for health care in the United States may reflect the
needs of an increasingly affluent and aged population. When national supplies of
health care are less than perfectly elastic, increases in the demand for health care
may naturally raise the marginal cost of providing that additional care for some
period of time.

Using price deflators similar to the HCFA deflators discussed above, it is
possible to decompose the real growth, into the relative price and volume of
health care. While volume growth has been high in many countries, especially
Japan and France. it has usually been in line with GDP growth, at least in the
1980s. Most countries have experienced little relative price growth on average
since 1970. Hence. relative price growth of about 21/ per cent per year sets the
United States apart from the other six largest OECD countries.' However, as
noted above. it is very difficult to measure changes in the quality of health care,
so that comparisons of the growth of the volume and price of health care across
countries may be fraught with considerable statistical inaccuracy.

In 1990, health-care expenditures absorbed about 12.1 per cent of GDP in
the United States, compared with about 9.3 per cent in Canada, 8.1 per cent in
Germany and 7./2 per cent for the OECD on average. Total nominal per capita
health-care expenditures exceeded $2 500 in the United States in 1990, well
above Canada, the next biggest spender ($1 770, converted-into US dollar at GDP
purchasing power parities) and more than twice the average in other OECD
countries, of $1 200. It is well-known that per capita health expenditures rise
with per capita income and, to this extent, it is not surprising that the United
States ranks the highest in health spending, as it also has the highest per capita
income. Nevertheless, U.S. health expenditures are more than one-third higher
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Diagram 5. PER CAPITA HEALTH-CARE EXPENDITURES

IN THE SEVEN LARGEST OECD COUNTRIES1
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Diagram 6. HEALTH-CARE EXPENDITURES OF THE SEVEN LARGEST OECD COUNTRIES

as a percent of GDP
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Table 6. Health-care expenditures: an international comparison

Amragc annual grmwth rates

19(0.196W 1965.1970 1970-1975 1975.9M0 190.I9&i 1915.1990, 1970.1990,

Real expenditure-

USA 7.3 7.4 4.9 5.4 5.7 6.1 5.5
Japan 18.4 12.0 9.0 7.8 3.7 4.9 6.3
Cetnnany 6.1 7.0 9.0 4.0 1.7 1.6 4.0
France 10.2 7.7 7.0 4.9 3.8 3.8 4.9
Italy 9.1 10.1 6.1 7.4 1.9 4.9 5.1
United Kingdom 4.4 4.3 6.1 2.9 2.7 3.9 3.9
Catuda 7.7 8.2 5.6 4.4 5:9 4.2 5.0

Relative price%'

USA 0.7 1.0 -0.2 1.1 2.6 .7 1.5
lapa 0.4 2.2 -1.8 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.1

German% -0.2 3.0 0.7 0.4 1.2 -0.5 0.4
-lrac 0.3 0.2 * -1.4 -0.9 -1.2 -1.0 -1.1
Ialy 2.1 0.0 -0.6 0.7 -0.7 1.0 0. I
United Kingdom X.7 -9.5 -1.5 0.5 0.7 1.7 0.3
Canada 0.6 2.0 -0.8 0.7 2.6 0.9 (0.8

Volumew,

ISA 6.5 6.4 5.2 4.2 3. 1 3.2 3.9
Japan I.0 9.7 11.0 7.1 2.9 4.2 6.3
(;nnmrfay 6.4 3.9 8.2 3.6 0.5 2.2 3.6
France 9.9 7.5 8.6 5.8 5.1 4.9 6.1
Italy 6.9 10.1 6.8 6.6 2.5 3.9 4.9
United Kingdom -4.0 15.3 7.7 2.4 2.0 2.1 3.5
Canada 7.0 6.0 6.5 3.6 3.3 3.3 4.2

Real GDP

USA 4.8 2.8 2.2 3.2 2.9 3.0 2.8
Japan 9.1 11.5 4.4 4.5 3.6 4.7 4.3
Gennany 4.8 4.1 2.2 3.3 1.1 3.0 2.4
France 5.8 5.4 3.3 3.2 1.5 2.9 2.7
Ital) 5.2 6.2 2.8 4.8 1.4 3.0 3.0
United Kingdom 3.2 2.5 2.0 1.8 2.0 3.1 2.2
Canada 5.7 4.6 5.2 3.9 2.9 3.0 3.8

I. Data for 1990 are priclminar).
2. Nominal health-care expenditures divided by the GDP deflator.
3. Medical price deflator for perswal health car divided by the GDP deflalor.
4. Nominal expenditure divided by medical price deflators for personal health car.
Source: OECD.
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than the S 1 790 that would be predicted by a simple linear income-expenditure
relationship across other OECD countries.'

As is the case with the growth of expenditures over time. the relatively high
level of expenditures in the United States does not appear to be concentrated in
any single part of the heath-care system. The share of total health-care outlays
going to hospitals, physicians and so forth in the United States is not markedly
different from that in other OECD countries. However, the U.S. share of physi-
cian services is at the high end of the four countries examined in Diagram 8 (the
United States. Canada. Gennany and France), whereas the share of expenditures
devoted to pharmaceuticals is substantially smaller in the United States than
elsewhere. Since the data arc not fully comparable across countries, it is unclear
how significant these apparent differences are. But international comparisons

Diagram 7. OECD HEALTH-CARE EXPENDITURES
As percentage of GDP'
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Diagram 8. WHERE THE MONEY GOES
Selected OECD countries'
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Diagram 9. PURCHASING POWER PARITY MEDICAL-CARE PRICES: 1990
OECD excluding United Slates = 100
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sup est that spending appears to be less well controlled across the board (except
for pharmaceuticals before the 1980s) in the United States than in other OECD
countries.

High U.S. expenditures compared with other countries appear to reflect
higher prices to a larger extent than higher volumes, though, as noted above, it is
difficult to measure health-care quality. Cross-country comparisons of prices and
quantities can be made using purchasing-power-parity (PPP) price indices that
are specific to health care, in much the same way as the relative price indices
allow one to decompose expenditures over time." By such measures, the U.S.
price of health care is the highest in the OECD, 58 per cent above the average in
other OECD countries (normalised to 100 in Diagram 9). Dividing expenditures
by the PPP prices provides a cross-country measure of the volume of health care.
The United States has volumes about 30 per cent greater than the OECD average
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Diagraml10. VOLUME OF HEALTH-CARE: 1990
Per captta, OECD excluding United 0'31es = 100
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Diagram 11. HEALTH-CARE EXPENDITURES

AND THE NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS PER CAPITA
1990
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of physicians - the number of places in medical schools, the cost of receiving
training and the stringency of licensing requirements - in accounting for differ-
ences in physicians' relative incomes across countries.

Sources of cost pressures

A number of factors have been suggested as contributing to high health-care
costs in the United States. This section reviews a number of them, providing a
quantitative indication of their importance where feasible.
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Diagram 12. HEALTH-CA4E EXPENDITURES AND PHYSICIAN COMPENSATION
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The pricing of health care

To ensure access, the price consumers pay for medical services is typically
far less than the marginal cost in all OECD countries. As a result, demand for
services at the margin is generally not limited by the usual market mechanism of
requiring purchasers to pay for it. Patients do, of course, bear costs. The average
cost. as distinct from the marginal cost, of medical care is covered by taxes and,
especially in the United States, by insurance premiums. Patients also pay some of
the marginal cost. Services not covered by insurance arc paid in full, and many
health-care financing systems impose co-payments, deductibles or co-insurance
for services that arc covered.2 The U.S. system features high co-payments,
relative to those in other OECD countries, which should tend to restrain demand
(Manning et aL, 1987). However, out-of-pocket expenses have-been a rather
stable proportion of personal disposable income in the past 20 years, and they
have fallen substantially as a proportion of total health-care outlays. Moreover, as
discussed below, health-care consumption is highly skewed, and so co-payments.
which fall mostly on the first few dollars of expenditure, are an even smaller
fraction of the true costs incurred by iniensive users of health care. In any case.
many people, especially Medicare beneficiaries, purchase extra "Medigap"
insurance to cover co-payments." .

Given the low prices they face, patients have an incentive to overconsume
health care. Providers have little incentive to limit supply either, since physicians
are morally- obliged to provide the best treatment available, they know their
insured patients can afford even expensive procedures, and they seek to avoid
being sued for malpractice. Thus, the very existence of insurance has led to an
increase in the demand for, and the supply of, medical services." Payers, by
contrast, do have an incentive to hold costs down, and in the United States private
insurers attempt to do so in several ways. They increasingly stipulate "utilisation
controls", such as pre-approval, physician review and second opinions, in order
to reduce care deemed unnecessary. Since many procedures are elective, patients
have the possibility of insuring themselves (or of purchasing more comprehen-
sive and generous policies) only when they know they will have high expenses,
an example of adverse selection (see the accompanying box). To reduce these
adverse selection problems, insurers often require waiting periods before insur-
ance takes effect and sometimes disallow coverage for pre-existing conditions.
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Moral hazard and adverse selection

Pure insurance would indemnify people against risks over which they have no
control and would bc priced to reflect the risk insured against. However. insurance can
change the behaviour of the insured so as to increase the risks. This is known as moral
h,.ard. Thcrc arc also asymmetries of information between the sellers and buyers of
insurance that may result in the pool of insured having too high a risk for the price
charged for a policy. This is known a.% adverse selection. Moral hazard and advcrsc
sclccion undcrminc purc insurance and. in sorax circumstances. can even render a
comtlicitivc insurance market unviable.

Moral hazard occurs if those insured chance their behaviour - for example. by
consuming more health-care services than they genuinely need. or by devoting less effort
to preventive practices - and thereby increase the risk to the insurer. The presence of
moral hazard implies that insurance distorts incentives and leads to overly risky beha-
viour. If insurers could easily distinguish "warranted" front "unwarranted" claims
- that is. thosc events that would have occurred even if" insurance had nit existed - a
policy could be written to cover only the former, and there would he no moral hazard.
Some commentators in the heallh-care field have extended this narrow concept of moral
ha/ard to embrace the idea that the near-zero price for medical care at the margin under a
typical insurance policy expands the demand for services.

Adherse selection may arise if individual policy-holders differ in their riskiiness
ic en ifl there is no moral hazard ) and if tie insurer cannot fully distinguish differences in
Ihicr riskincss and hence price policies accordingly. An insurer suffers from advcr.
selection if the policies it offers attract a disproportionate number of bad risks. Since this
1tilid reduce profits, insurers in a competitive market have a strong incentive to avoid
adscisc selection. Put difterently, insurers have anS incentive to "cream kim". that is. to
alrat ,rv rcl.itt% ello h-risk customers if they are not allowed to base their pricing on
risk. If. on the other hand. insurers charge premiums based on their asessnWt of
individual risk, then problems of adverbe selection can be alleviated. But in the context of
health care. this would inp))' charging the highest premiums to those who need the most
care. conflicting with the social goal of equal access.

In co nra,,t to moral haard. adverse selection does not raise the aggregate risk in a
given population (say, everyone in the United States) but simply redistributes the risk
across imsuiers.

However, these practices have reduced access and may also be an impediment to
labour mobility. They are therefore likely to be increasingly restricted by law.

It is undoubtedly true that the low marginal cost to patients of services
means that substantially more is spent on health care than would otherwise be the
case. It is difficult, however, to gauge to what extent such expenditure is exces-



sive. After all, health insurance exists partly to enable people to receive services
that they would not otherwise be able to afford - that is, to widen access. At the
same time, utilisation reviews and other measures are used by both government
and private insurers to counter the incentives to over-use services, in order to
offset the effects of low prices. Although their effectiveness is hard to measure,
there is some evidence that utilisation management has reduced cost increases
while maintaining health-care quality.

Technology

The last few decades have seen revolutionary changes in medicine, which
have led to.substantial improvements in health care. In some cases - out-patient
corneal replacements. for example - thq result has been lower costs. On balance,
however, costs have risen as the introduction of new techniques - CAT scanners,
renal dialysis, coronary by-pass surgery and a host of others - have opened new.
often expensive, avenues of diagnosis and treatment. Anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that the trend towards ever-more costly medical technology is continuing
and even accelerating. Moreover. it is clear that the diffusion of new medical
technology (as measured, for example, by the number of CAT scanners per
capita) is much greater in the United States than elsewhere, which is consistent
with the much higher level of medical expenditures in this country. Theso
innovations have undoubtedly improved health outcomes, although surprisingly
little is known about this, ether in the United States or in other OECD countries.
In any case nobody would now be satisfied with the medical technology that
existed, say, three decades ago.

But medicine is not unique, or even unusual, in having undergone rapid
technological change: in consumer durables, aircraft, communications, agricul-
ture, publishing and many other sectors, both the production processes and the
products themselves have evolved significantly as a result of the introduction of
new technologies. In these sectors, however, technological change has more often
been associated with lower, rather than higher, costs. While this divergence
between medicine and other industries may reflect differences in technical pos-
sibilities - that is, for some reason, improvements in medical techniques tend
naturally to be cost increasing - it seems likely that the funding of health-care is
a factor.'" Market forces tend to promote cost-reducing innovation because con-
sumers will buy the least expensive product, all else equal. This is far less true in
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health care. because practically any non-experimental procedure is covered under
almost all insurance plans, and therefore, once an innovation is shown to be even
marginally effective, its market is assured almost regardless of cost.

Physicians

There has been considerable scrutiny of the role of physicians in increasing
health care costs. In the United States, both health-care expenditures and the
number of physicians have risen in tandem, and state health-care expenditures are
related to the number of physicians in the state (General Accounting Office,
1992). Moreover, doctors' incomes relative to average incomes aremuch higher
than in other major OECD countries. These observations have led to the hypothe-
sis that physicians are the driving factor behind rising health-care expenses. On
the other hand. as noted above, there is little visible relationship across countries
between the number of physicians and health-care expenditures. In the United
States, expenditures on physician care do not appear to have been particularly
responsible for the increase in costs, as they have been fairly stable as a share of
total health expenditures. Physician incomes are high. but until recently have
been fairly stable as a fraction of average labour income.

Fec-for-service payment, which is widespread in the United States as well as
some other OECD countries, provides an incentive to physicians to expand
supply. They are able to do so easily because neither patients nor third-party
payers are in a position to evaluate their medical decisions. The evidence, though
somewhat mixed, suggests that fee-for-service does raise expenditures. Medical-
care expenditures tend to be higher in those countries with eXtensive fee-for-
service payment of physicians (th, United States, Canada and France, for exam-
ple). Although Japan has both fee-for-service payment and low expenditures, and
thus would appear to be a counter-example, the low expenditures seem to be due
to tight price controls and volumes to be rather high (Ikegami, 1991). In the
United States, health maintenance organisations (HMOs) that pay doctors on
salary have significantly lower costs than fee-for-service insurers. This does not
appear to have led to less patient satisfaction with HMOs; it has been traced to
less hospitalisation, which is partly attributable to healthier patients, rather than
to lower levels of physician services (Manning et al, 1987).

Physicians may also have a substantial indirect influence on health-care

expenditures through their role as users and promoters of technology. They have



legal and moral obligations to adopt techniques that may improve their patients1

health, even if they are very costly and the expected benefit is small. The tort
system reinforces these incentives. They also have a financial incentive, since
with fee-for-service payment, doctors' incomes rise with the number and sophis-
tication of procedures undertaken.,' Moreover, physicians often own advanced
equipment. Those who own CAT scanners, for example, tend to prescribe more
scans, either because they arc specialised in patients needing scans or because
they wish to increase their incomes. For all these reasons, physicians will choose
to work with the best technology. a preference which leads to pressure on
hospitals 1o invest in the test equipment, and on insurers to cover the best
techniques and drugs. This "competition" for physicians. while leading to wide-

- spread' availability of technology, may also be an important channel for pressure
on health-care costs.

Malpractice law

Malpractice suits have drawn criticism as a factor raising health-care costs.
and the February 1992 Administrationreform proposal suggested changes to
limit awards. However. malpractice payouts and premiums, which have tended to
decline in recent years. are less than one per cent of health expenditures, although
they are more significant for some specialties, such as obstetrics. Thus, malprac-
tice costs cannot directly account for more than a tiny arnount of the huge
increase in health-care expenditures, even if they rose from nothing only 20 years
ago. They probably have had an indirect effect, however, by encouraging
defensivee medicine" - excessive diagnostic testing, for example. Estimates of
the costs of defensive medicine are naturally very difficult to make, but an upper
bound appears to be about 10 to 20 per cent of physician costs, or the equivalent
of 2 to 4 per cent of total health-care expenditures. Based on these estimates,
malpractice reform is likely to have a non-negligible effect on the level of overall
health-care expenditures. Moreover, malpractice reform would improve access to
care for certain groups and for certain services physicians are not providing in the
current environment.

Waste and unnecessary medical care

There are large variations in medical practice that cannot be explained by
variations in incidence of disease, and do not appear to be related to variations in
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outcomes (see, for example, McPherson, 1990 and Chassin et aL, 1987). Practice
variation is extremely high in the United States, although there is some evidence
that it is also substantial in other OECD countries. In response, a large pro-
gramme of health-outcome studies has recently been launched in an effort to
identify the best practices, and insurance companies have increasingly turned to
utilisation controls to monitor care. Practice variation is often seen as evidence
for excessive provision of health-care services by physicians and thus as a cause
of high expenditures. However, too little is known about diagnosis and treatment
to determine the extent to which departures from best practice are responsible for
the higher health-care outlays in the United States than elsewhere.

Studies to determine the relationship between alternative treatments and
health outconies are underway. One hope is that eventually clinical guidelines
(recommended courses of diagnosis and treatment of specific conditions) can be
developed, against which payers can judge the actions of physicians. But these
studies are tilne consuming. expensive and often inconclusive. Moreover, given
rapid advances in medical techniques, they are often rendered obsolete by new
methods of diagnosis and treatment. These considerations suggest that significant
cost saving from regulating care at the micro level are not likely to be realised in
the near future. To thlc extent they were realised, any savings would have to be
oliet zgan,,t the Co.t, of the on going research and the administrative costs of the
utilfi.ation control, th emsclvc,,

Administrative atnd overhead costs

Overhead cots are far higher in, the United States than in other OECD
countries, owing to high administrative costs associated with the U.S. private-
sector insurance industry. (The ajIministrative costs "of Medicare and Medicaid
are similar to those of public programmes in her OECD countries.) These costs
stem from marketing insurance policies, determining eligibility for insurance, and
verifying and processing claims. That is, the) are the normal costs of providing
insurance in a competitive market.

Quantitative estimates of insurance overhead vary widely. Woolhander and
Himmelstein (1991) estimate that they ranged from 10 to 13 per cent of personal
health-care expenditures in 1987, which, by extrapolation, would be $59 to
$76 billion in 1990. The estimate by the General Accounting Office (1991b) was
5.3 per cent in 1990, or $31 billion. Both estimates compare current costs in the



United States with what they might be under a Canadian-style public single-payer
system. They underestimate the full-overhead costs, however, by ignoring the
expenses of providers, who must deal with paper work, utilizationn controls"
and so forth, and of firms who must shop for insurance policies for their
employees. In Canada and in many other OECD countries, overhead is low
because: competition among insurers is essentially non-existent, eliminating mar-
keting and shopping costs: payers have no leeway i: deciding who and what to
cover, eliminating costs of determining eligibility; and payment is according to
standardised rate schedules, reducing the claim-processing costs of both provid-
crs and payers.

On tie other hand, many of the administrative costs that arc assumed not to
he present in a single-payer system arc associated with cost and expenditure
controls, including patient payments through dcductablcs and utilisation review
programmes. The estimates cited above do not account for the increased utilisa-
tion that would occur if these controls were discontinued. For example. a recent
study by Shielk et It.(1992) suggests that the higher administrative expenses in
the United Slaies relative to Canada may have been associated with at least as
important a reduction in utilisation and 'medical expenditures.

Population ageing

A final factor which has generated increased cost pressures in the health-
care system is the steady rise in the share of the elderly in the population.
Those 65 and over represented 1 2 per cent of the total in 1990. compared to only
8 per cent in 1960. Since the elderly require about four times as much health care
as the rest of the population, such demographic factors may have been responsi-
ble for an increase in health spending of almost 'Y percentage point per year since
1967 (Warshawsky. 1991 b).



II. Access to health care

The issue of access can be thought of in two ways. The first is the availabil-
ity of physical access 1o the physicians. nursing staff, hospitals, equipment, drugs
and so fonh needed to deliver care. This is not generally a concern in OECD
countries, although in some there have been queues for certain procedures and
resources can be scarce in rural areas. Tht second, more pertinent, dimension of
access is the affordability of health care. Health care can be expensive, and those
who nced it often need a great deal or it. In the United States, half the population
consumed 96 per cent of health-care services in 1980. and 5 per cent consumed
about half the services (Aaron. 1991), This distribution reflects the skewed
pattern of illness in the population. For example. expenditures for the disabled
are 5 times more than those on the non-disabled, the old use far more medical
services than the young, and medical costs rise very sharply shortly before death
(Lubitz and Prihoda. 1984: Congressional Research Service. 1990c). It does not
appear that this skewed distribution of expenditures is a product of the U.S.
health-insurance system, as it was virtually the same in 1929 and is similar in
other OECD countries.

In response to the high cost-of health care and the disproportionate burden
borne by a relatively small fraction of the population, governments of all OECD
countries have established programmes to subsidise health care extensively, often
to the point where it is free to the individual. In most countries, virtually
everyone is covered, typically through mandatory or universal programmes run
by public or quasi-public agencies and financed through taxes (although these are
often described as "contributions"). While no such programme covers all con-
ceivable medical procedures, all cover what most people would accept as normal
and necessary health care. As noted earlier, individuals in some OECD countries
purchase complementary insurance to fill in the gaps in their coverage and to
make co-payments. Programmes vary widely in terms of the co-payments



required of the patient: the United Kingdom and Canada are at the low end, with
virtually no deductibles and co-payments for services covered by their public
programmes, and France is at the high end, with co-payments sometimes exceed-
ijg 20 per cent (U.S. co-payments are also very high, about 23 per cent of all
health-care expenditures).

By contrast, the U.S. health-care financing system is a mixture of private
insurance, which covers the bulk of those under 65 years of age, and public
programmes having strict eligibility requirements, such as. age (in the case of
Medicare) or income and family status (in the case of Medicaid). Private insur-
ance is typically purchased by employers on behalf of their employees from
private firms which charge premiums largely based on actuarial risk, or provided
by employers who self-insure (often using the services of private insurance
companies to handle administration). The practice of employer-provided insur-
ance is encouraged by the tax deduction received by employers for the full
amount of health-insurance costs (which would not be received by employees if
they paid their own premiums). Insurance is also sold to individuals, but the cost
is generally much higher than group plans, and individual insurance applicants
are carefully screened by insurers to contiol adverse selection. At any given Lime.
about 15 per cent of those under 65 years of age, or about 131/2 per cent of the
entire population (sonic 35 million people), have no insurance coverage at all.
either because they are not eligible for public programmes, are not covered by
employer group plans, or cannot afford, or choose not to purchase, individual
insurance (Congressional Budget Office, 1991b)."7

The principal factor underlying the lack of complete insurance coverage in
the United States is the voluntary nature of the health insurance system for those
under 65, and its close link to employment. Private insurers have a powerful
incentive either to charge bad risks their (high) actuarial cost, or to refuse
coverage. In the case of health insurance, the bad risks are those most likely to
become ill and incur large medical costs. From the insurers' point of view, proper
risk assessment and pricing raises profits and helps control adverse selection
problems. From the perspective of the social policy of promoting access to health
care, however, the same behaviour is condemned as "cream skimming" and
results in gaps in insurance coverage. Those Americans over 65 are covered by
Medicare, and virtually everyone in other OECD countries is covered by insur-
ance programmes run by government or quasi-government agencies. Enrolment
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in all these cases is automatic, and the "insurer" - the governmental agencies -
cannot refuse coverage. Hence, the problem of "cream skimming" does not

exist.

To some extent. employer-provided group insurance has been successful in

dealing with this problem. At least for larger employers, the number of enrollees

is high enough that individual risks can be pooled. and the decision to take a

particular job, and thereby become insured, is probably largely unrelated to

current or prospective health status (although in some industries, the average job

risks are so high that insurance coverage can be very difficult to obtain (Aaron,

"able 7. Characteristics of the uninsured, 1990

Nunihcr (Million%) A% a pecrcmaac of A% a pcinmnage of all
calcrory unmurctd

Tolal uninsured 33.4 13.6 100.0

Ag:e

Children 1.5 13.3 25.6
Young adult, (U'-24) 64 25.1 19.0

Eldcrlv (over ("1 0.3 1.0 0.9

Family income
Belo%% r)Seny 9.6 30 2 28.8

1-2 tLines povcfl% 10f6 23.3 31.8

2-3 tines pover)t 5.9 13.3 17.7

Oer 3 time% pseny" 7 2 5.9 21.7

Family work staiu,
Employed 28.6 13.9 80.2

Unemployed 2.0 31.9 6.1

Out of labour force 4.6 9.8 13.7

Hours worked in family
None 8.8 14.4 26.3

1-24 20 26.3 6.1

25-34 2.7 258 8.1

over 34 199 11.9 59.5

Race
While 25.9 12.5 77.5

Black 5.8 19.2 17.5

Other 1.7 19,1 5.0

1. A family is "employed" 3f either ft hea d of household or the spouse is employed; i is employede" if neaer is

employed and one is unemployed; it is "out of the labour force" if neither is in dhe tabour force.
2. Hours worked in survey week by ihe head of household or spouse. whichever is greser.
Source. Congressional Budget Office (1991b).
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1991)). The same is much less true of small employers, or of individual insurance
policies, and insurers tend to charge high premiums to small firms and individu-
als because there are fewer policy-holders over which to pool risk. In principle,
an insurer could form a large pool by lumping together many small firms or
individuals and charging the actuarially fair premium for the group. But if their
competitors bid away those policy holders having lowest risks (younger ones, or
those with no history of disease, for example), the insurer would suffer from
adverse selection - the average riskiness of the remaining pool would rise. It
could try to compensate by raising premiums, but this would only chase away
more of the low-risk policy holders.

In view of the importance of employer-based insurance, it is not surprising
that those having only weak connections to the labour market have a high
probability of being uninsured. The unemployed are more than twice as likely as
the average to be uninsured (that is, in Table 7, 31.9 per cent of the unemployed
were uninsured, compared with 13.6 per cent of the population as a whole); part-
time workers are also substantially more at risk: and young adults, who are no
longer covered by their parents' insurance but have not yet established careers,
are almost twice as likely to be uninsured as the average, although health risks in
this group are likely to be low. Labour market connection is. in turn, statistically
related to other characteristics: those with family incomes below twice the pov-
er), level are more likely to be uninsured, as are members of minority groups.

Although the percentage of the employed who are uninsured is about the
same as that for the general population. four-fifths of all uninsured are in families
where the head of the household or the spouse is employed and in nearly 60 per
cent of these households, at least one person is employed full time (more than
34 hours per week). The employed are usually uninsured because their employer
does not offer health insurance and they cannot afford, or will not pay for, an
individual insurance policy. In some cases, households are not eligible for cover-
age under an employer plan because of provisions that, for example, exclude
coverage for pre-existing conditions. A few households choose not to enrol in
employer plans for individual reasons.

Wheiher an employer provides insurance or not is related to the firm's size
and its industry. Small firms are much less likely to provide insurance than large
ones, and there appears to be a trend for businesses to eliminate this benefit in
order to avoid the burden of rising health-care premiums." Workers in manufac-
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during are the best covered, while those in some, but not all, service industries or
in other industries with small firms are relatively poorly covered. Cost is a
significant factor behind this pattern of coverage. Since small firms and those in
service industries tend to pay lower than average wages, insurance premiums,
which are a lump sum rather than proportional to wages, raise their labour costs
disproportionately.' I Administrative costs arc much higher for small-firm policies
- for firms with fewer than 10 employees, administrative costs are up to 40 per
cent of benefits paid, compared with only 5 per cent for very large firms. Lastly,
as described above, risk xoling is more difficult for small firms, and therefore
premiums can bc much higher if the insurer expects future claims to be high
because, for instance, one employee has a bad medical history.

The prolxtion of the under-65 population that is uninsured rose by some
21/z percentage points during the 1980s (Congressional Budget Office, 1991 ).
The reasons for this trcnd-.havc been difficult to pin down. The unemployment
rate rose in the early 1980s. but the proportion of uninsured did not fall with
subsequent decline in the unemployment rate. Service-sector jobs increased as a
fraction of total employment, but the size, of increase and sectoral difference in
coverage rates is not sufficient to explain much of the rise in the proportion of
uninsured (Congressional Budget Office, 1991b). The share of part-time
employees, often not beneficiaries of such fringe benefits, has tended to decline
during the 1980s. Analysis by the Congressional Research Service (1988a) points
to demographic changes that increased the proportion of young adults, who tend
to have weak labour-market ties and better health and are thus poorly covered. If
so, coverage should begin to rise again as the "baby-boom" generation ages. On
the other hand. the rising c4,,sts of insurance will continue to make it less
affordable particularly for small employers and individuals.

Those without insurance do not necessarily go without medical care. Some
pay for it out of pocket. Those who cannot afford to do so can receive "uncom-
pensated care" from hospitals and have access to public hospitals, usually
through the emergency department. -0 However, emergency-department care is an
expensive way to deliver health care, and its quality is widely thought to be
below the standard received by the insured. It is expensive because emergency
rooms are costly, specialised facilities that are not well designed to provide
primary care. It also appears that the t6ninsured tend to go to hospitals rather late
in the course of an illness, and therefore require expensive treatment that could



have been avoided with earlier medical intervention. Several studies suggest that
while the uninsured receive care, it is inferior to that received by the insured.2'
The situation of the uninsured is precarious and could deteriorate if budget
restrictions reduce the number of public hospitals, which would in turn reduce
access and health status for some people (Bindman et al., 1991), or if for-profit
hospitals, which provide less uncompensated care than do non-profit hospitals
(Lewin et al., 1988), expand at the expense of non-profit hospitals. -2

Being without health-care insurance imposes substantial potential and actual
costs, both financially and in terms of the quality and quantity of care received.
For those not eligible for government programmes. a change in employer, a loss
of employment or even a change in the health status of a family member could
result in a sharp reduction in coverage, a complete loss of coverage, or much
higher insurance premiums. As a result, even the large majority who arc covered
is bound to factor health insurance into a broad range of economic and social
choices - changing employment or family status, for example. Although quanti-
tafive estimates of the economic cost of, for example, "'job lock'" arc unavaila-
ble, there are certainly deadweight costs stemming from the potential and actual
gaps in coverage and the associated risk of losing coverage. As cost pressures
and awareness of the problem mount, these deadweight costs could rise.
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III. Health-policy reform

There is now an almost unanimous sentiment that the U.S. health-care
financing system is unsatisfactory, and there are disturbing signals that it may be
unsustainablc. -' Costs arc high and rising, apparently with no limit in sight. There
arc fears that employers, insurers and governments will respond to the escalation
of costs by paring back coverage, thereby eroding access. A significant number
of people who already have no health insurance receive relatively poor health
care, and some arc exposed to potentially crippling financial costs should they
fall ill. The diffuse nature of the cost increases and the complex nature of health
care and health-care markets have obscured the fundamental sources of the
problem. This, together with the diverging interests of the current stakeholders
- providers, insurers, employers and various groups of consumers - has resulted
in considerable disagreement on how best to reform the system.

There is, however, no shortage of suggestions. Several academics have put
forward proposals, of which Enthoven's (1980 and 1988, for example) "man-
aged competition" has been particularly influential: recent health-care reforms in
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom incorporated some of his ideas. At the
federal level, the Administration published a proposal in February 1992, which is
described in the accompanying box, and 40 comprehensive health-care reform
bills (as distinct from bills targeted to specific populations) were put forward in
the 102nd Congress (Congressional Research Service, 1992b). There have also
been initiatives at the state level, including the Garamendi proposal for Califor-
nia, described in another accompanying box, and the more limited, but highly
controversial, Oregon proposal to extend Medicaid coverage to more of the poor
while eliminating reimbursement altogether for some procedures.24



The Administration's "Comprehensive Health Reform Plan"

In February 1992. the Administration published its proposal to build on the current
hcalth-financing system by retaining. and enlarging, the role of private-scctor insurance.
Access would be expanded by offering tax credits and deductions. and by reforming the
privatc-sector insurance market. Thc Plan would leave the current health-care financing
system intact: those not covered by Medicare or Medicaid would still be covered by
private insurers. mostly through employer group plans.

Tax credit s and deductions

All eligible individuals or families - thosc not already eligible for existing govern-
mcnt health-care programmes. such a% Medicare and Medicaid - with incomes below the
poverty line would receive the maximum tax credit (SI 25 0 for individuals. $2 5(X) for a
married couple and $3 7.50 for a family) ,with which to purchase health insurance. As
income rose., the tax credit would fall to a minimum of 1(0 per cent of the maximum credit
at I 1/2 times the poverty line. Instead of the credit, those eligibic could claim a lax
dedtiction if they wished. This would reduce their taxable income by the san amounts as
the tax credits and would he phased out at higher income levels (between $4( (XX) and
$5() 000 for individuals. S55 (X)O and S65 0(X) for couples and $70 000 and $80 (()0 for
families).

The amounts of the credits and deductions correspond to the Administration's
estimate of the cot of a "basic" health-insurance policy, although it would be ;eft to
state governments to define such a policy and to ensure that private-sector insurers offer
it. State, would also have the option to fold Medicaid into the tax-credit programme and.
in effect, offer tax credits to all the poor. According to Administration estimates. the
credits and deductions would extend health-insurance coverage to about 24 million
people, or 70 per cent of the currently uninsured.

Insurance reform

All insurers selling group health insurance in a state would be required to sell a
polic) to any employer group that applies and would have to cover every employee in an
insured group. Insurers choosing to cover recipients of tax credits would be prohibited
from denying coverage on the basis of health. Insurers would be required to renew
policies, unless premiums are not paid or there is fraud. They would be prohibited from
limiting coverage on the basis of pre-existing conditions, a measure designed to increase
the portability of insurance from job to job. Employers would not be required to provide
group insurance or, if they provided it, to contribute to its cost. There would be no
government controls on the premiums insurers could charge, except during a 5-year
transition period in the case of policies sold to small firms.

Each state would define one or more "basic benefit packages" to be offered by
private insurers. If fewer than two insurers in any state offered the basic packages, the

(continued on next page)
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(coninued)

state insurance commissioner would be able to force two or more of them to do so.
Although insurers would be able to charge the market price for the basic-plan premium.
the intention is that the plan be designed so its cost equals the maximum tax credit
amount. States would not be allowed to mandate benefits (apart from the basic benefit
package). nor to restrict the development of co-ordinatcd care organisations, such as
HMOs.

States would implement "health risk pools". Insurance companies and plans cover-
ing a group with more unhealthy individuals than average would receive money from the
pools. whilc those covering a healthier than average group would be required to pay into
the pools. The intention is to offset the incentive for "cream skimming" by subsidising
and taxing insurers according to the health characteristics of those they cover.

Small employers would be encouraged to pool their purchasing power via "health
insurance networks", which would opcratc as non-profit intermcdiaries. The main
encouragement would he that the networks would be exempted from state-niandatcd
benefits and premium taxes. Pooling would reduce the high administrative costs now
associated with small-firm insurance.

Cost control

The proposal aims at controlling cosnm through greater use of co-ordinatcd care,
malpractice reform, and administrative savings through the use of electronic billing and
standardised formats. The Plan does not require insurers to harmonise coverage and rate
schedules (i.e. does not require a so-called all-payer billing system). The Administration
notes that much illness could be reduced through the adoption of healthier lifc-stylcs, and
that the FY 1993 budget has increased funding for programmes aimed at disease preven-
tion and at care for womcn and children (nutritional assistance, the head start educational
programme and access to primary health care centres). According to the Administration,
the measures in the Plan would reduce health-care costs by 6 to 14 per cent in 1997.
Using the Sonnefeld et al. (1991) projections of health-care costs, this would be $76 to
$177 billion.

Containing costs

Any reform that seeks to correct the most glaring problem of the current
U.S. system - high and rising expenditures - must effectively restrain demand
for services. Care that is almost free, from the point of view of the patient, has set



up a dynamic of increased demand, increased supply, and the invention of ever-
more sophisticated and costly diagnostic and treatment options. Directly charging
consumers (out-of-pocket) the full marginal cost of medical services, the obvious
market solution, might provide an effective brake on costs, but is not a serious
policy option because it would place health care beyond the financial reach of
many people. Thus, mechanisms other than high prices at the point of delivery
must be used to balance demand with available resources.

One avenue of reform would be to institute price schedules, quantity con-
straints and global budgets on all health-care providers. Enforcement of such
constraints would be facilitated by a centralisation of health-care finances, as
envisaged by proposals for a comprehensive public-sector health-care system put
forward by, for example. Congressman Russo and, at the state level, by
Mr. G ramendi (see the accompanying box)."3 Reforms such as these would
significantly reshape health-care financing in the United States. The role of
private insurers would be sharply reduced, and, depending upon the nature of the
reform, much of the cost of health-care expenditures might be transferred from
the books of the private sector onto government budgets. Private insurers paid
over $215 billion for health care in 1990, which would have to be paid by
governments and raised through taxes. This would not be a new burden overall,
since the taxes would replace insurance premiums. In fact, to the extent that
centralised expenditure control permitted reductions in outlays, the burden would
fall - one source of saving might be reduced administrative and overhead costs.
However, different people would pay. Because insurance premiums are roughly
the same regardless of income, viewed as a tax they are highly regressive. A
payroll tax, which is used in many other OECD countries to finance health care,
would be roughly proportional to income. Thus, a shift to a comprehensive public
health-care programme financed by a payroll tax would tend to shift the cost
burden from the low-paid to the better-paid.

Centralised control of health-care budgets is already common in other
OECD countries, where health care is financed directly by governments or by
quasi-governmental agencies. Many have nation-wide (or, as in Canada, prov-
ince-wide) fee schedules, to which physicians must adhere when they bill. This
approach appears to '3ve been successful in Japan, but in many countries there
has been a tendency for providers to increase effort, or to change the way
treatment is described in order to collect a higher fee (a practice referred to as
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upcoding). Similar tendencies have been observed in U.S. government health
programmes, and the Health Care Financing Administration built such a response
into its recently introduced Medicare Volume Performance Standards. These
developments have led some countries to impose both price and quantity targets,
or global budgets. The combination of price and quantity controls appears to be
more effective in restraining costs than price controls alone (General Accounting
Office, 1991d).

While centralised budgetary control has provided a mechanism to restrain
costs in man), countries, it has not eliminated the underlying pressures on
expenditures. Thus, in some countries - France and Canada, for example - the
share of health-care outlays in GDP is still rising, although the rate of increase
has slowed sharply and is well blow that in the United States. Generally,
centralised expenditure control has not been accompanied by centralisation of
delivery of medical care, which has largely remained in the hands of physicians
and hospital administrators. Indeed. medical decisions in most OECD countries
are typically made by physicians with less supervision and control than has
become common in the United States. Likewise, in these countries there are
typically fewer restrictions on choice of physician or hospital than is now the
case with HMOs or preferred-provider organisations in the United States. On the
other hand, centralised budgeting could also lead to a health-care system that is
unresponsive to patients' needs. The system in the United Kingdom has been
accused of being overly rigid, and its recent reforms were, in part, an attempt to
change this (Day and Klein, 1991). Queues for certain surgical procedures,
notably coronary surgery', have developed at times in Canada, as financial con-
straints resulted in a shortage of cardiac facilities. Subsequently this was to some
extent corrected (Naylor, 1991).

Some cost-saving reforms have been introduced into U.S. government
health-care financing programmes, such as the prospective payment system for
hospital Medicare fees introduced in the 1980s and the transition to "diagnosis-
related group" (DRG) payments rather than cost-based reimbursement. In 1992,
a programme to limit Medicare physician spending was introduced, including a
Relative Resource Value Scale, which sets prices for physician services. In an
effort to limit physicians' behavioural responses, "volume performance stan-
dards" were also introduced. These reforms have stopped short of imposing
global budgets, although in its 1992 Budget the Administration raised the issue of
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Health-care Reform: The Garamendl Proposal

In February 1992. the State Insurance Commissioner of California. John Garamendi,
published a proposal to replace the private and public-sector insurance system currently
in place in California with universal health-care coverage financed by payroll taxes and
delivered by HMO-like managed-care organisations. This would involve a substantial
change from the current system, in that employers would no longer be providing, and
insurers would no longer be offering. group health insurance plans of the son that now
cover most people under 65 years of age.

Financing

Insurance premiums would be replaced by a payroll tax (referred to as "premiums"
in the proposal) of 7.65 per cent on employers and 1.4 per cent on cmployecs, with the
sclf-employcd paying the sum of these. To reduce the burden on small firms and low-
income workers, in the calculation of their liabilities under the plan, employers would
receive a deduction of $10 000 per person, stnall business would face a lowcr payroll tax
rate and workers would receive a deduction of $5 000. Thcrc would be a ceiling of
$150 0(X) per person for income subject to the payroll tax for both employers and
employees. According to the Commissioner, the average tax rates would be 6.75 per cent
of payroll for firms and I per cent for workers.

Regional, autonomous "health insurance purchasing corporations" (HIPCs) would
"sponsor insurance", essentially by using tho tax revenues to buy medical coverage for
all residents (employed or not) from private-sector providers. The effect would be to
eliminate the link between employment and health insurance, in that being insured would
not depend on bcing employed, and employees would not be in danger of losing coverage
(or, perhaps. even have to change physicians) when they changed jobs.

Access

Each health-care provider organisation would offer plans certified by the HIPC in its
area and would be responsible for the actual delivery of medical services. The Proposal
envisages basic plans, similar to those now offered by HMOs in California. that would
cover in-patient and primary care, prescription drugs, home health care and so forth.
Plans would be prohibited from turning down applicants, regardless of past, actual or
prospective health status. The HIPC would pay the provider organisation an amount per
enrollee, but with adjustments for risk (for example, plans with a disproportionate number
of old enrollees would be paid more per head), in order, it is hoped, to prevent "cream
skimming" by providers.

Only modest co-payments, and no deductibles, would be permitted. Plans would be
allowed to offer more than the basic package certified by the HIPC and would charge
their enrollees for the extra services. However, there would be limits on how much more
could be offered, for fear thit the basic plan might eventually be perceived as sub-
standard.

(continued on next page)
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(ev#rianued)

The Proposal envisages folding the medical parts of workers' compensation and
automobilc insurance into the saimc system. in order to improve access and eliminate
duplication of costs.

Cost colainment

lic major cost-containment nechanism would be the global health-care budget
delermined by the rcvcnue from the payroll taxes. which will rise no faster than payrolls
(ule. s the payroll tax rates were increased).

According to the Commissioner. the mcasurcs in the proposal will hold health costs
down by encouraging managed care and by eliminating mitich of the administrative
overhead now incurred by linns and insurance companies. It is also envisaged that the
promised .ystcmai will he more cl'l'cctic at eliminating unnecessary nmdical procedures.

capping the growth of Medicare and Medicaid outlays. The impact of such
reforms on overall medical outlays would be blunted, however. Providers could
compensate for reductions in income received from Medicaid and Medicare by
shifting costs to the private sector, as the), have in the past when fees under these
programmes were reduced, although the extent of this response is subject to
considerable debate. In addition, Medicare and Medicaid must compete with the
private sector for physician and hospital resources, which limits the amount of
restraint that can be imposed without reducing access.

A possible alternative to global budgeting is stricter control over medical
costs at the micro level, and, in the absence of a centralised system for collecting
premiums and paying providers, the U.S. health-care financing system has moved
in this direction. Insurers are increasingly turning to provider-rev;ew mechanisms
in an attempt to reduce costs. Moreover, the traditional third-party insurer that
pays a physician chosen by the patient has been losing ground to managed-care
organisations. The standard HMO, for example, provides comprehensive health-
care services, usually including hospitalisation, in return for a premium. It is
distinguished from other insurers by the close relationship between the insurer
and provider: in an HMO they are both of the same company. This type of HMO
has significantly lower costs than fee-for-service providers, although the growth
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of costs has been the same. Other, much looser forms of managed-care organisa-
tions, such as preferred-provider organisations, have expanded rapidly in recent
years, but appear, at best, to generate only small savings.

Further reform along these lines, as was proposed by the Administration in
February, would have the advantage of requiring only incremental changes to the
current health-care financing system. Private insurers could retain an important
role, although they might more closely resemble HMOs. The efforts of private-
sector insurers and the growth of managed care have not yet. slowed health-care
expenditures. although these efforts have become prominent only in the last
decade. As costs continue to rise, insurers will have strong incentives to dcvclop
insurance products and care systems that will minimise cost increases.

Improving Access

Although most Americans are covered either by private insurance or by
government programmes, about one person in seven is not insured at all, and
many others are worried that their coverage may be reduced or eliminated if they
lose or change their jobs. The costs of expanding insurance coverage depend on
the degree of extension, the generosity of coverage and the health-care demands
of those who are now uncovered. An increase in personal health-care outlays of
one-seventh would have added about $84 billion to total outlays in 1990, or
i'/ per cent of GDP. This figure is, however, a substantial overestimate of the
cost of full coverage in that it assumes that those uncovered now use no medical
services and that, if covered, they would use the same services as the average
person now covered. The uninsured do currently receive care, often at great
expense in emergency departments, and when insured would probably use less
care than average, because many are young and relatively healthy.

More refined estimates suggest much lower costs. For example, Shiels et al.
(1992) estimates the cost of providing health care to the currently uninsured to be
a substantially lower $11 billion. An extension of employer-based insurance to
all firms with 10 or more employees would cut- the number of uninsured in half
and might raise health-care costs by about $13 to $28 billion, depending on the
coverage offered (Congressional Budget Office, 1991b). Extending Medicare to
provide universal coverage would raise outlays by as much as $26 billion, not
allowing for potential savings in administrative costs (Congressional Budget
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Office. 1991 C). Expanding Medicaid to cover all those below the federal poverty
level would raise outlays by $6 billion, but would not extend insurance coverage
much (Congressional Research Service, 1988b). To put these figures into per-
spective, it should be recalled that estimates of the excess administrative cost of
private health insurance and the outlay equivalent of the employer tax deduction
for health insurance are each on the order of $40 billion. These estimates of the
cost of extending health care coverage may be too low, in that they do not
consider the possible dynamic pressures that would result from universal, guaran-
teed coverage. These are. of course, very difficult to assess, but to the extent they
cmergc, the need to control costs would become even more pressing.

Since gaps in coverage arc largely the result of the operation of a voluntary,
competitive insurance market, proposals to increase access have ccntrcd on
reforming, or cven replacing, private insurance. Four generic: types of reform are
now actively being considered in the United States, although. of course, each has
many variations.

Sinall-group insurance reform

Many of the uninsured are employed in small firms that do not offer group
insurance, mainly because high risk and administrative costs have made it too
expensive. Insurance could be made more affordable for small business by
requiring insurers to offer coverage to all firms and to all employees in a finn that
has purchased group insurance, and by limiting premiums in some way to prevent
insurers from pricing small employers out of the market. This is a conservative
reform, in that it implies only a small change to the existing health-insurance
system. On the other hand, since this proposal does not require firms to provide
insurance to their employees, it is not clear how effective it will be in extending
coverage. Moreover, if insurers are forced to provide small-group insurance at
below cost, they may choose to withdraw from the market altogether.

Tax credits (or vouchers)

Health insurance could also be expanded by providing individuals with
refundable tax credits or "vouchers", which could be used to purchase private
health insurance policies, either through employer group plans or directly from
insurance companies. The credits could decline with income in order to direct the
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subsidy more precisely to the poor, and they could be higher for those with
serious chronic illnesses, since they are likely to be charged higher premiums.

Although this reform would also leave the current health-financing system
largely intact, the degree to which coverage would be expanded would depend on
the size of the tax credit and, since there would be no controls on premiums and
on coverage by insurers, how the insurance market reacted. Those who do not
have insurance would obviously be tempted to buy coverage. It should not
change significantly the coverage for those who arc now covered by group
insurance if the tax credit were a substitute for the lax deduction by employers.
Some firms might decide to drop their group insurance, but those employees
losing it would buy their own coverage using the tax credit. However, in the
absence of insurance reform, vouchers alpne would not guarantee that high-risk
individuals and groups would not be denied insurance.

Neither small-business insurance reform nor "ax credits would entirely
resol'e the problem of "cream skimming'" - insurers would still have a strong
incentive to cover those perceived as low risks. These incentives could be offset
if the government transferred money from insurers having a low-risk clientele, to
those having a disproportionate number of high-risk cases. The Administration
proposal, for example. includes such a mechanism. Such compensation would he
feasible though not complete. Observable characteristics, such as age. sex and
past health status, appear to explain only a small percentage of the variation in
health expenses across individuals, though this is all the information that insurers
utilise now in setting risk-based premiums. Nonetheless, it may be expensive for
a government to duplicate the rating done by insurance companies. An alternative
would be to prohibit differences in premiums based on risk, although such an
attempt to frustrate a powerful market incentive may prove difficult to enforce.
More importantly, it would magnify the incentive for insurers to avoid bad risks
by refusing coverage altogether, or by attempting to tailor policies to discourage
those who might generate large claims. These practices, too, could be forbidden.
But if they could no longer choose whom to insure, the terms of insurance, or
what price to charge, the role of insurers would be narrowed to administrative
and cost-control functions. The issue then would be focused upon their efficiency
in this role: comparisons with public programmes in the United States and
elsewhere suggest that private-sector overhead costs are relatively high, while
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there is little evidence concerning the relative efficacy of the two sectors in
controlling health-care costs.

"Play or pay"

Under this option. proposed by some members of Congress. employers
could choose to offer a group plan. or to pay a payroll tax to finance a public plan
that would cover its employees, perhaps an extension of Medicare or Medicaid.
This would extend coverage to the entire employed population. Under some
variants, anybody not covered by private insurance would be automatically eligi-
blc for the public plan. In this case. access would be universal although some
prices might bc attached. It is likely that low-wage firms (which would pay little
payroll tax) and high-risk people (who would be charged large premiums in the
private market) would be most attracted to the public plan.

Initially. it might be expected that private insurers and employers would
retain their dominant role as payers. However. health-care costs arc rising much
faster than payrolls. and if the contribution rate were fixed, more firms would
choose to join the public plan over time. This would entail rising transfers from
general revenues. Even if contributions were raised in line with costs, a public
programme Would take an increasing share of the market if it were able to deliver
greater consumer satisfaction for less. In either of these cases. "play or pay"
could prove to be a transition to a health-care financing system dominated by
public-sector payers.

C'omprehensive public health insurance

Universal coverage could also be achieved directly by replacing the current
mixed public-private insurance system with an entirely public one, which would
cover everyone automatically and probably reduce administrative costs. Cost-
increasing technological innovation could also slow as well. Of the options
discussed, this one would require the greatest changes to the current system, and
would also move the U.S. health-care financing system furthest toward those in
place in other OECD countries. It would represent a departure from U.S.
approaches to such issues in two respects - first in embracing a radical rather
than evolutionary approach, and second in forcing the private sector out of an
activity where it is established. The experience of other countries suggests that
there are many ways to design a comprehensive public system, and the institu-
tions actually in place in those countries have grown up in response to complex
cultural, political, economic and social pressures. U.S. solutions will likewise
undoubtedly evolve in response to similar pressures.
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IV. Conclusions

The U.S. health-cart system is at a cross-roads. Health-care expenditures in
the United States are far higher than those in other OECD countries and are rising
much more rapidly, whether measured in terms of GDP or per capita. While it is
difficult to say what levels of spending or growth are optimal, there is a mounting
concern about the rising burden of health-ca'e costs. At the same time, one in
seven Americans is not covered by health insurance at all, many others are faced
with the risk of losing insurance coverage if they become unemployed and yet
others hesitate to change jobs for the same reason. This situation, characterised by
some as a worsening paradox of excess and deprivation, clearly calls for correc-
tion, and there is a broad consensus in the United States that something must be
done to improve access and contain excessive spending growth. Views differ
widely, however, as to specifically what should be done and how, and numerous
reform proposals have been put forward in recent years, including one by the
Administration.

It is encouraging that the linkage between health-insurance provision and
employment would be weakened under most of the recent reform proposals, even
those that would keep the present institutional set-up intact. This linkage is
archaic and makes no more sense than linking automobile insurance to people's
employment. It restricts the individual's choice of insurance, as employees are
effectively obliged to accept any group insurance plan that the employer chooses,
thereby limiting the presumed advantage of a decentralised financing system. It
also acts as an impediment to lalour mobility and is costing the Federal govern-
ment $40 billion per year in tax subsidies.

The fundamental nature of the problem of health care is common to all
countries, and the real choice facing the United States is rather narrower than it
appears. While reforms carried out in several OECD countries have brought
about a varying degree of spending restraint, underlying pressures for higher
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health-care outlays nevertheless remain high everywhere in the OECD area and
are likely to grow even stronger in the long term with the ageing of the popula-
tion. The root cause of such pressures lies in the very nature of the system of
health-care provision and financing. Once insured, the incremental cost for a
patient of receiving medical treatment is typically very low, whereas physicians
have incentives, both moral and financial, to offer as much and as good a
treatment as they can. In order to deal with the open-ended nature of health-care
outlays, OECD countries have responded by raising the incremental costs borne
by the patient as well as by placing some limits-on what physicians can charge
and deliver. This is also what has been done in U.S. public programmes, and
private insurers in the United States have similarly intensified their efforts to keep
spending growth under control. There seems to be little choice in reforming the
system of health-care delivery but to redirect physicians' incentives towards cost
saving by imposing some form of budget constraint under whatever financing
system the country may choose to adopt.

A salient feature of the U.S. health-care system is the prevalence of private
insurance coverage, even for basic health-care services. Efficient operation of
insurance markets inevitably leads to pricing based on risk. But basing insurance
premiums on health risk is not compatible with the social goal of providing
universal access to comprehensive basic care. Thus, improving access to health
care while preserving the existing institutional arrangements will require greater
regulation of private insurance, compensation for the difference in risks covered
by insurers and, given the very high cost of medical insurance in the United
States, income-related subsidies to ease the burden of subscribers. Such a way of
extending coverage carries heavy administrative overhead costs. However, it has
the'advantage that the insurance package can be more easily adapted to individ-
ual preferences and needs. The alternative is centralised health-care financing
which is found in many OECD countries. This would guarantee universal access,
carry lower administrative costs and by its very nature avoid the problem of
cream-skimming (a tendency for insurance companies to try to cover only the
healthy). Cost control through budgetary constraints could be easier under this
system. On the other hand, the individual's choice of basic insurance coverage
would be limited, although freedom to choose physicians and hospitals need not
be. Centralised financing of basic health-care provision does not preclude supple-
mentary private insurance in order for the individual to extend coverage beyond

basic needs. But whatever mix of public and private provision is ultimately
chosen, it is doubtful that mere marginal reforms can adequately deal with the
problems facing the U.S. health-care system.
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Notes

I. For example. high infant mortality is closely related to low birthwcight. ;!,d therc are a
relatively large number of ow-birthucight infants in the United Slates. This depends more on
social factors than.on the design of the health-care system.

2. Personal health-care expenditures equal the total less research and development costs. Con-
struction, public health expenditures. progrdminc administration and the net cost of private
health r %urancc. Thc latter spending items amounted to 12 per cent of the total in 1990.

3. There has been continuous invention of new medical techniques and products, as well as
improvements in oldcr ones. To the extent that these are not taken into account in the
estimates of price. they will show up as lower quantities. For many of the important
components of health costs - hospitals and physicians services, for example - this problem is
probably no more severe than for other goods and services. On the other hand, it may be
imptinant for the application of new technologies. For example. a scanner may provide a
better diagnosis than a physical examination or an X-ray. but it also costs more. Trajlenberg
(1989) found that computerized axial tomography (CAT) scanners underwent considerable
quality improvements shortly after their introduction in the early 1970s.

4. Total, rather than personal, health-care expenditures are used to enable comparisons with
other countries in Table 4 below. Data on personal health-care expenditures are not nearly as
widely available for other countries. in the case of the United States, using total expenditures
instead does not make any material difference.

5. It should be noted, however, that the rate of increase in physician incomes was roughly
similar to that of other post-college-educated workers in the late 1980s.

6. Correspondingly, the share of the private sector in the total personal expenditure on health
care has declined. This has been entirely due to a fall in the relative importance of out-of-
pocket payments: private insurance has covered an increasing part of health-care spending
(see Table 3).

7. Rising health-care expenditures have led to a growing wedge between the wage bill and total
compensation. Business health-care costs have surged from 3 per cent of total compensation
in 1970 to over 7 per cent in 1990. In 1991 these costs amounted to 92 cents per hour
worked. Furthermore, this excludes unfunded future liabilities for retiree health-care benefits
which have been estimated to amount to as much as $4,"0 billion in present value terms;
beginning An 1993. U.S. accounting rules will force employers to recognise such liabilities.

8. The outlay equivalent is the amount the government would have to transfer to provide the
taxpayer with the same after-tax income as is received from the tax concession. It is higher

than the revenue lost because the transfer would normally be taxable income, and so some of
it would be taxed back.

9. The economics of health-care systems in various OECD countries arc discussed in more

detail in OECD (1992).

10. Unconstrained demands for health care may be considerably more income-elastic than indi-
cated on Diagram 4. The linear relationship may reflect the role of centralised health-care

budgeting in restraining the demand for health care. In the absence of these restraints, the

health-expenditure shares of other OECD countries might rise non-linearly, and the U.S.
share might not be significantly out of line with that of countries with similar levels of per-

capita income.

I I. These figures should be used with caution as they arc often based on a rather sparse selection
of service prices.
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12. A o-/,monent is a fixed sum per procedure. A dcdictibic is an amount that must be paid (per
year. for example) hcforc insurance applies. Co-insurerce is a percentage of the cost of a
service . In what follows. all these will he loosely referred to as co-paymcnts.

13. The purchase of supplemental insurance is not unique to the United States - in France and
Canada. 60-70 per cent of lie population purchases supplemental insurance.

14. Potentially. insurance may alo expand demand by' charging bchaviour. a problem known as
mtoral hazard (scc the accompanying box). An exampic might be people smoking more,
knowing they would he covered by insurance should they become ill. It is not clear that
moral hazard. in this scene, is important in the context of health care. Some authors, however.
u,,c the ern moral hazard in a wider sense to include the increase in demand in response to
low prices.

15. Weisbrod (1991) presents an extensive argument along these lines. He provides a ntcresting
comparison between the health-cr.re system and the public education system in the United
States. In the former, insurance is open-ended and resource use is determined largely by
health-care providers. In the latter, the government provides a fixed amount per student, or
families pay the entire cost out of pocket, and resource use is not determined by teachers.
This example cuts both ways since most people report satisfaction with their health care,
whereas dissatisfaction with the public school system appears to be widespread.

16. Hospital-based physicians in other OECD countries are salaried, unlike in the United States,
and may have less financial incentive to require the most recent technology.

17. There are other ways of defining who is uninsured, although the "point-in-time" measure is
both meaningful and easily derived from survey data Two alternative definitions are the
percentage of the population having no insurance cover for an extended period of time (say, a
year), and the percentage that is uncovered for at least one short spell during an extended
period. For example, in the 30-month period from February 1985 to August 1987, 4.3 per
cent had no health insurance cover at any time, while 28.1 per cent had at least one one-

- month spell during which they were uncovered (Aaron, 1991).

18. Between 1979 and 1986 the proportion of those in the labour force who receive health-
insurance coverage through their jobs declined by 1.1 percentage points (Congressional
Research Service. 1988a).

19. Also, small businesses often face more intense competition and may have smaller profit
margins.

20. The result is that hospitals must recover the cost of such uncompensated care through
increased charges for other patients - leading to a potential problem of cost shifting - or
through state-wide uncompensated care pools.

21. See, for example, Bindman ct al. (1991), Eisenberg (forthcoming), Lurie ct al. (1984) and
Wcnnekcr et al. (1990).

22. This latter possibility may not pose too great a conccm. While for-profit hospitals do provide
less care to the uninsured, the) do so primarily because the)' are located in areas where there
arc relatively few uninsured. If this is the case, they arc unlikely to expand at the expense of
those non-prolit hospitals that provide a lot of curc to the uninsured.

23. While many Americans feel that big chang.% arc needed in the health-care system (57 per
cent), most are at least somewhat satisfied with their own health care (71 per cent) (Har-
ris Poll. June 17. 1992).

24. The Oregon proposal is to reimburse the costs of only the first 587 of 709 different medical
trcatmcn.,, ranked according to medical effectivcness and value to the individual and society.
This proposal wLvS denied a Medicare waiver by the Administration in August 1992 on the
grounds that it might violate the Americans with Disabilities Act. Other states, such as
Florida, Minnesota and Vermont are also in the process of attempting to reform Medicaid
with a view to broadening public health insurance.

25. The Garatnendi proposal is discussed here for illustrative purposes only.
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Annex

An overview of health-care financing in selected OECD countries

This annex briefly describes the health-care financing systems in the United States,
Japan, Germany, France. the United Kirgdom and Canada. The Italian system is
described in detail in the forthcoming OECD Economic Survey of Italy. These systems
vary widely, but, except for the United States, have the following features in common:

i) enrolment in a health-care plan is mostly automatic; often, but not always,
enrolment is through the workplace.

ii) insurers of basic health care costs are public or quasi-public: typically they
cannot refuse cover;

iii) there are provisions for those not currently attached to the labour force:
iv) financing is predominantly through the tax system (often payroll taxes) rather

than premiums per enrollee:
v) patients face virtually no restriction on the choice of physician, and typically

little restriction on the choice of hospital;
vi) the government controls either global expenditure or large components of it

(such as physicians' incomes or hospital expenditures).

Although the system in the United States shares some of these features as well. it
relies much more heavily on voluntary insurance, usually purchased by employers on
behalf of their employees from private, for-profit insurance companies. This sys;2m of
private insurance is supplemented by large government programmes aimed at the elderly
and at some of the poor.

It is traditional to use the language of insurance in describing health care payment
systems, in part because they perform an insurance function by pooling the risk getting ill
and incurring medical expenditures. However, except in the United States, there is
typically little discretion in either the "purchase" or the "sale" of basic health "insur-
ance" and health-care financing systems therefore resemble government tax-transfer
programmes rather than insurance markets.

Material for countries other than the United States is drawn from the far more
detailed discussions found in OECD (forthcoming), Congressional Budget
Office (1991a), Day and Klein (1991), General Accounting Office (1991b and 1991d),
Graig (1991), Ikegami (1991) and OECD (1987).
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The United States

Health care is delivered through private insurance, which covers about '/, of the
population; public programmes, which cover more than 1/4 of the population; and ad hoc
arrangements for the 1/, of the population that has no health insurance coverage. (Because
some people are covered under more than one scheme, these figures sum to more than
one.) About 8) per cent of those covered through private insurance are enrolled in
employer-based group insurance plans, with the rest being covered by individual insur-
ance policies. Employers typically purchase a group policy from one of a large number of
private insurance companies, although more recently some, mostly large, employers have
chosen instead to pay medical claims as they arise, a practice known as "self-insurance".
This allows firms to reduce costs and, because employer-run benefit plans (such as
pension plans, but also medical benefit plans) are federally regulated under the 1974
Employee Retired Income and Security Act, to avoid state insurance regulations. Many
employers, especially smaller ones. do not ensure their employees at all; indeed, a
majority of those with no insurance cover are employed or have a family member who is
employed.

The two major government health-care payment programmes are Medicare, which
essentially covers the old, and Medicaid. which covers some of the poor and offers soni
financing of long-term care. Governments also support health care through programmes
serving military and veterans, public health programmes and public hospitals. whose
emergency rooms often provide acute care for some Qf the uninsured.

Medicare, which was introduced in 1965, is by far the largest government insurance
programme. It covers almost everyone over 65 years of age. about 13 per cent of the
population. as well as people with certain disabilities (notably, kidney failure), another
1.3 per cent of the population. Hospital expenses under Medicare are funded by a payroll
tax. Three-quarters of other expenses (Part B) are funded by general federal government
revenues, with premiums, paid by beneficiaries, covering the other quarter. In addition,
Medicare patients pay deductibles and co-payments (a payment per service or percentage
of the cost of the service, the latter also being referred to as co-insurance). Since
Medicare pays for less than half the medical expenses of its' beneficiaries, some 70 per
cent purchase private supplementary insurance.

The other major government health programme is Medicaid, also established in
1965, which covers mothers with dependent children (68 per cent of Medicaid recipi-
ents), the poor elderly (13 per cent), the blind and disabled (15 per cent), and a small
number of others. About half of those below the federal poverty line are not covered by
Medicaid: single adults below 65 years of age and who are not disabled, are not covered
regardless of their income; and people with assets above certain state-defined levels are
not eligible. Unlike Medicare. Medicaid covers long-term nursing home care - 40 per
cent of the Medicaid expenditures go to nursing home care - for the old and disabled.
Medicaid is administered by the states under federal government supervision and guide-
lines, which govern such things as the type ,of services provided and the payment
schedules for hospitals and physicians. The federal government shares the cost of the
programme through grants to the states which depend on state Medicaid expenditures and
state personal income levels.
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There are more than 575 000 active physicians in the United States, or 2.3 per
1 000 population. A third of them are primary-care physicians and the rest are specialists.
By way of comparison, Canada has roughly the same number of physicians per capita,
but only half of them are specialists. Physicians are paid predominantly on a fee-for-
service basis. Many, however, are paid a salary by a co-ordinated-care, or managed-care,
organisation. The oldest form of co-ordinated care is the health maintenance organisadon
(HMO), in which about 'fi of the population is now enrolled. The traditional HMO,
exemplified by the large Kaiser Permanente organisation in California, pays health-care
providers on a salary and runs its own hospitals and other facilities. Enrollees (or
members) receive all their health care from the providers hired by the HMO - that is, the
choice of provider is limited. The administrators of the HMO attempt to optimise the
health care provided by reviewing medical practice and utilisation, in order to save costs
by eliminating unnecessary procedures. More recently, much looser managed-care struc-
tures have developed, consisting of affiliations of physicians, who may be paid fee-for-
service, rather than a salary. The preferred provider organisation (PPO). a recent develop-
ment which is similar to a loosely organised HMO, consists of a network of physicians
under contract (to an insurance company, fof example) to provide care, usually on a fee-
for-service basis, but at a discount. Like an HMO, the choice of health-care provider is
typically limited to those under contract to the PPO, and these providers are subject to
utilisation reviews. A point-of-service (POS) network extends HMOs by allowing
patients to choose a non-HMO physician, but only if they pay an extra fee. The POS is an
attempt to attract patients who are concerned about the restrictions on physician choice
imposed by traditional HMOs.

Japan

Health insurance is universal in Japan, with nearly -'/ of the population being
covered by mandatory employer plans, and the rest (the retired and the unemployed) by
the government-run National Health Insurance (NHI). Firms are required to provide
insurance to employees and their dependents, and employees are required to enrol. While
there are a large number of insurers, they are highly regulated and neither firms nor
employees have a choice of which one to join. Employees of large firms (about '/ of the
population) are covered by one of about 1 800 health insurance societies, employees of
smaller firms (slightly more than '/4) are usually enrolled in a scheme run by the national
government, and civil servants and teachers (about 1/10) are covered by one of
82 mutual-aid societies. Taking NHI and small-employer insurance together, the govern-
ment directly manages the coverage of over 60 per cent of the population. All insurers
must provide a legislated basket of services.

Insurance is financed mostly through mandatory payroll taxes, with tax rates that
average about 8 per cent, but vary from 31/2 to over 13 per cent, depending on the insurer.
Employers pay at least half the tax. However, governments pay most administrative costs
and subsidise (up to 52 per cent) some insurers from general revenues. Although there are
no deductibles, co-payments and co-insurance range from 10 to 30 per cent of the cost of
the service, with a monthly cap of about $450.
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Hospitals range from prestigious and publicly-owned teaching hospitals to numerous
small private clinics (which are typically owned and run by private-practice physicians).
About 80 per cent of hospitals and about 94 per cent of clinics are privately owned and
operated. Most are owned by physicians and, by law, the chief executive of a hospital
must be a physician. Aside from a recent regional ceilings on the number of beds, the
government imposes few restrictions on overall hospital expenditures.

About a third of physicians are in private practice and have no access to hospitals,
40 per cent are in non-teaching hospitals and the rest are in teaching hospitals. Primary-
care physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis according to a national rate schedule
set by the central government, in consultation with providers and payers. The schedule
assigns relative value points for services, which are then translated into monetary terms.
Physicians bill the insurers directly and cannot charge their patients extra (balance bill).
The government sets targets for total health spending and enforces price control through
the fee schedule, but has no formal mechanism to enforce quantity targets on physician
services.

Germany

Before unification, West and East Germany had markedly different health systems;
this overview discusses only the former. Insurance coverage is essentially complete,
except for a small number of people, all of them financially well-off, who choose not to
be insured. About 1/5 of the population is covered by the "statutory" scheme, which is
administered by some I 100 sickness funds, which are autonomous from, but highly
regulated by, the government. The largest group of sickness funds is organised on a
geographical basis, while others are organised on an occupational or enterprise basis.
Membership in the statutory scheme is compulsory for several groups, such as workers
with incomes below a certain threshold and state pensioners. Retirees are generally
covered by the sickness fund to which they belonged when they last worked. About
85 per cent of sickness-fund members are compulsory members, with the rest being
voluntary members. Only about half of sickness-fund members, mostly white-collar
workers, can choose which fund to belong to. Most of those who are not members of
sickness funds are covered by private insurance, although a few members also purchase
supplementary private insurance. Several companies, most of them non-profit, offer
private insurance, subject to government regulation. A small number of people (members
of the armed forces and some people on social welfare) receive free medical care.

The sickness funds are financed by payroll taxes (called "contributions"), shared
equally by employer and employee. While the tax rate averages about 13 per cent of
wages nation-wide, it varies between 8 and 16 per cent, depending on the fund. Medical
services for those who are not covered by sickness funds or private insurance coverage
are paid for by the social security fund or from general government revenue. Both
sickness funds and private insurers are required by law to provide a certain basket of
benefits, although both can offer additional benefits as well.

Primary-care physicians are paid mostly on a fee-for-service basis by the sickness
funds. Each fund, in effect, negotiates a lump-sum payment with regional physicians'
associations (which are not trade unions), which then divide the money among physicians
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according to a fee schedule. As a result, within any year the total income of physicians is
capped in advance. The associations are responsible for assuring physician quality and
quantity control. The fee schedule is negotiated nationally, with each of some 2 500 pro-
cedures assigned a relative point value, which is then translated into money by a formula
that varies by region, by sickness fund and, to respect the annual cap, by the number of
procedures billed. Private insurers must use the same relative point values, but generally
have fee scales that are about twice those of the sickness funds.

The hospital system is dominated by public hospitals (half the beds) and private non-
profit hospitals (1/3 of the beds). The rest are private for-profit hospitals, often owned by
physicians. Physicians in public and non-profit hospitals, including most specialists, are
paid on salary. Hospital doctors rarely see patients on an out-patient basis, and ambula-
tory-care doctors rarely have hospital admitting rights. The operating costs of hospitals
are paid mostly from the sickness funds and private insurers, while capital expenditures
are paid mainly by Ldnder governments, even in for-profit hospitals. As is the case with
ambulatory physicians, the sickness funds negotiate an annual lump-sum payment with
the hospitals, except that hospitals carry losses or surpluses from one year to the next.

France

Virtually everyone is covered by a statutory health-insurance scheme, which is part
of the public social security system. One sickness fund covers most employees and their
dependents, or about 4/3 of the population. Several smaller funds cover the self-employed,
farmers and some special groups of workers (miners, for example); ihese funds also cover
retirees. There is also a programme to cover those with no labour force attachment, or
about 5 per cent of the population. The sickness funds are quasi-autonomous non-
governmental bodies which are managed by employer associations and trade unions, but
are subject to close central government regulation, particularly with regard to payroll tax
rates and fee schedules. Since the sickness funds require co-payments averaging about 20
per cent and some physicians are allowed to charge patients in excess of the fee schedule,
there is a market for supplementary insurance which is provided by several thousand
"mutuelles". Although about 1s of the population is covered by supplementary insur-
ance, the market is relatively small: the sickness funds account for over 70 per cent of
medical care expenditures and the mutuelles only 6 per cent.

The sickness funds are funded by payroll taxes on employment income (called
"contributions"). The tax rates for the ltrge employee sickness fund were 12.6 per cent
for the employer and 6.8 per cent for the employee in 1991. The self-employed pay the
entire tax on their declared income and pensioners pay a I per cent tax on their pension
income. Sickness funds cover medical and pharmaceutical expenditures according to
national schedules. There are substantial co-payments for physicians and drugs - 25 and
between 30 and 60 per cent of the schedules -- but low co-payments for hospital care. The
mutuelles sell insurance based on actuarial risk and benefits.

About 2/3 of physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis by their patients, who are
then (partially) reimbursed by their sickness funds and mutuelles. Almost all of these
physicians are members of the statutory scheme, but there are two types of membership: a
doctor can charge no more than the fee schedule and receives a pension and national
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health insurance for free: or, a doctor can charge more than the schedule but must pay for
the pension and insurance. About 'h of physicians have opted for the second type of
membership, mainly specialists and those practising in large cities. The fee schedule,
which is set by the national government, comprises a relative value scale of some
4 000 procedures. Apart from this schedule, however, neither the government nor the
sickness funds have much control over fee-for-service physicians' incomes. The other '/
of physicians are salaried employees of the government, who work mainly in public
hospitals.

Public hospitals account for about V) of beds and are staffed largely by full-time and
pan-time salaried physicians. Private, for-profit hospitals and clinics account for the
remainder of the beds, and these are staffed by fee-for-service physicians. Public hospi-
tals tend to be large, general facilities, while private hospitals tend to be small and to
specialise in services such as obstetrics, certain types of elective surgery and long-term
care. As is the case with physicians, the hospital is paid by the patient, who is then
reimbursed, although it is customary for the sickness funds to meet in-patient expenses
directly (except perhaps for small co-payments).

United Kingdom

The health-care system has recently undergone a transformation as the result of
reforms introduced from 1989 to 1991. These reforms are generally designed to increase
the responsiveness of the system by introducing a form of managed competition, espe-
cially in the hospital sector.

Everyone is eligible to receive mostly free medical care through the National Health
Service (NHS), which accounts for about 88 per cent of total health expenditures.
Patients register with a general practitioner (GP). who provides primary care and referrals
to specialists. Until recently, the choice was officially unrestricted but, in practice, it was
often difficult to change one's GP. One result of the recent reforms is that the district
health authorities are to provide service through contracts with doctors and hospitals,
which may lead to restrictions on choice. In addition to the NHS, there is a small, but
growing, private-care sector, which generally features less queuing for elective proce-
dures. About 1/10 of the population is covered by private insurance, which typically
restricts coverage to acute, non-emergency hospital care and specialist physician services.

General tax revenues provide about 80 per cent of NHS funding, a payroll tax
("national insurance contribution") another 15 per cent, and various charges the remain-
ing 5 per cent. Private expenditure, accounting for the 12 per cent of total health
expenditure not covered by the NHS, pays mostly for direct purchases (of drugs, for
example), with about 'i, of it going to private health insurance. Private insurance is sold
mainly by competing non-profit insurers, typically requires deductibles or co-payments
and has premiums based on assessed risk. Private insurers can refuse coverage or refuse
to cover pre-existing medical conditions.

Just over /3 of physicians are GPs, who work as independent contractors to the NHS.
Just under half their income is in the form of a lump sum, or capitation, for each patient
registered in a practice (the capitation varies with the age of the patient). Fees for some
services (for instance, immunisation) and an allowance for actual practice expenses (such
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as office rent) and other allowances account for the rest of GPs' incomes. It is common
for GPs to form group practices, in order to share secretarial services, for example.
Average payments to all GPs are set by the government based on the recommendation of
an independent body. If physicians provide services in excess of what is forecast, fees
and allowances are reduced to compensate. However, if their costs rise, fees and
allowances are raised to cover actual costs. Physicians on hospital staffs are salaried (but
many also work in private practice) and those in the private sector bill on a fee-for-service
basis.

Before April 1991, hospitals were run by district health authorities and received
global lump-sum budgets, set ultimately by the central government. The reforms sepa-
rated the function of payer of hospital services from that of provider. The district health
authorities remain as the major payer, although large group practices of GPs also have a
role. They will receive a capitation payment from the government and will then contract
with hospitals for the provision of services. Well-managed NHS hospitals are to have the
option of becoming self-governing -trusts" and to compete with other institutions
(private hospitals, for example) for contracts from district health authorities and GPs. It is
hoped that the competition engendered by this arrangement will increase both the effi-
ciency and responsiveness of hospital-care delivery, while the principle of capitation
payments from the government contains overall costs.

Canada

Universal health insurance coverage is provided through provincial health care plans
in which enrolmentt" is automatic and free. The plans place no restrictions on which
physicians or hospitals a person may use, although procedures done outside the province
may not be fully reimbursed, if the costs exceed the fee schedules of the patient's home
province. In return for partial federal funding, provinces must agree to certain terms in
the provision of health care funding, such as universal coverage, free access and a basket
of minimum services. As the plans do not cover all procedures - dental services,
prescription drugs and private hospital rooms, for example, are generally not covered -
many people purchase supplementary insurance, often through their employer.

The public system is funded partly from provincial general revenues or payroll taxes
and partly from federal general revenues. There are no deductibles, co-payments or co-
insurance for physician or hospital services covered by the provincial plans, although
private insurance policies may have these features. Physicians who have joined the
provincial plan bill them directly, and cannot bill any additional amount to patients.

Physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis, and for procedures covered by the
government plan, exclusively by the provincial government. Although physicians are not
required to join the government plan, anyone who "opts out" cannot bill any procedures
through the plan; therefore, very few have opted out. Thus, for the bulk of medical
procedures, there is only one payer. The fee schedule is set by the provincial government,
in practice with the participation of physician groups. Some provincial governments set a
total annual budget as well, implying that increases in the number of procedures, for
instance, must be offset by a reductions in the average payment per procedure.

Hospitals are almost entirely either public (including those attached to universities,
which are themselves public) or non-profit community facilities. They receive about %Is of

their budgets from provincial governments, largely in the form of lump-sum grants. Other
sources of funds are charitable donations, fees charged for private rooms and miscellane-
ous fees (such as parking fees); deductibles and co-payments are not permitted. The

provincial governments attempt to shape the hospital system by controlling the number of
beds funded and capital expenditure (for example, the construction of a cardiac unit).
However, hospital administrators are generally responsible for allocating Lie provincial
lump sum grants within the hospital.
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Table I FEMALE LIFE EXPECTANCY AT AGE 60
(in years)

37W Iu 1970 1973 1930 1935 1986 1937 1933 1939 1990
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmark
Finland
France
Germnmy
Greece

Iceland
Irelamnd
Ilaly
Japan
Luxembourg
Nederlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

19.5
18.6
18.7

19.1
17.5
19.5
18.5
18.6
20.4
18.3

17.8
18.3
19.9
19.5
20.1
18.6
19.0
19.3
19.2
15.9
19.3
19.5

19.5
18.7 18.8

19.2

20.1
19.0

20.7

20.8
19.1
19.3

18.5

18.4 19.3
19.0
20.7

19.4 19.8
21.1
18.8
19.9

-20.1 * 20.9
20.4

16.3 16.6
19.9

20.0 20.7

20.8 21.9 22.4 22.6 22.8
19.6 20.3 21.0 21.3 21.6

20.9 .. 22.0 22.0
23.2

21.1 21.7 21.6 21.6 21.7
19.7 20.7 21.3 21.6 21.7
21.3 22.4 23.0 23.2 23.7
19.7 20.7 21.6 21.7 21.9

20.6 21.2
23.0 22.9 23.2 23.3
18.8 .. 20.1

20.3 21.2 21.9 22.0 22.4
20.7 21.9 23.2 23.6 24.0

19.8 .. 21.3
22.5 .. 23.3 23.6

20.3 20.8 21.5 21.3 21.6
22.1 22.7 22.9 22.7

21.1 .. 21.2
20.5 22.1 22.7
21.4 22.1 22.7 22.9 23.1
21.5 22.3 23.2 23.3 23.5
17.0 17.3 17.6

20.5 21.0 21.2 21.2
21.9 22.2 22A 22.5 22.5

22.3
21.9
22.5

21.7
21.7
23.9

22.8

22.7
23.9

23.4
21.7
22.7
21.7

22.9
23.7

21.6
22.5

22.5 22.7

22.8
22.0
22.5

21.8
21.9
24.0
22.2

22.9
20.0
22.9
24.3

23.4
21.9
22.9
22.0

23.4
23.9

21.7
22.7

23.1
22.3
22.5

21.7
21.9

I-'

24.4

23.3
23.9
18.1



Table 2 MALE LIFE EXPECTANCY AT AGE 60
(in years)

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Den ark
Finland
France

Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Nethedands

New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

987 1988 1989 1990

18.2 18.2 28.6

1960

15.6
15.0
15.4

17.2
14.4
15.6
15.5
16.9
18.6
16.3

14.8
15.9
17.8
16.3
18.0
15.9
16.5
17.3
16.2
14.7
15.3
15.8

Table 2 MALE LIFE EXPECTANCY AT AGE 60
(in years)1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986

15.0 16.3 17.1 17.9 18.2
14.9 14.8 15.6 16.3 17.0 17.4

15.2 .. 16.3 .. 17.3
.... 118.4

17.3 17.1 17.2 17.2 17.3
15.0 15.6 16.1 16.7

15.8 16.2 16.5 17.3 17.9 18.0
15.5 15.3 15.6 16.4 17.1 17.3

17.5 .. 18.2 18.2
19.4 19.5 19.7

15.4 .. 15.5 .. 16.0
16.3 16.8 17.4 17.5

15.2 15.9 1.4 18.3 19.3 19.7
14.7 .. 15.1 .. 16.4
16.9 .. 17.4 .. 18.0

15.6 15.6 16.1 16.5 17.1 17.2
17.3 .. 17.7 17.9 18.0
15.7 .. .. 17.3
16.7 - 17.1 18.4 18.7

17.5 17.8 17.6 17.9 18.3 18.5
16.7 17.4 17.9 18.5 18.6

14.8 15.0 15.2 15.4 15.5
15.2 .. 15.9 16.6 16.8

15.8 16.1 16.8 17.4 17.9 18.0

18.3
17.6
17.3

17.4
16.7
18.4
17.5

19.9

17.9
19.9

18.3
17.4
17.9
17.4

18.7
18.8

16.8
18.2

18.4
17.9
17.6

17.5
16.9
18.7

19.4

18.1
19.8

18.1
17.5
18.2
17.8

18.6
19.0

17.3
18.2

18.3
17.9
17.6

17.6
17.1
18.8
17.8

19.5
16.0
18.3
20.0

18.3
17.8
18.3
18.0

19.2
19.1

17.4
18.6

18.8
18.1
17.6

17.5
17.1

20.0

19.1
19.1
15.8



Table 3 INFANT MORTALITY
(in % of live births)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia 2.01 1.85 1.79 1.43 1.07 1.00 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.80 0.82
Austria 3.75 2.83 2.59 2.05 1.43 1.12 1.03 0.98 0.81 0.83 0.78
Belgium 3.12 2.37 2.11 1.61 1.21 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.86 0.79
Canada 2.73 2.36 1.88 1.43 1.04 0.80 0.79 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.68
Demnark 2.15 1.87 1.42 1.04 0.84 0.78 0.82 0.83 0.75 0.76 0.75
Finland 2.10 1.76 1.32 1.00 0.76 0.63 0.58 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.56
France 2.74 2.19 1.82 1.36 1.01 0.81 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.72
Germany 3.38 2.38 2.34 1.97 1.27 0.89 0.87 0.83 0.76 0.75
Greece 4.01 3.43 2.96 2.40 1.79 1.41 1.22 1.17 1.10 0.91
Iceland 1.30 1.50 1.32 1.25 0.77 0.57 0.54 0.72 0.62 0.53 0.59
Ireland 2.93 2.53 1.95 1.75 1.11 0.89 0.87 0.74 0.86 0.76
Italy 4.39 3.60 2.96 2.12 1.46 1.05 1.02 0.98 0.93 0.86 0.82
Japan 3.07 1.85 1.31 1.00 0.75 0.55 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.46
Luxembourg 3.15 2.40 2.49 .48 1.15 0.90 0.80 0.93 0.90 0.99 0.74
Netheriands 1.79 1.44 1.27 1.06 0.86 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.68 0.68 0.71
New Zealand 2.26 1.96 1.68 1.59 1.29 1.08 1.12 1.00 1.08 1.02 0.83
Norway 1.89 1.68 1.27 1.11 0.81 0.85 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.79 0.70
Portugal 7.75 6.49 5.51 3.89 2.43 1.78 1.58 1.42 1.30 1.22 1.10
Spain 4.37 3.59 2.63 1.88 1.23 0.89 0.92 0.89 0.81 0.78
Sweden 1.66 1 1.33 1.10- 0.86 0.69 0.68 0.59 0.61 0.58 0.57 0.60
Switzerland 2.11 1.78 1.51 1.07 0.91 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.73
Turkey 19.74 17.43 15.10 12.86 9.53 7.53 7.18 6.84 6.52 6.22 5.93
United Kingdom 2.25 1.96 1.85 1.60 1.21 0.84 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.84 0.79
United States 2.60 2.47 2.00 1.61 1.26 1.06 1.04 1.01 1.00 0.98 0.91



Table 4 LOW WEIGHT BIRTHS
(% of neonates weighting less than 2 500 grammes)

I7W I I/1 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Austria
Belgium

Denmark

Gemany

Greece

hdmd

Italy
Japan

Nerhinds
New Zealnd
Norway

Spain
Sweden
Switzland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

5.60 5.50 5.60 5.70 5.50
6.10 5.90 6.20 5.90 5.68 5.80 5.60 5.70 5.50 5.70

6.03
7.60 7.80 6.60 6.00 5.70 5.60 5.50 5.60 5.50

5.40 5.90 4.80 5.40 5.60 5.50
5.30 5.50 5.10 4.50 3.90 4.10 4.00 3.80 3.80 4.00

7.07

5.10

6.31 5.77 5.93

2.89 3.20 3.79
4.45

5.56 5.60
5.67 5.10 5.18 5.46

5.27
4.00
4.60 5.30

4.37
4.80 4.30 4.70 4.20 4.80

5.40

7.94 7.39

6.02 6.07 5.92

2.99
4.48
5.66
5.57

5.40
5.21
4.70
5.40

3.50
4.50
5.67
5.65

4.54
5.30
5.12
4.70
5.10

2.97
4.71
5.61
5.77

4.49
5.20
4.90
4.80
5.60

2.96

6.06

4.60
5.40

4.30
5.50

5.60
6.06
5.40

4.00

2.99

6.33

4.62

4.50

6.65 7.01 6.64 6.51 6.41 6.40
6.84 6.75 6.81 6.90 6.93 7.05



Table 5 PRICES AND VOLUME IN HEALTH EXPENDITURE GROWTH, I910199
(Average Annual Rates of Increase. 1980-1990)

Total
Health price Domestic

deflator Expenditure
price deflator

Medical
speFCific price

increas

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan

Luxembourg
Nethredands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzedand
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
EUROPE
OECD TOTAL

Health cam
Volume OW&adn cta

frowealt V1001

Share of total
expenditure
on health in
TDE 1980

7.1
7.7
6.5
7.5
6.7
6.4
7.5
8.4
4.0
6.5
8.1
6.6
6.5
6.8
8.0
7.2
7.1
5.1
5.4
9.2
7.0
3.7
5.9
9.3
6.8
7.0

Nominal
health

expenditure
growth

11.7
6.7
7.6

10.5
7.2

12.6
10.4
4.6

22.7
40.1

7.7
14.2
6.0
8.7

^4.4
12.3
10.0
22.6
14.4
8.8
7.0

51.7
9.8

10.3
12.2
11.8

Shoe ot tal

Go heamh in
tDE 1990

8.2
8.5
7.7
9.3
6.6
7.8
8.8
8.6
4.8
8.7
7.7
7.7
6.7
7.2
8.6
7.3
8.0
6.1
6.4
8.6
7.8
3.8
6.1

12.2
7.5
7.8

Notes.
Medical specific inflation is defined as the excess of health care price increases over those on all roods and services.
A few 1990 raio and 1980-90 rates are projections of a likely outcome.
The underlying istical series we consistent for the full decade but unobsrved dieontinuities canot be precluded.
The Europeas and OECD averages are arthmetic. Both exclude Turkey.

0.3
1.4
0.5
1.7
0.1
1.7

-0.8
0.6

-1.2
0.4
2.0
0.6
0.9
0.7
0.4
1.7

-0.2
1.8
0.4

-0.5
1.2
3.2
1.4
2.5
0.6
0.8

3.5 1.5 1.9
1.5 0.2 1.3
2.7 0.1 2.5
3.4 1.0 2.3
1.1 0.0 1.0
3.5 0.4 3.1
5.0 0.5 4.5
1.3 0.2 1.1
4.9 0.5 4.4
5.4 1.2 4.2

-1.3 0.3 -1.6
3.2 0.2 3.0
3.6 0.6 3.0
3.2 0.5 2.6
1.8 0.5 1.3
0.6 0.7 -0.1
2.8 0.4 2.4
4.3 0.5 3.7
4.6 0.4 4.2
1.7 0.3 1.4
2.5 0.6 1.9
2.6 2.5 0.1
2.1 0.2 1.9
3.1 1.0 2.1
2.8 0.4 2.4
2.8 0.5 2.3
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Table 6 TRENDS IN MEDICAL INFLATION AND MEDICAL BENEFITS, 1960.1990

(Annuai ma of inemase in %)

Medca Specific Infation Real Health enefits per capital

1960-70 1970.10 1980.90 1960.70 1970.50 1950.90

Astralia
Austria
Bel ium

Dmmk

r-mnee

Germany

Iceland

Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
NetherWn%
New ZeWand
Norway
Ponvsal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
EUROPE
OECD TOTAL

3.2
3.1
1.5
1.4
0.8
-1.8
0.1
0.9

-0.6
1.4

-0.6
1.0
1.1

1.3
-0.1
3.2

1.1
-0.6

1.6

-0.8
0.8
0.7
0.9

0.0
2.4
0.0

0.3
-1.3
-0.9
-1.5
1.0
0.1
2.0

-0.8
-0.5
-I.I

3.2
2.7
0.7
0.9

-0.1
-0.8
2.3

-0.6
0.1
0.4
0.4

0.3
1.4
0.5
1.7
0.1
1.7

-0.8
0.6

-1.2
0.4
2.0
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.4
1.7

-0.2
1.1
0.4

-0..
1.2
3.2
1.4
2.5
0.6
0.8

2.6
2.6
4.6
4.7
8.5

10.9
7.6
4.4

10.5
6.9
8.3
7.8

12.5

7.0
3.7
5.0

14.9
8.9
6.5

4.6
5.2
7.5
7.0

4.4
4.5
7.9
3.8
3.8
5.0
6.6
5.7
4.0
5.5
9.0
6.1
7.7
6.8
1.4
1.3
6.3
8.6
6.7
4.4
"2,i

4.9
3.8
5.5
5.2

1.9
1.3
2.5
2.3
1.0
3.1
4.5
I.1
4.4
4.2

-1.6
3.0
3.0
2.8
1.3

-0.1
2.4
4.3
4.2
1.4
1.8
0.1
1.9
2.1
2.4
2.3

Notes:
Medical specific inflation is defined as the excess of health care price increases over those on all goods and services.
A few 1930-90 rates are previcions or a likely outcome.
A few 1960-70 and 1970-80 rats may oversaw trends because of discontinuities in the underlying time series.
The Eumpean and OECD averafs are arithmetic. Both exclude Turkey and, in 1960-70. Luxembourg ad Ptsugsal.

78-7880-94-5



Table 7 THE STRUCTURE OF EXPENDITURE ON HEALTH
(Share of the major fuciom In tua expendiOu, in %)

19690 1910 1990
_O I 1 I

HOSPAMBL PHRM aSP MIU j______________ HAI

Austalia
Ausuia
Belgim
Canada

Denark
Finand

Femme
kemall

Lxmbotn

New Znduan

Sweden
Switzerld
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

23.8
38.4
43.6
50.3
41.2
34.7

63.0
33.3

43.2
34.1

52.4
38.1

44.6

44.5
37.8

24.8
41.3
23.9

21.7
27.6

35.8

30.9

29.1

17.2
24.3
12.9

16.2
22.1

35.2

19.8

9.5

15.7

29.1
28.8
25.7
52.2
55.8
50.4
38.0
35.7
46.4
47.8

47.6
26.4

55.1
-55.7
68.2
27.5

59.7
41.7

49.0
4.1

23.9
42.5
22.4
38.4
21.5
26.6
29.0

36.2
48.4
22.4

26.8

16.2
28.1
11.2
9.1

12.6
23.2
19.5
43.3
17.4
22.2
15.

19.7
7.5

7.8

19.1

11.8

52.9
28.3
32.9
52.6
65.1
49.2
48.1
36.1
48.9
621
46.1
54.0
30.7
31.3
57.3
55.3
73.8
29.9
54.1
68.5
42.6
11.5
56.1
48.9

26.5 8.6

22.3 7.9
20.2 12.0
38.9 17.3
22.1 8.9
30.! 9.1
27.2 10.7
24.8 15.9
26.6 18.7

34.8
17.0 15.9

14.7
29.5 13.9
44.3 22.1
49.5 14.5
27.7 7.9

21.3 10.0
16.3 22.4
12.6 21.0

6.5
45.5 15.2

11.2
26.5 8.6

Notes:
0 yea availae 'en a ratio few the yew indiaed is not avalab ,

"111e nicsh W nl odrcn of .gitude in the ab"ete of inlemaekally areed-on defsnitiom.
HOSP nfem to in-patlem cam. AMBUL to an tm-patktmedical and paranedical ,,rtic". 1IARM to th puehave of medicines inchflt OTC (ev4he.comu r or mel'--os nesiee).

25..5

21.2
406
22.3
31.8
34.0
28.4
28.9

28.8

40.5
52.1
26.9
16.5
23.8

48.1
29.2
33.2
48.9
62.8
44.8
44.2
37.8
58.3
56.7
51.1
49.1
31.1
27.7
51.8
56.3
72.3
25.5
47.2
51.3
43.2
19.1
44.0
46.4

8.8
11.

17.1
13.3
9.1
9.4

16.8
22.0
23.9
15.3
18.3
19.3
17.3
15.6
9.9
9.8
IOA
17.6
18.0
8.2

12.4

10.7
8.2



Table 8 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON HEALTH
(in $ millions using purchasing power parity exchange rates for GDP)

1960 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 3988 1989 I990
Australia 1048 2795 6439 10246 16054 17387 18346 19501 20617 22316
Austria 488 1284 2946 5 403 7600 8035 8515 9156 9916 10685
Belgium 503 1303 3 i39 5974 8852 9151 9736 10546 11233 12262
Canada 1948 5627 10399 18662 31859 34837 37094 39679 42708 47248
Denmark 320 1 114 1837 3167 4266 4309 4685 5032 5209 5417
Finland 267 790 1509 2577 4256 4528 4874 5186 5667 6406
France 3429 10922 21571 39653 61290 64309 67796 73505 80186 86895
Germany 5431 13855 29985 52695 73589 76879 79909 88038 86937 93795
Greece 136 535 970 1850 2842 3251 3231 3352 3781 4077
Iceland 9 30 67 139 213 259 294 324 339 348
Ireland 106 304 785 1620 2095 2107 2156 2226 2305 2628
Italy 2574 8684 16433 33873 47611 49463 55636 61446 66255 71278
Japan 2500 13844 29964 63038 97100 102984 113076 122414 133833 144683
Luxembourg 54 122 239 344 363 421 454 476 531
Netherlands 850 2888 6017 10504 14048 14922 15802 16539 17608 19239
New Zealand 224 513 1 142 1782 2419 2584 2880 2947 3108 3298
Norway 177 546 1288 2341 3430 4004 4400 4697 4731 5020
Portugal 408 1 447 2458 3906 3933 4369 4928 5436 5474
Spain 438 * 2950 7035 12792 17839 18612 20561 23495 26674 30275
Sweden 706 2298 4060 7454 9807 9903 10563 11088 11831 12425
Switzerland 533 3737 3434 5606 8099 8456 8952 9672 10393 11101
Turkey 1560 3016 3396 4703 5340 5966 6505 7534
United Kingdom 4130 8532 16072 26849 39312 42228 45559 49023 52026 55929
United States 27135 74377 132944 250126 422619 454814 494098 546014 602792 666187



Table 9 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON HEALTH
(in S millions using purchasing power parity exchange rates for GDP)

1960 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia 499 1584 4691 6440 11481 12268 12821 13499 14193 15274
Austria 339 809 2052 3718 5073 5443 5715 6092 6,617 7170
Belgium 310 1 133 2499 4949 7239 7424 8048 8703 9269 10117
Canada 832 3950 7944 13947 23796 25918 27523 29300 31214 34277
Denmark 284 961 1688 2699 3602 3684 3948 4208 4332 4488
Finland 136 583 1 186 2037 3346 3590 3876 4116 4531 5185
Prtance 1981 8160 16654 31237 47 155 49097 51776 54875 60212 64673
Germany 3589 9638 23 147 39544 54 148 56044 58865 64617 63741 68687
Greece 87 286 584 1521 2302 2623 2571 2768 2877 3100
Iceland 7 24 58 123 193 224 257 283 293 302
Ireland 81 248 621 1331 1621 1610 1609 1617 1683 1965
Italy 2139 7499 14 146 27485 36719 37530 43176 47822 50865 54125
Japan 1511 9665 21586 44618 70536 75334 82118 88598 95311 104095
Luxembourg 112 222 307 325 385 416 434 485
Netherlands 283 2433 4414 7852 10579 10802 11636 12001 12711 13717
New Zealand 180 412 958 1489 2061 2231 2440 2497 2540 2695
Norway 138 500 3239 2303 3309 3858 4297 - 4501 4524 4782
Portugal 48 241 853 1780 2200 2273 2525 2849 3142 3375
Spain 257 3928 5443 10223 14432 14698 16105 19284 21569 24368
Sweden 513 1976 3662 6898 8845 8908 9476 9905 10553 11121
Switzerand 315 1130 2367 3785 5552 5811 6007 6595 7090 7561
Turkey 286 764 823 1705 1965 2114 2278 2385 2681
UnitedKingdom 3521 7401 14639 24050 33907 35866 38384 44307 43476 46718
United Stam 6658 27674 55145 105159 174768 190228 208364 -227140 252555 282620



Table 10 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON IN-PATIENT CARE
(in S millions using purchasing power parity exchange rates for GDP)

"'UV

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

116
193
849
161
110

1 189

86
3

1113
853

61
,

370
335

2936
622
398

4 152
4947

249
14

1 98 926 1"77 '0,.-- -- 807 Iy4I

. 147

743
921

5626
1 149

732
9046

II 356
433

31

5424
1 531
1 963
9 008
2063
1 267

19056
19004

905
86

4133 8437 18295
3648 9094 19336

34 75
1592 3332 6022

68 372 900 1 728

7964
2231
3009

16 153
2 755
1 958

28 904
26984

1 498
127

24 583
32690

94
7 905
1 470
2501

2422 6915 9931

8714
2 327
3 100

17360
2784
2066

29680
28114

1 603
-146

25 235
34670

101
8271
1 607
2 870

9094
2507
3 232

18382
2986
2 168

31 059
29358

1 695
188

27594
37262

116
8665

3 139

9576
2713
3495

19457
3129
2308

32774
31 184
1 838

187

30 149
39 183

8 997
1 659
3 281

10020 11043 11587

229 725 1342 2386 3573 3743 3944 4293
1913

23258
10255 32799 62335 122388 202391 216520 233904 254807

9908
2931
3726

21001
3222
2544

35 603
32106
2205

194

32665
41 575

9508
1 758
3421

12595

4591

280 256
280 256 309356

3 116
4077

23112
3402
2872

38 389
35426

197

34994

9958
1 857

4792

309 156

InAn IVI3 1980 198S 1986 1 7 IOAt II attar



Table I I TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON AMBULATORY MEDICAL SERVICES
(in S millions using purchasing power parity exchange rats for GDP)

1970 1971 19m0 1985 1936 198 "9
Ausraia
Austria
Delsiumcands

Denmak

France
Dmmany

Wand

Italy
Jalpa

Nsthekd
New Zealand
Noruwaylpkmy

Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdm
United States

121
208
467

58
945

307
554

I 262
428
170

2910
4013

207

920 3 143
6701

12
263

1 380
590

1 188
2253

626
364

5528
8117

408
22

5 553
14074

30
1 677

2283
1 093
2327
4 131

954
700

9 827
14013

840
24

10006
27925

118
2905

498
400

1615

3925
1 618
3572
7 157
1 285
I 364

16094
19642

4229
1690
3738
7849
1 278
1 483

17571
20354

43 51

13236
39796

177
3789

814
662

2085

13 779
42791

191
4004

434
966
715

2232

4533
1819
4028
8460
1424
1653

18557
21 437

4832
1959
4306
8968
1595
1751

20558
22869

3263
2112

4593
9562
1654
1 923

22708
24065

60 67 74

16 I0O
47089

219
4293

1034

2320

18563
50806

4495

1030
875

2661

19699
54568

4785
514

1044

2262
4983

10516

2 177
24683
27078

78

20505
58571

5 !81

1196

1537 2551 3642 3833 3966 4231

7887 19905 35431 66269 117680 129390 345383 162846 177884 198166

1989 1990

7887 19905 35431 66269 117680 129390 145 383 162 846 177 884 19" 166



Tabl 12 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON PHYSICIAN SERVICES
(in S mID.,. using purchasing power perky exchange rafts for GDP)

Ausbf

Btmdr
aembk

Fikhmd
Fronce

GreeceQdme
ndmd

Judy

Nqew Zadd

Sin
Sweden

Switzeland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

ta - IYI, Iu 195 1986 1987 198 1989 1990
1035 1610 2671 2861 3064 3257 3507

323 937

525 1473
2556

1633 2834 4 993 5492 5 942

2644
5250

4439 7255
8595 11939

5347

5686 12044 22602

771 1 183

71 124 236

8 195
32053

7776
12226

8636
34 454

1512 1600 1723
409

360 418 440

8298
12899

10 103
38 191

6247 6 598 7201

9204
13671

12052
41 344

1 812
452
450

10096
14632

12826
44750

1925
454

11087
15922

13252
48 165

2076

676 1099 1604 1657 1746 1849

5283 13580 23270 41867 73955 82050 92986 105130 113 552 125655



Table 13 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON DENTAL SERVICES
(in $ millions using purchasing power parit.- exchange rates for GDP)

1985 16
.9.. .-l -3I*"

241 431 760 821 873 938 981
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmark
Finland

GU-M

Italy

Japae

Luxembourg
Needwands
Now Zeland

Potugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

100

15
248

238 506 1075

43 94 155
719 1325 2579

1383 3961 7411

2

1 015

38

351
1752 1901 2076 2174

286
255 272 291 312

3742 4095 4327 4647
9090 8956 8897 10977

14 18 20 24
113

2030 5123 7743 8337 8898

332 558 707 749 774
10

70 100 126 146 152

331 544 769

2342

338
5039

10 197

24 29

9461 9817

783
106
158

829
121

797 850 900 960

2173
23253 24741 27124 29424

1YU lv', M95

2640

374
5 425

10641

10406

882

1vW M 198

31 585 33 9851 963 4 669 8 249 14 360



Table 14 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS PURCHASED IN
(in $ millions using purchasing power parity exchange rates for GDP).

(including over-the-counter medicines)

AMBULATORY CARE

I 7WV

Australia
Austria

Cmde

Deumak
inland

Gmace

remd

nd
Japan

Nedmrads
New Zemnd
Nomy

Npaina

Sweden
Swilzerand

United Kingdom
United States

84
122
251

43
756

48

509

81

4247

"'U 1~ 195

208
366
628
102
100

2537
2709

232
5

67
1 342

11
217

43

332

8811

631
380
687
925
165
180

4 282
5 565

402
11

139
2 323

20
560

812
647

1031
1666

288
275

6295
9 878

644
22

249
4712

13922
35

825

82- 235
551

2685
322 485
464 850

I 795
13 022

13 022 21 621 36 153 39748 43 154 46273 50577

2998
21 621

1 289
887

1 388
3 335

407
413

9902
14517

821
37

316
8519

16408
51

1262
349
349
710

3624
700

1 126
447

4284
36 153

1 396
903

1 469
3862

437
437

104%
15 174

935
41

332
9038

18 148
55

1 391
386
399
716

3 536
731

1 227
555

4 575
39 748

1 469
955

1 588
4297

429
470

11009
16344

892
43

338
10432
20960

64
1 538

419
427

3836
807

1 128
673

4970
43 154

1622
1 058
I 787
4819

476
495

12280
18 235

882
46

378
11099
22475

70
1 620

417
476
867

4235
788

1 193

5337
46 273

ORE
1805
1121
1877
5454

476
529

13479
18035

903
50

428
12050
23 131

76
1711

393
493

986
1 266

5563
50577

1207
2 IO
6304

492
601

14580
20655

53
480

13777

83
1911

324
522

1 024
1 376

54566

54566

l1ylV IV13 198 1985 1986 1987 Iqan 1M 1990



Table 15 PRICE INDICES FOR TOTAL MEDICAL CARE EXPENDITURE
1985=100

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmark
Finland
Fance
Germany
Grece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Nethelands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

11.3 14.0 22.0 38.0 64.0 100.0 107.0
15.3 22.1 30.6 52.1 74.2 100.0 104.4
22.0 29.2 -35.7 54.3 73.3 100.0 105.0
19.1 21.8 29.7 42.6 66.0 100.0 104.9
14.9 19.7 29.3 49.8 68.5 100.0 102.4
15.2 18.0 21.3 37.9 60.0 100.0 104.4
19.0 23.7 29.9 43.8 68.6 100.0 103.0
27.5 32.6 45.6 64.6 80.1 100.0 100.8

8.8 10.6 11.1 19.5 42.2 100.0 118.3
0.2 0.4 0.7 2.5 15.3 100.0 125.7

10.3 12.7 16.0 26.7 54.9 100.0 104.1
7.7 11.1 13.2 23.1 53.0 100.0 105.3

22.7 30.3 43.5 64.8 86.6 100.0 102.0
17.5 37.9 57.0 74.0 100.0 105.8

15.4 19.8 29.0 59.7 86.6 100.0 101.6
13.2 .. 57.8 100.0 123.8

13.5 20.2 28.1 44.6 - 68.3 100.0 108.0
6.5 ,. 34.2 100.0 111.9

6.3 8.4 13.0 24.2 54.1 100.0 107.3
16.8 " 19.4 24.3 39.9 69.8 100.0 103.8
21.0 27.5 37.0 64.5 77.3 100.0 104.3

100.0 140.2
14.3 25.7 19.7 33.8 69.2 100.0 105.3
22.1 24.7 32.4 45.0 68.8 100.0 105.0

117.0
109.5
107.7
109.2
109.0
109.2
105.4
102.2
130.6
155.6
112.4
116.0
105.3
110.4
102.1
147.4
119.0
122.1
112.6
110.4
108.5
206.2
114.0
110.9

124.0 132.3
113.6 119.4
109.4 112.4
117.0 122.5
115.7 119.6
116.3 126.5
108.6 112.1
103.8 I 106.8
145.9 166.5

192.9 222.4
121.0 125.5
128.0 136.3
105.7 107.5
112.7 122.7
104.0 105.4
159.7 165.2
123.1 128.5
134.0 151.5
1 18.4 122.8
117.5 127.2
112.7 115.0
356.4 684.8
124.7 132.5
118.3 126.3

137.7
122.2
117.8
128.7
123.5
139.9
113.7
110.4
201A
262.2
131.7
146.2
109.3
124.9
110.9
172.4
135.1
172.2
131.9
138.0
119.0

1091.0
144.0
134.4



Table 16 COMPENSATION PER EMPLOYEE IN HEALTH SERVICES
(in S millions using purchasing power parity exchange rates for GDP)

871V

AttdisAusia
Brgium

Dpi'-
Demmk
Finland

Greeve

lcelad
3p-c

0-m

New
Norway

Spain
Sweden
Switzerlan
TUkey
Unied Kdo
United Stafes

1985 1936 IQ27 In"0

4957

2452 4 595

3507
3582

6864

1990

6521

14982 18654
9695 13847

6068 9546
5418 10912

9556

13665
15 120
11612

14451 14875 15390

14 147
15086
12444

2887 8060 10933 16430 22105 22636 25 271 27466 28655 31503

13300 19029 19746 20609 ..

14295
15395
15 161

14591
15834
15912

16308

15056
17051
15 252

17988

15558

15 542

1 823

2924
3277

4179 7180 10461 14189
11127

12667 24602
5443 8437 12142 13237

4822
6520

6994 12692
9919 15438

16781
21 886

21 886 22849 24 822 26 299 27 721 29610

16203
12189
24254
13732

17767
22 849

17 047
12 109
24955

14 604

19589
24822

17448
13634

15 115

21 196
26299

14 973

15731

27 721 29610

IIM 1l713 19M1 1985 19g6 lint7 lint Ilm



Table 17 PHYSICIANS' AVERAGE INCOME
(in $ mdilions using purchase ing power parity exchange rams for 0KW)

(estimates based variously on tax retums surveys or pay scales)

lyW

Austalia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denrnark

Finland

Grece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan

Luxmbourg
Nedmiands
New Zealand
Noway

spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United Suats

1970 1975 1980 1985

12562 23371 38070 38101 44324 43551 --

14309 30917

8036 14822
16215

2916
2556

8 162
8363

f2 385 21601

20271
34112

41100

33032
38451 50224

4 -543
14982 21705
24471 32052

76926

10960
15041

38 188

20 521"
58247

21 222
55 300

14752
16396
27 142

37071
17504

25 813
78967

658
30193

71668
36535
29337
42471

18472 18229 19029 19543

46972
24754

25 628
95037

649
39297

112200

45138 45021

76698
39224
31001
43372
88394

78778
42049
31 777
45 169

85642
46961
32723
47695

33 178
50231

84819

37947
53405

44060

44216
25 8O2z

26705
97580

700
41768

119500

45742
23256

28042
102888

778
44277
132 300

44832
280O0

34323
109250

1016
46166

144 700

£44700 £53800

45567

38652
11296

1319
48553

155,800

39991

1 273
51,118

1996 1997 199 1990



Table 18 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN HEALTH SERVICES
(persons or man-years - mid-year estimates unless noted in sources)

1960 1970 1980 1985 1986 1987 988 1989 3990

Australia 128000 411000 467000 487000 512000 514000 525000 527000
Austria
Belgium 91200 158800
Canada 456000 573000 557000 600000 606000 658000 666000
Denmark 58100 85660 117600 120430
Finland 46000 80000 126000 154000 162000 159000 160000 164000 163000
France 1445931 1451630
Germany 774000 1210000 1412000 1419000 147300 1 471000 1537000
Greece 44000 67000 97000 103000 109000 114000 120000
Iceland 3284 6094 7395 7920 8189 8173 8362 8595
Ireland 55600 62000 58000 56300 55977 a
Italy 173025 313109 850600 943800 951000 955300 972 500 989700 1005400
Japan 765000 1450000 1587000
Luxembourg
Netherlands 20500 306000 327000 335000 319000 321000 324000 330000
New Zealand 73000 81000
Norway 43700 69000 155500 176300 181500 190500 189100 188400
Portugal 27200 58000 86000 102000 103000 101000 103000 107000 108956
Spain 304000 350000 380400 442000
Sweden 242200 420000 473000 441375 442874 455783 455378 452689
Switzerland 87730 140030
Turkey 20083 50170 100320 115700 121981 126752 151107 162089 173891
United Kingdom 764708 1 200907 1 252662 1245188 1242731 1258750 1258740 1226000
United States 1763000 2878000 5119000 61,42000 6350000 6645000 6774000 7122000



Table 19 PRACTISING PHYSICIANS
(per 1000 inhabitants. mid-year estimates unless noted in sources)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Austrlia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany

Ireland
Italy
Japa
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

1.03
1.36
1.28

1.23
0.57
0.98
1.43
1.25
1.17

0.53
1 .3
1.01
1.12
1.08
1.19
0.84
1.17
0.95
1.36
0.30

1.12
1.39
1.46
1.29
1.36
0.69
1.13
1.46
1.41
1.24

0.65
1.04
1.02
1.17

1.26
0.92
1.24
1.10
1.33
0.35

1.36

1.46
1.46
0.94
1.28
1.64
1.62
1.43

0.78
1.09
1.13
1.25

1.38
0.97
1.34
1.31

.1.44
0.39

1.36 1.50 1.52

1.43 1.59
1.89 2.49
1.72 1.84
1.86 2.17
1.30 1.74
1.54 2.01
1.92 2.26
2.04 2.43
1.83 2.14
1.18 1.31
1.02 1.20
1.13 1.27
1.26 1.70
1.60 1.91

1.55
1.72 1.97
1.27 1.97
1.54 2.31
1.72 2.20
1.81 2.36
0.54 0.61

1.22
1.71 1.94

1.84
3.01
2.06
2.54
2.08
2.32
2.64
2.93
2.59
1.63
1.21

1.81
2.22
1.70
2.21
2.55
3.31
2.59
2.72
0.72
1.32
2.16

2.05
1.88
3.14
2,10
2.57
2.15
2.38
2.70
3.06
2.60
1.60
1.23
1.51
1.85
2.29
1.75
2.27
2.59
3.40
2.77
2.79
0.72
1.33
2.18

1.92
3.21
2.16
2.56
2.21
2.49
2.81
3.33
2.70
1.46
1.26

1.79
2.36
1.84
2.50
2.67
3.50
2.85
2.82
0.74
1.34
2.22

2.22 2.25 2.25' 2.32

1.99
3.30
2.21
2.67
2.27
2.56
2.88
3.21
2.70
1.48
1.32
1.58
1.89
2.43
1.86

2.72
3.58
2.84
2.89
0.79
1.37
2.25

2.07
3.37
2.24

2.38
2.62
3.03
3.30
2.83

1.33

1.97
2.43
1.88

2.79
3.70
2.85
2.89
0.85
1.40
2.25'

2.13
3.43
2.23
2.78
2.42
2.68

1.65
2.01
2.51

3.12
2.84
3.82
2.87
2.95
0.89
1.41
2.32



Table 20 GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
(general and family practice, office based - per 1000 inhabitants)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poutugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

1.49 .....

0.85

0.38

0.95

0.78 0.91 0.93
0.56 .. 0.65

1.05 1.06
0.98

1.05 1.22 1.16 1.20

0.97

1.08
1.00
1.26

0.36 0.34 0.35 0.40 0.49 0.51 0.52

0.66
0.61

0.29

0.14 0.16 0.22 0.24 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.37
0.48 0.52 0.57 0.58 .. 0.58

0.24 0.21 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.22

1.01
0.65
1.09
1.01
1.30

1.03

1.13
1.03
1.27

1.03
0.68
1.11
1.04

0.53 0.53 0.53

0.64 0.63 0.64

0.58
0.22

In some countries. paediatricians are considered to be the general practicioner of the child and gynaecologists the G.P. of women.

co



Table 21 AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN IN-PATIENT CARE INSTITUTIONS
(average patient days per admi~sion)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland

OFnmceGenmny

Grece
Iceland
blowm
Judy

Jima
Luxemnburi

New Zeaand
Norway
PortugalSpain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United Stats

24.8 24.0

11.1

27.3

28.7

27.0
57.3
29.0

18.9

31.8
31.7

35.9
20.5

11.6
20.1
27.0
21.1
27.4
17.0
30.0

22.0
56.7
28.0

17.0
25.7
29.6

29.2
27.5
11.0
30.1
17.8

22.2

11.5
18.1
24.4
18.3
24.9
15.0
28.3
13.3
19.1
55.3
27.0
38.2

21.0
23.8

27.2
26.0-
9.0

25.7
14.9

15.0
20.4 17.9 14.1

11.2
14.6
23.2
15.0
22.2
14.5
25.9
11.4
16.3
54.8
25.0
36.8
13.2
16.9
17.6
16.8
25.8
25.8

9.0
22.9
1-1.4

19.5
13.4
12.7
21.6
16.8
19.7
13.3
23.0

9.7
13.5
55.9
23.2
34.7
13.8
14.3
14.4
14.8
24.4
24.7
9.0

19.1
10.0

16.9
13.8
10.7
19.9
14.6
18.0
11.6
21.4

8.6
12.2
54.2
20.4
34.3
12.7
11.6
13.9
13.4
21.3
24.4
7.4

15.8
9.2

13.7
16.3
13.9
10.2
19.4
14.0
17.5
11.6
21.4

8.0
12.1
54.0
19.8
34.4
12.9
11.3
13.5
13.1
20.8
23.7

7.2
15.2
9.3

13.9
13.4
15.7
13.9
9.1

18.8
13.5
17.1
11.3
20.0
8.3

11.8
52.9
19.0
34.8
9.5

11.1
12.4
13.1
19.7
25.2
7.1

15.0
9.3

12.9
14.9
13.9
8.6

19.9
13.1
16.6
10.7
18.4
8.1

11.7
52.1
18.4
34.8
9.8

10.1
12.2
12.7
19.3

6.9

9.3

12.9
12.4
14.4
13.9
8.2

19.2
12.8
16.2
10.8
19.0

8.0
11.7
51.4
17.4
34.3
9.8
9.1

11.2
12.2
18.6

6.8

9.2

31.9

8.0
18.2
12.3

50.5
17.6
34.1

10.8

18.0

6.9
14.5
9.1

9.1



Table 22 OCCUPANCY RATES IN IN-PATIENT CARE INSTITUTIONS
(average bed use in % of beddays supplied)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan

Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

86.4

92.2 93.2

93.0 91.3

93.4

78.6 80.8
80.7 82.6

91.0

88.5
76.0
98.3

77.9
81.6

83.9 84.4
85.7
82.8
78.7

88.9 86.0
72.1 74.5
83.3 84.9
73.0 69.0
94.1 94.3

80.1
76.6 68.9
80.5 83.3

81.2 .. 80.0 .. 82.4
82.1 82.4 82.4 82.8 82.2
85.2 85.0 84.7 86.4 86.7
85.4 85.4 85.3 84.9
82.8 81.9 81.1 81.3 80.7
85.3 83.6 83.8 83.7 83.6
81.8 81.5 80.5 81.2 80.9
85.8 86.6 86.6 86.5 86.0
70.0 72.0 72.0 71.0 66.0
90.7 91.7 88.9 88.6 85.8

67.8 69.1 70.1 70.2 68.4
85.8 85.7 85.1 84.1 83.8

90.9 90.2 89.5 88.8

85.4
84.6

86.3 87.7
79.2 74.1 - 72.0 62.6 69.2

69.0 70.0 75.2
83.8 82.6 85.2

85.2
63.0 52.0 54.0 42.0 55.2
84.6 82.1 79.7 81.4 80.8
82.3 80.3 76.7 77.7 69.0

89.6
71.3
74.1
84.7
84.3
54.4
80.6
68.4

88.7
68.4
76.4
84.8
84.7
57.0

68.9

81.7

82.2

80.4

83.6

88.9 88.9 88.5

89.1
70.2
77.1
85.1
83.9
55.5

69.2

84.5
69.3
79.4
83.4
85.9
56.1

69.6

69.4

84.2

56.9

69.5
69.5



Table 23 DOCTORS' CONSULTATIONS
(average number of physician contacts per person)

Ausraia
Austria
Belgium
Canada

Denmck

France

Orece

Ireland
Italy
J"=n
Luxenbourg

Nedmds
New Zeald
Norvay

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

2960 1965 2970 1975 1980 1985 1986

4.6 5.6 6.5 7.8 8.2
4.3 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.5

6.4 7.1 7.3 7.3
4.9 5.6 6.2 6.4

5.0 5.2 5.5
1.7 2.4 3.0 3.2 3.6 3.6

3.2 4.8 5.4 6.7 6.9
10.9 11.5 .. 11.5

4.8 5.2 5.4 5.0

3.9 4.9
5.5

6.3 7.0
14.9

.0 1.4 1.5
1.5 2.6

5.4 6.3

4.6

5.8
8.0

14.4

4.9
3.7

3.7
4.7
2.6
5.6
1.2
5.1
4.8

6.4
10.1
12.7

5.2

5.7
2.8
4.0
2.7
6.0
2.0
5.0
5.2

6.4
10.9
12.8

5.1

2.4
4.0
2.7
6.1

5.4
5.3

1987 1998 1989 1990

8.4
5.6
7.4
6.6
5.2
3.6
6.9

22.5

6.5
10.9
12.9

5.5

2.4

2.7
6.0

6.0
5.3

8.9
5.8
7.5
6.6

3.7
7.1

6.6
11.0
12.9

5.2

2.7

2.8

5.3
5.3

8.8

6.9

3.3

I-.

5.5 5.5

2.8
6.2
28 2.8

5.7
5.3 5.5



Table 24 PHARMACEUTICAL CONSUMPTION
(average number of medicines per person unless noted in sources)

zyW

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Frarce
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

3.3

IVD

4.7

5.2
3.1

4.4

1970 1975 1980 1985 1936

5.7 7.8 7.7 9.2 8.4

9.0 10.3 8.2 8.3

5.9
4.0

17.4

5.8

6.2
4.8

24.0

8.2
6.9 -o I.6.4 4.8 2.9 2.9 3.3 3.3

10.1 11.4 9.1 9.4 9.9
6.3 11.4 15.7 20.2 19.9 19.6 19.2 19.3 20.3 20.1

0.1 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
8.9 11.7 11.3 ........

7.5 9.1 ............ 8.0
6.2 6.4 6.8 7.3 7.7 8.8 9.1 9.0 8.8 8.8

5.3 .. 6.3 6.3 6.6
5.9 10.0 14.5 15.4 14.2 14.2 17.2 17.1 16.5

5.6 9.2 12.2 14.4 .. ..

4.8 4.9 4.4 4.8 4.7 4.8 5.0 5.1
19.0

4.7 5.1 5.5 6.2 6.6 7.0 7.0 7.3 7.5 7.5
6.9 6.1 .......

6.5
4.9

27.6
14.3

5.9
5.5

33.0
12.1

6.1
5.5

29.0
12.5

1987 2988 3989 3990
8.8

8.4

5.8
34.0
12.2

9.5

8.9

5.9
36.0

9.5
17.0
9.3

5.9

38.0

o}| n

9.0

5.9
6.1

38.0

21.1

7.0

5.3

7.8

1987 19198 1989 1990



Table 25 CAESAREAN SECTIONS
(in % of deliveries in hospitals and maternity clinics)

,ogn tfo$,- D io Y. '5 95 21 97 11 99 19

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Cmudk
Dennmr

Finland

Gerany

kdand
heland
Italy
Japan

Ltaxembourg
Nethmande

New Zealand
Norway

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Dffkey
United Kingdom
United States

1.5

16.0
10.4

..°

7.4

11.2

8.9

8.3

9.5

12.1

6.5
7.4

16.5
11.1

10.9

7.0
8.0

17.2
12.2
12.7

10.3 10.1
6.2

12.7 13.2

9.4
9.7
8.7
9.4

12.4

10.5
9.9
9.0
9.8

9.0 9.3 20.1
16.5 17.9 18.5

14.7
7.5
8.1

18.0
12.8

.14.9 15.1 16.4

18.9 19.1
13.1 13.3
13.1 14.8

11.8

19
13
15
12

11.4 11.2 11.6
7.4 7.8

14.5 15.7 15.8

11.4
10.0
9.4

12.9
8.8

12.1
10.1
10.8

9.6
1.8

13.0
10.4
10.7
11.1
10.5
12.1

10.1 10.1 10.5
20.3 21.1 22.7

20.3 21.1 22.7 24.1 24.4 24.7 23.9

.2

.5 -. . £

.2 14.9 14.3 14.8 13.8
.2 12.6 12.7 13.4 13.8

17.5

19.6 19.5
170Q

12.1
8.5

15.7

13.2
10.9
12.0
13.6
11.2
11.6

13.5
8.9

17.5
8.5

14.1
11.1
12.9
14.0
12.1
11.3

12.3
9.7

i9.1

15.0
11.3

16.0
12.8
11.2

10.0
24.1I 24.4 24.7

11.9

1.8

16.3
13.6

11.9

12.1

12.1

17.9

... . 70 :,o ,5. 1984 1983 1986 1987 198 1999 199

o.
I") I;



Table 26 HIP REPLACEMENT
(protheses placed per million population)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1985 1989 1990

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan

Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zeland
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

256.9 334.5 393.3 364.9 406.8 444.7 584.9 636.9

529.0

641.4 667.4

696.0

669.9 650.5 733.8

555.0 500.0

724.3 797.8 813.6 814.4 964.0 1046.0 1076.2 1043.5 998.1

714.0 721.0 797.0 809.0 799.0 866.0 943.0.



Table 27 HEART & HEART-LUNG TRANSPLANTS
(rate per million population)

AusMtia

Deak

m

Genany

Iceland
heland

Italy
Japan

New Zealand
Norway

Porugal
Spain
Sweden
Switland
Tuikey
United Kingdom
United Stais

0.6
0.4

0.7 2.0

2.7
0.6 0.9

0.2 0.6 1.!
0.5
0.3 1.7

2.2 3.1 4.0
1.6 3.1 5.5

1987 198s 1989 I990
1980 1981 1982 19984 1985 1986

0.9 1.5 2.2
2.3

1.9 5.0

0.4 0.6
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.4 2.7 5.5

1.2

1.5 0.9

7.0

2.9
6.1
9.7
7.4

2.0
11.1
4.1

2.3
3.4

3.1

5.4
2.0
1.9
3.7
5.8

6.6
7.0

!

10.7
7.1 6.5

1.6
4.8 4.6
1.5 12.7

7.5

3.2

2.6

2.3 4.3

7.6

6.8

I
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MAIN SALES OUTLETS OF OECD PUBLICATIONS

PRINCIPAUX POINTS DE VENTED DES PUBLICATIONS DE L'OCDE

ARGENMiNA - ARGENTINE
Celaf MatchiSlRL
Goa Gwm. Friends 1 3. 4 Pno
133) ilsme Awca. TeL I) 31111787 y33123191

"irWl II) 31lIl'Ml

AUSTRALIA - AUSTRAL If
DA Sea (An )Ply Lad
64 f n Rtd, POl 163
MacIoa Vmo 11)12 T. (0313 734413

Tckiso £031 3733679

AUSTRIA - AUTRICHE
Grald A ce
Gnben ),I

wie I Tel (022213 )35014

BELGIUM - BELGIQUE
kan Or Lanmcy
Anue do Ra 202
S, 1060S11 tr4ws Tel 402I 3..I S 16,33i04

Tckas 1021 131014

CANADA
lcfmtow lblshing Cowmamp Led
1?94 AIlom Roed
OUcan. ON Kill 3W Tel 4631 741 4133

Telran 163) 7415479

61 Spata Sitt!
Ouawa. ON KIP SRI Tel t613) 23113913
211 Y"gSilemie
Toss. ON MIS IM4 Tel 141) )63 )171
Ln f.oi La Labil Inc
3020 Cli me Samec Fay
Same +Foy, PQGIX V6 Tel Wilt 6 3 763

Telerai 14133 I1 3763

Petrol Puiebmcsom
165 Umaendy Areee
Tonm. ON MSII 31 Te (416) Sil 1552

Teiba. 14161 511 1743

CHINA - CHINE
Ches maaI Pe feItcaso Ierpot
Exps' Cwrpcerew (CNPIECm
16 Comp E Iflod. Clhaeyaea Dwraie
PO Se$ I or 0
Sea , 100704 PR Tel (O) 306 On

Teledax 0i 3063 101

DENMARK - DANEMARK
Moebspet Eprt id Subscrpeac a Scr,,e
3., ma S tl. P.O bolt 2148
DK.IOI6 KobedMha K Tel (331) 12 1 70

Telefu (3I3) 1293)7

FINLAND - FINLANDE
Akaems Ke)atappo,
KcrkoAkwv 2. P.O OIL 123
00100 Hoti Tot 13510) 12141

TcklJi. 33101 121.4441

FRANCE
OECDOOCDE

Mad OdeWCommemabr pa comuoga
2.mo Ae*.PaJ
73773 Pob Cdba 16 Tal. 133-11 45.24.1.00
Teefa: 133-Il 43.24.$1.00 o1(33-1)45241 76

Toks: 64008 OCE
OSCD Sne*pi t ft rOCWE:
33. nm Ouea Felm"
73016 PUS Tot. (33-I1 43. 4.8167

(33-I) 43. 411.81

Docmmesmo romu
29. qae Velsum

nM lS

"mO1 Pon

LbAew d Cowmri Imanu
10. arose d'sMo
?Il6 Pre Tel 40 73.34 60
LUku Dwead

Pine * Mudchos A Lam Am Tuos8"
73016 Por" Tel 4727 1136
LAnS01 LA 01 $
II. no Lies,
75m Pam Tel 4263)993
LbswLGDJ -Memdv nc

7mO Pww Tel 44 318 I
LAnm dn Scimc Polaquea
30. o saG ..."llcm
7300 Pewm
PUF
49. ba kn ll Sa mUarI
7300 Peer

I2. s&ue NaurriA
13100 Asi.4e htem
Deconrmommm Fne ac
163. nee cWa
64003 Lye.

29. -place wew
6902 Lyox

Tel 43 48 36 02

ITALY - IrTALIE
Lamm ComeaaaaeeiO Soe
via Des d Calabria III
30123 rnum Tel. 031164.34 Is

Telefa: 03S1 64 I12?
Va Bariami 29
20113 Mdi Tel. (w1 X.35013

EFn ,o Libeew MIVt,
Piam~ k41wuwcme 120
00116 Room Tel 6.46 21

Tel a,: 67847J

0m12 Hlmes

20111 md4mo

Libann ScreeKokl
Don Lucisa e s 'A

Tel 432.33340 Ve CAroeolh. 6
2034 Mlee

Tel (021854346
Tclcri (023 30.23 3

Tel. 021 48 93 4332
Tib. (0214M94344

Tel (16 42 26 3303 O JAPAN - JAPON
SOECD Poblesca. ad Ilornmew Ceise

L~mdc Mmd Ssflo
Tel (16) 73 632 23 2+3-4 Akaaks lkiiac-ki

Tokyo 107 Tel III 1) )S342016
T1eV.f 131)) 3S4 79.9

Tel 416) 7Z-403.4 54

GERMANY - ALLEMAGNE
O1CD Pielceeom "id leloemmom Ccru
scltwaice 3
D-W 3300 to" I Tel (02211216045

Tolrt (0221 26 1104

GREECE - GRtCE
L.taa w Kaifcemaea

10671 AreM

HONG.KONG
Swoei Sook Co Lid
11-13 Lack Rod
K*,slee. Mo Kong

ICELAND - ISLANDE

Lgai rog II. Pahidf 392
121 Rayk hjae

KOREA - CORtE
pobe Seal Ccmiv Co Lid
P.O So 1630. Kwra ma Moon
S4ol Tel 7307191

Tekifa, 7310030

MALAYSIA - MALAISIE
Co-operrss book ep Lad
Ulicetrey 0( Mlays

Tel 32.12 21 60 P0. sel i127, joke PmN& lay
Tekra. )63139 67 39700 Keel Lompor

Maby1 m Tel 736 S0W236 3423
Tolele.. 737.3661

NETHERLANDS - PAYS-SAS
Tel 3666031 SOxe Uglevenj

Tr~eftl 7)9 497 . chr~olel Fkmqmmw I

Poubs 2014
2300 EA ar"., ev Tel (070 31, ?1 9v. 11
Vow IlSW&lIe Tel (7OQ 3l,7891i0

...... TelaaU (070331147)6333$

INDLA - INDE
Oaled bak eel SwUon Co
SCeAS .Meo
New Delm I s100I Te1(II) 3111-5W308

Tclefu It) 123993
17 Pu Sm
Ce CWa 70It6 Tel 240132

INDONESLA - INDONtSIE

P.O. S 26WKSM40
lau 12790

iUELAND - LANDED
TDC Publeahn - Laheey Soppaee
12 Noe,11 Ftdmeck Soes
Dobbl I Tel. 441149I77

Telelf: 74 74 16
rag A IrmI

fmomi Pvlowam wdy
Pw 4Hbbm m mealow

Tel 4.1s7000 Soums Symm LedL
71 A eby Sm
Tl-Avv 63I4

'rl. 43.2 391.19 Taetf

NEW ZEALANp
NOU'VMELLZELANDE
Loadweom Serviaw
P.O SIeL 12413
Tbmwd%" Wetlsgboe TeL 104) 4%.062

Telel" (04) 496%3

NORWAY - NORVIGE
Nam Ido C~w - NIC
Ionned Meeveimm r
P0O Sea 6123 Fsewid

Tel 313467 r D a
Telca 62373 T87

T (02) 37.33 00
twu. (021 61901

PAKISTAN
Mau Setk Apay
43 Slnb Quad4-Aim
LAM 3 Ta. 4339

Tode: 440M UOL PI Am IAZA S

PORT AL

ISm do Came 70-74
Apet. Nil

t 3--29 0021 2 117U L i Cwae TeL: (01)47.49.V
a: 3.2-.929 Tb : (01) 347M.

Tel.1,2 3. 3 
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MOMb: 142.9)8

SPWAIN - IWAGE
M110P4wil LOM SA
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146 3010% Tot O1l 4)3M"

rdw(olMd.

Cam Cdo cowSo
owe -. sok Tot 0314349

Pdin mao

OVPC4Mm) Tel 0)) 303.31.2
Tet, 031 412.1554

SRI LANKA

Oft Caked ASMe EMd
H&. 2304. Cab Row
Celembe3 Tecl (1) S74240. 3351.2

UMAX*t 411 M7M9. S 1@71I

SWEDEN - stjtDE

a"e 10336
X*SaasK 12
10) 27saectae" TOl 408123 "00

Seheeas~e A~~epA,5aie
T
cW@A, Milt2050231

WOMM $NO WullMM AS-~ 74 -

106 3S N000T4(9 3 70

Teiksa (00(1162.36
SWfl7.ERAND - SUJISSE
ifdIeI SA I(eaba wd hiea~k -.
0 ptnedopme)
Clie 04. Pslaue 4
I= R"oeeeaAwwam Tel 402113303

Te1.(u (03116.10.1170
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Cm PO*31

1385 Owde

UNIED KR4GOMu - ROYAUa.UM

Tt . 0 341.13.44 had 04m soTe~s. M 34i) P.O.J Sa 3M Laidl f0 JOT
heend cawin Soa &"am
40 *0 14@14111. Lambe WCIV UNS

TOkM- (ol 813 Sa
Tot (03222203 omA* a: Dibs 5e.oip aod S&

Telelee (0331 329.7).10 6WO Modo

VNIflED STATIC - tTAU.4NL

3001 L Sea M.W. SeW 70

Tdwea: 13M) 7013

LZNZUELA4 S

Av& F Meuui 52. Am"i 0017
ESmis cowp -

T kV0. 'LAMM CaPKJao

-ue"Ps issh -6 pbuee sh ae epme be
teid *"NO eiwo r1uuow poesnsiq

Lnocci seea i Iselero p1 - q-
1piwaEpeka~ life~ Mos0~rit o e c
P n o i o k - o u i t Im L e u e I s , D a k

OSCO Poihges it e..o. 2 law AM&*.Peril.
7517S P.1. Ces (0. Pew.

Lein04 paft" e 4,peys. lokOCE A's
PO sw "So deai & Aanbwaw ifltwi (lw
mimade It OCOS. seftice de" Nhlacotos.
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(101"!
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1227 cm To. fm2) )WSAMMso

So due - yn emu:.
OSCO Pi ", - s em..eCoa

D.W 3n amw I Iceamesy)
Tel 140220) 21 AO 43

yetw& too20 2n) 361104

TAIWAN - FOUMOSE
Oad FsA WIooof 1w1 Ce LM&
96Ftn.NMe 119. Sac 2
0bM4 HMOd E Row
To*"e Tel r0ob "1 ?""I9 7)9

Telefa. 4021)%.9176

TMAIAND - =HAILAMDE
IdAe Sam C. Lid
I M I IS Fune Na~hae Rd
Op. wat Asop"
smg~e& (@200 Tel 1421 2311 (00

Tekela 4612)013

lIKEY - TURQViE
Mie Vaywlan b-TvA L44 Sua

^UNA boolvan o 191 I~at 1)
Koe4isodAotAe -Tel 4.21140 Exi 14
Dekbh Cad No 29
Baambg Tel 160 713a
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.Misleading Notions

B, Theodore K Marmo, Ph.D.

Social, political and economic myths prevent us from leading
from other countries' experiences in financing health care.

Perhaps the only advantage of being the
last industrial democracy without unl-
w.eral heath Insurance is that we can
lear from the experience of others. We
will ler little, horver, if we credit the
many myths about foreign experience
regularly repetd by critics of natIonal
health Insurance.

If eva there was an obvious Amern.
cin opporunity for cross-national
learning it is Canada'. path to and
experience with unverid health ihsur-
enca. We thare with Canadians a com-
mon language and political roots, a
comparably diverse population with a
similar distribution of living standards.
Like the United States, Canada is a large
country with a highly urbanized and
diversified market economy. They have,
like us, a federal system of pvemment,
with Important powers (greater evm
than In the Unied States) reserved to
the provinces (analop to our states).
While Canada's national health iaur-
ance evolved over the quarter century
sin 1945, our patterns and styles
of medical care were nearly identicaL
(Indeed, this simiiarity of care had
been the can for so long that Canadan
regulators used the United States' joint
Commission cc Hospital Accreditation

-he.A L Mu,,s, it &&Aa,
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to judge theit hospitals' and medical
schools' acceptability until well after
World War I.)

If public financing of medical care
has worked in Canada, It should do so
in the Unked States as wefl. That, at
Ieast is the plausible premise of most
of the favomble American commenawr
about Canada's national health-insur.
ance program. Claiming that we can
leam from Canadas experience Is not
to my, however we could, If the pubic
were suppotive, simply Import
Canada's Institutional form of national
heath Insurance. Even the most enlight-
ening comparisons seldom convince
the skeptical that a Oforeign" program,
whatever its virtues, can simply be
transplanted-with identical results-
to American soil.

No system of health-csre financin&
including Canada's, is free of problems
or esUy administered. A gap between
medical wishes and medical facts is
unavoidable. The relevant Inquiry Is
whether the problems associated with
one system are more serious than those
linked to another Canada stands up
very well to such an inquiry, as do the
financing systems of a number of other
countries.

Ther s much confusion in both
Canada and the United Stages about
the sign ifcnce of managing medical
ar under public auspices land through
public budgets). A few Canadians
believe that all would be well if only



there were private mangeUm s to
augment the squeeed public syson.
But the productivity and growth of the
Canadian economy does not obvious
depend upon how much medical finance
flows dough d public sectr. Medical
services represent current consumption
and, some argue, drain resource from
kwessmen, research and the promotion

0pr0o T no mazs whose budges
it goes through.

Fore comrolling costs, bownev It
does matter which budget madal care
goes rough. Govermnt an control
cos, as Canadian and other experience
show. Business probably cannm-o at
Just, it never ha. The relevance of de
U.S. expedence is precselydist It offers
an object lesson in the failure of pri-
varly based control on health care.
it is worth remembering that in 1970
the Unitd States and Canada spent the
same proportion of GNP on health car.
(about 7 percent). Two decades lste;
the United States spends considerably
moe of its GNP than Canada andt at
the same time, we face our parents with
the highest our-of-poce charge in the
world.

Crisis-mongering in Canada has led
to suggestions of privatizaton along
American lines at the very time the
United Stares looks to Cnada for mod-
al of how to restrain a system which
really is out of control. If Canadians
accepted the underfundlng and pdva-
lzalon* option, thqrwould move

Canada toward the United States,
aoc Europe, which spends less than
Canada overall resuk of die
would be even greater Cadian dill-
caty In freeing up mourm o improve
intentdonal compaivness

Remember-hat die Und States
and Canada share economic roubl,
none of whi would be Improved by
Canada.81 moving more toward our
style of heath fincing (nd olays).
Both nons are figt*y concerned
about lagging produvisY and, from
a worldwide smndpoin, modt leves
of economic growth. Fume economic
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competivenes will depend upon
inestnent in human as well at physical
capital. The current U.S. savings rate is
semic by any standard. "he Canadian
m is not lmpreuaw, except by com.
p m th US. ra Thus. wih
hesh ce more or less. m thof
North American G'LF coping with
medical coons is crucial for the fture
economic health .1 both countries.

More spedIcally, it Is rmediable
how ong it has takm U.S. corporate
leaders to recognize Ma m ponce of
health.an coats, and k Is iczear just
how widespread that u ding is
today. Inu continuing medical Inflation
drains corporate murces away from
other priorities, the more farsighted
realize.

Canadian business leaders, curiously
enough, mmetimes fal to apprmiate
their relative unm. h is no simply
that Conad's syem moves health costs
from business to taxpayers, bIt that

. Canada has restraiad overall costs-
rsetively speaking-wlthour any"g
M p illsand despair of US.
medicine. It 6 the United States that
Is the outlier here nom the unfairly
adantaed Canadians, Swedus, West
Germans, Free*h Dutch or Japanese.

The vasanewered question Lk what
price Is be4n paid for the undeniable
fa that Canadian he -rcar fins ng
is both a bargain ad a competitive
advanta? Is Canada alins to n .
fn daMePsal medical nmds? An Cans-
diana endlessly dying or sffrins for
went of appropriate medical carm?
Nevm mind wiat the Unied Stases Is
doing, should Cauda be spending more
in eoms am of medicine (and less in
others ? If the wer to tes question
is yes, the disappointing American
expe m mn s shi o uld Ibe done
through do. public: sctor And mcli
rmearch suest that argsW pay-
ofi lie no In traditional medical car
(aod surgery) but In soca Invesmtns
that improve people! capacity to cope
and my well. To sewer those ques.
dons, car must be takmn to interpret



the many seective g1ances across out
border.

Ideologically or economically blasd
aalyiesof he Canadian system have
led to the dlugmlnadoi--and some-
times wide accepnce--of a number
of myths. Those my h-which focus
either on the peromance of the
Canadian systm or on whether or
not anything Canadian, no mater
how good, can find a home in the
United Sutee-need to be examined.

Myth Is Nat oa heh insurance
leads to bureaucratic red tape and high
administrative costs Not mtw in
Canada--or elsewhere. Doctors and
hospimls in Canada receive all their
payments from one source, a provincial
ministry. They do not have to keep
track of the eligibility requirements
or definitions of insured services in
hundreds of insurance plans. Canadian
patients never have to file claims, much
less deal with Incomprehensible forms.
Americans, by contrast, have to fe
multiple, complicated claims, as do
most physicians.

A primary-care physician with a
private practice In Son Francisco made
the following comparisons after a visit
to a similar practice in Vancouver, B.C.:'

ain the WaitinS Room: Patients in
British Columbia present their red-blue-
yellow BC card on the first visit and
region. Thereafer, they simply come
In and are called to ae the doctor. (B.CQ
does have a premium, based on income,
?aid quarterly. Most provinces darge
no premium at all.)

-In the U.S., the receptinis asks:
Has your insurance changed, have you
paid your deduvcble, please live me
your Mo-pay, where your Medi-Cal
sticker? if you don't have insurance (or
if you have an unpaid deductible), the
visit plus lab work will be $145--
payable now. Then, And only then,
does the patient see the doctor.

Administ va Cosw: In the British
Columbia office, total sff time for one
primary physician spent oni billing for
ISO patient visits per week was two
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hours. Th. physician is paid twice a
month, with turnaroud time between
two and four weeks. For this physan,
the total of unpaid bills over 0 days
homes to about $42. A pracelc of she

same se as th American observer%
(400 patient visits per week) would
require About six hours In personnel
time per wek plus 5500 per month
in Compute charges for a total billing
cost of under $800 per month. In the
American doctor% own practice, 400
patiet visits per week consume two
and one-half ma persons, plus another
ful-time equivalent in receptionis,
office manager and physician Time,
dealing with 450 Insurance companies
and costing a total of £10,000 per
month.*

Dr. Joel Cooper, doctor returnng
to the United States air 16 years of
practice in Canada, testifies to admin-
isuative meddling in American medicine.
He wrote to his Harvard clusmam:
..1 have be disheartened by the

drsmatic changes which have occurred
in health-care financing since I left the
U.S. The regulations, the paperwork,
the restrictions and the harusment,
especially of patients by health insurers
proactive of their bottom line, his been
quite discouraging. In Canada, I had the
luxury of practicing medicine without
economic distinction between patients
or restriction of needed services. Since
all Individuals are equally covered under
the government health-care scheme,
finandal restrictions apply only to the
overall hospital budget on an annual
basis, not to the particular care given
any individual patient. In the U.S., the
poor often receive iierio" care, and
even do wth third-party insurers
have care which is limited by a number
of rentictions and limittions which
are oftm inconsistnt and Irrational. If
Medicare Is an example of government-
run medicine, then It bean no resem-
blance whatsoever to the Canadsn
system. A patient of mine, from Texaso
had a su cesful lung transplant several
years ago whem I was in Toronto. He



dpeo upoo de expaive andrejec-
,ion drug cyckospodn to zuanr his
current tape of good health Mediars,
which does pay for som medcadoos,
and for transplant medicats for some
gypes of rnspant, fuses to pay for
his medication since lung trsplant is
not on the approved Iar" I And this
rather pcrvere. I received a loer from
a Medicare adminstmror who indicated
that in the case of the combined heart
and lung transplants, those aspecs
related to the heart are covered, since
heart transplants are approved, but
thow aspects rated to the ImS part
of the transplant are nor covecd, and
it was up to the local administrator to
decide which aspects of the pa nes
care related to the heart pan of the
Iramuplant and which related to the
lung pan of the combined transplant."'

One reason both parents and doctors
in America fear any furte government
role in health insurance Is their frus-
trating experience with Medicare and
Medicaid, whose administrative corn-
plexiry arises in large pan due to the
way those programs iteract wizh the
multipayer system we have now. Them
is no reason for universal, single-payer
coverage in the United States to be any
Less simple administratively than the
Canadian system.

Myth 2: National health insurance
interferes with the doctor-patient
relationship. One ad by the Anerican
Medical Association attacking the
Canadian system asks, Elective
sutgery-should it be up to you?"
The ad implies that Canada reduces
the ordinary citizen's freedom of choice.
It is a thirty veiled message to those
Americans with either broad insurance
coverage or ample funds to buy what-
ever care they desire.

That same message, of course, wilt
hold little appeal to the milHons of
Amcricans without the money or cover-
age to obtain elective surgery. Nor is it
likely to appeal to most Americans,
whose choice of doctor is now limited
by their healch-maintesnce organiza-
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em (HMO) or by lower rimburne-

ma 1r visis go ax of-pan docxmn
(-.de " " -p-rJd- aniz-
dosts," at 1100. According to one
mearchbes more dm a of such plans,
Wder the wbr't of 0manaed mre,"
11mit elective mrpur, require, second
opinions or requ appmv by an
isunnc-.company adminawor.

In one example, the effidcity of
namedd cam I described by a New
Haven cardioogst, who reounts a
serie of time-wasting converaons
with il-.Infortod insurance eprmenwa-
dves who questioned why a patient
recovering from a cardiac transplant
following serious heart and kidney
failure had spent month In he
hospital prior to the surgery and why
she was nifl In the hospital three days
after the life-saving surgery.'

In Canada, by contrast, citiens have
r vstricdons on their choice of physi-
cians, and their physicians do not have
to obtain approval from adminisraton
for treatment they recommend. f fie-
dam of choice is the deciding cr teron
for many peopl., k actually works in
favor of the Canadian model, not the
forms of health care that ar now
pawing most rapidly under the aegis
of market-oriented reform in the
United States.

Myth 31 National health Insurnce
leads to long queues for most treatment.
Evcry country, including the United
States, has waiting lists for elective pro-
cedures and sometimes even essential
ones. The important question is the
impact on the patients' wel-being.
Americans being treated in hospital
emerpncy rooms, particularly in big
cities, often wait hours for critical re.
Private hospitals routinely turn away
uninsured parents, ddmping them on
the public second These "economic
uanjr,' estimated at 250,000
annually in the United States, often
result in serious delays in treatment,
cause Ions-term harm and have cont
some patients hdir lves, though federal
law now requires hospitals to assure

78-788 0-94 -7



dar patients are in stable condition
before =Wte.

Whe most Canadian are sick or
injured, they are cared for in a timely
manner Indeed, the overall rate of
hospItal-use per capital Is considerably
hlghe k- Canada than in the United
Stats, a is the ratio of gImeral physi-
clans and famUy practitioners to the
population as a whole.

Nonetheess, there have developed
long waltin lists for sme services,
particularly fW open-hears surgery and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
These delays reflect manerial
problems and labor bot encks from
time to time. If they Involve padent in
urpat, Ife-threatenng condition, dere
is political courage. Open-heart urlery
was, in 1990, the mor controversial
example. Govern , me offidas in British
Columbia watched their waiting Bit for
cardiac surgery Vow to more than $00
and, In response, purchased wsery
from Seattle hospitals with excess beds
and heart surgeons. There were, it turns
out, many different reasons for these
waiting lis
w referral paterm and patient prefer-
ences;
a shortage of operating room time, or
Inefficient scheduling of OR tme;
a nurslng.srlkes;
a doubt over the medical necessiy of
the surgery.

True, Some Caadians, In some
places, wait months for non-urgent
surgery There are considerably fewer
M and other high-technology Items
in Canada. No knowledgeable person,
however would use U.S. rates of
surgery and soph[tcated diagosti
techniques as the sale apin which to
judge odrs. Dianstic tools like MRI
will continue to become more available
In Canada as medical need, political'
pressure and usage patterns dictate.
Indeed, such comparisons reva s
much about American slack a
Canadian restrictiveness-and they
bring us to the next myth.

Myth 4: National health insurtnc
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lowers the qualhy of medical carfrThe
United State certai*y offers medical
care of higher quality than does Qnada
if quality is defined as easier acsces to
complex technologies regardless of their
effectiveness, or If quality Is defined by
the technoolges and facilities available
to the most privileged members of a
population. But If we define quality
by some measure dat reflem both
the effectiveness of treatment and
the respect ad consideration shown
to padents-.al patents, not lus the
affluent and insured-Ametica ranks
lower dm othr countries In the West,
include Canada, that have national
health Insuranmce

Tere is ceminly no evidence of any
Canadian disadvantage if our standard
is the actual health of the public, though
medical care Is only one of the amy
factors affecting healh and by no
man the most importmt. And if
comsmer sadsfaction Is our basis for
,' dInme, both polls and political
behavior give a big edge to Canada.

Of course, no nation can provide
every service that would conceivably
give someone benefit The question is
whether the Canaclias are making a
reasonable choke and providing medi-
cal care of high quality Judging by
Canadian public opinion, the answer
seems to be affirmative,

Myth S: National health insurance
leads to nonig Czuia warn that
Canda "ratons" medical care. If by
ratoning they simply mean limiting
services, ery country in the world
rations healh care. The question is
how and bow much. The United States
limits services by ability to pay and,
Iccordiny, shows signIficant differ-
cms i amces to health care by race,
class and employment circumstances.
isy contrast, Canad and most other
developed comsries attempt to provide
more uniform access to da entire pop-
ulation. Medical care then depends
more on a professional assessment of
medical need than on insurance status.

ationng, in this context, Is another



game for allocation. Whether it is objec-
,.tionable depends also on the extent of

free choice and the distribution of con.
troL Americans in systems of "mnaged
are" face systems of corporate ration-

ing; the rules for ratoning ae numers
of business strategy. To be sure, some
employees in the United States are
offered a choice among such plans, but
they are hardly in a position to know
much about how the managed-care
plans control spending. They have no
way of knowing, for example, whether
an HMO n,,ght deny dhem referral to a
specialist in the event of a rare disease
or difficult procedure. Because Coma-
dians have free choice of physician,
they do not have to worry about thar
kind of rationing. And while the ration.
Ing choices of an American HMO
are private, Canada's choices about
spending on hospitals and other health
services are publicly debated and demo-
aitically decided. If Canadians come
to feel that they should spend more on
high.technology services, their system
allows them to do so more efficiency
and equitably than does ours.

Myih 6: National health insurance
causes an exodus of physicians. Some
Cansdian physicians were coming to
the United States long before Caada
introduced national health insurance.
Emigration did not increase sinificantly
afterwards. Indeed, the ratio of physi-
cians to population has steadily in-
creased and actually grown closer to
the U.S. level. In 1987, the United States
had 2.34 doctors per 100,000 people,
while Canada-had 216.

Stories about deep discontent among
Canadian physicians are much ,ager-
ated. Physicians were the highest-paid
professionals. in Canada prior to the
introduction of universal medical insur-
ance; they still are. Provincial medical
associations and ministries of health
negotiate budgets annually. Since much
of the bargaining for resources and
control Sets carried out in the public
arena, these negotiatons are conten-
tious, with provincial ministers of
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Emance typically forecastingj imminent
bankruptcy and medical associations
dreaming dir service cutbacks if
they don't get more money. The media,
always hwmVY for conflkt, seize on the
exme a of these poatiu. These con.
S-oversiss $el newspapers they do not
mean the Canadian sysm is about to

Myth 7:4 The United States and
Canada A too different to bormor
from eads othr Canadians have airo-
tether differem political atttudes,
according to the health skeptics. The
newly published work of Seymour
Martin Upset Co kenutal Divde
(Roudedgm 1990) has been Interpreted
to support this claim! According to
those critics, Canadians respect govern-

nern far more than do Amrericans,
smboUzed by the difference beveen
dw Canadian founding document and
out own Declaration of Indcpendence.
Supposedly, Canadians ae committed
to peace, order and good govenment,"
while our creed Is the Individualistic
"pursu of happiness."

But Lpst's book does not in fact
sustantiate such assertions about the

charact depth and significance of
Canadian and American distinctiveness.
What Upset claims is that Canada and
the United Scare "resemble each other
more than either resembles any other
nation" and, at the same time, sti
differ in some important aspects.

Indeed, a public-opinion poll con-
ducted earlier this year for HMQ by
Louis Harris and Associates revealed
strong simtUaritines among the social
ethics of U.S., Canadian and European
ci wiens

The misuse of Upset's comparisons
of the two countries highlights the
importance of nt reading out-of.
context and of underanding a basic
rule of comparative scholarship. Upset's
study was an "effort at detailed com-
parison of closely linked neighbors, not
of cros-cultural variations on a broad
International scale." This son of
"narrow" comparison is destined to



bring out dinilauldes, while 'broad
comparison brings out slmillariies."
Given the narrow comparison Uipset
has undertaken any indlariwies he finds
must be quite strong. LUpset makes no
claim for the broader significance of*
the differences he Identifies. No;~ for
the purpose of learning about health
care in Canada, should we.

Myth 8: Government in the Unmited
Scat"s is too corrupt, too subject to
ineret-Fpoup pressure, aOd 1oo Izico-
patent for centrally administered,
Canadian-style health Insurance to
work. This clam reflects ignorance of
Canadian history and current emets.
Public confidence in the Canadian
government has been severely shaken
over the past decade by defense-
procurement and influence-pedaling
scandals that march our own S&CL and
other miseries. None of this has touched
Canadian health care, lust as our
scandals have left the Social Security
Administration unscathed. Corruption
is not an exclusIvely Arnerican product,
nor is comnpetent Public administration
an exclusively foreign invention.

Lu both countries, the politics of
group and institutional frogmertation
frequently produce either incoherence
or paralysis in rolicy formation. The
primary difference is that inu Canada
this fragmentation tends most often io
be expressed in regional and intergov-
ernnud conflict, while in the United
States it is expressed In the separation
of powers and tension between the
Executive and a highly decentrialized
congressional system. Citizens of both
countries now express cosIderable
dissatisfaction with accountabiliry,
responsiveness and effectiveness of
government.

in our determined pursuit of reform
ins the way medical care is financed, we
need to keep our attention on the hard
questions that have to be answered:
a How do we pay, for medical care?
w How do we distribute this financial
burden fairly?
a How do we place defensible borders
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an what we spend?
a How do we assure that what we get
is reasonably reliable and acceptably
administered?
Code words like "market, managed
care" and even Onational health
insurance* by themselves provide no
answers.

Every industrialized nation in the
world except dhe United States has
adopted some form of nationalI health
insurance. Almont *ll are happier with
their systems than we are with ours.
If we are going to Improve American
medical tcre, it makes sense to look
for models in those countries most like
our own. An Am~erican system wifl have
to be unique in many respect, but it
would be foolish not to learn all we
can from our neighbors.M
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Total Health Expenditures as a Percentage of Gross
Domestic Product (1990)
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A International Comparison of Health Expenditures Per
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National Health Expenditures: United States Versus
Canada (196541990)
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Annual Compound Growth In Health Sector Components
(in percent), 1,980-1990

Component Canada France Genmny Japan United United

N,l-al health sen,;ng 10.5 10.4 4.6 6.0 9.8 10.3
tNonal per ca-a h e -encog 9.4 9.9 4.4 5.4 9_,
Real (h-mftb defter) per capb healh 23 4.5
permlng

Real (GOP deflator) per cqpla health 4.3 3.3

Health deflato 6.9 5.2

GOP deflator 4.9 6.4

Excess health core inflation 1.9 -1.1

1.1 3.0 1.9 2.1

1.5 3.7 3.1 4.4

3.3 2.4 7.6 6.9O

2.9 1.7 6.3 4.6

0.4 0.7 1.2 2.2

Nominal grow... domsti uct - 1 .0 8.7 5.0 6.9 9.0 7A.Norninal per capbl gnm dorneatic product 6.9 82 4.8 5.3 8 6.3

RealpercapUlagro domesgcproduct 1.9 1.7 1.8 3.5

Notes: Meuremens ar In nationW currency units. GOP is Grou DQmeac Ploduct

Source: Schleber et Au. 1992.
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Health Care Satisfaction In Seven Counbles
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Infant Mortality: An International Compeurson
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Total Health Spending as a Percent of Gross Domestic Product

Country
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANET L. SHIKLES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am pleased to be here to testify
on the approaches used by the German health care system to control the growth
in health care costs while still assuring universal coverage. Recently, your Commit-
tee held a hearing on factors driving the costs of health care in the United States.
Expensive new technologies, an aging population, administrative waste, structural
inefficiencies, and the need to reduce unnecessary procedures are factors underlying
health care cost increases in most industrialized nations.

My testimony is taken in large part from our report issued this July, which fo-
cuses on the recent measures taken by Germany to address these cost pressures.1
Germany's experience is instructive for the United States because its health care
system provides coverage for nearly all residents, guarantees a generous benefit
package, and, like the U.S. system, relies primarily on employment-based financing.
Germany also has been able to keep its share of gross domestic product (GDP) spent
on health care relatively constant over the past decade, in sharp contrast to the
United States where health spending has increased from 9.3 percent of GDP in 1980
to about 14,percent today.2

Even so, German health care costs have been rising faster than inflation. In addi-
tion, its health care system's most important and visible source of funding-man-
dated employer and employee payments for health insurance coverage-rose sharply
in the past 2 years, from 12.2 percent of the wage base in 1991 to 13.4 percent at
the beginning of 1993.

To prevent any further increase in this mandated contribution rate, Germany re-
sponded in December of 1992 with tough new legislation that:

-imposes mandatory global budgets for the next 3 years for the physician, hos-
pital, prescription drug, and dental services sectors;

-- constrains the supply of physicians and adds incentives to change specialty mix;
-constrains the supply of new technologies;
-substitutes outpatient hospital care for more expensive inpatient care;
-increases emphasis on preventive care; and
-- expands consumer choice of sickness funds and reduces differences in premium

rates among these health insurance funds
The mandatory global budgets are already in effect and are expected to generate

about Deutsche Mark (DM) 10 billions (about 6 percent of 1992 expenditures) in
savings. The structural reforms affecting hospitals, providers, and insurers are
being developed and phased into the German health care system over the next sev-
eral years to achieve continuing cost savings with less reliance on fixed global budg-
ets in the future. These changes clearly echo many of the proposed remedies sug-
gested for reforming the U.S. health care system.

The following sections of this testimony provide an overview of the German health
care system, discuss problems leading up to the 1993 reforms, and present some
early results of these changes. 4

OVEVIEW: SICKNESS FUNDS p1OVIDEI: C('TE[L(;F FOR MOST GERMANS

Germany's health care system provides nearly universal insurance coverage for a
comprehensive range of health services and has a better record than the United
States in constraining the growth of health care costs. Since 1980, Germany has
been able to stabilize health spending at less than 8.9 percent of GDP while U.S.
spending escalated from 9.3 to 13.5 percent of GDP.

Most Germans obtain their health insurance through membership in one of about
1,200 so-called sickness funds. This year, virtually all Germans with salary or wage
income below the equivalent of about $41,000 have been compelled to join one of
these sickness funds. Workers above the income threshold can voluntarily join a
sickness fund and many do so." The sickness funds also provide coverage for most
retirees, the unemployed, and the disabled.

I See 1993 German Health Reforms: New Cost Control Initiatives (GAOHRD-93-103, July 7,
1993). The report provides a more thorough discussion of Germanys recent health reforms.2 See Health Care Spending: The Experience of France, Germany, and Japan (GAO/HRD-92-
9, Nov. 15, 1991). The report provides a more thorough discussion of the cost-containment efforts
pursued by Germany during the 1970s and 1980s.

3 Using an exchange rate of 1.68 DM per U.S. dollar, this amounts to about $6.3 billion.
4 While the former West German health care system now covers the entire country, this testi-

mony focuses on conditions that existed and changes occurring in former West Germany, which
provide a better basis for comparison with the United States.

sOnly about 10 percent of Germans are not members of one of these sickness funds; about
half of this group have incomes above the statutory ceiling and choose to purchase private insur-
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German law requires the sickness funds to provide a comprehensive benefits
Package that covers most health care costs with little or no copayment by members.

resently, the sickness funds do not cover long-term nursing home care, but some
allowances are made for home care.

Government-mandated contributions, shared equally by workers and sickness
funds, primarily finance the nonprofit sickness funds. The premium contribution op-
erates much like a payroll tax where a fixed percentage of the employee's gross com-
pensation is deducted from each paycheck and transferred directly to a nonprofit
sickness fund. The 1993 contribution rate has averaged 134 percent of wages up
to a statutory income ceiling, shared equally between employer and employee, with
substantial variations from fund to fund. Under this system, premiums reflect the
income of the worker and all workers in the same fund pay at the same contribution
rate regardless of health status, age, or family size.

German citizens are free to choose theii own physician for ambulatory care. Non-
emergency hospital care requires referral by an office-based physician. These physi-
cians are generally not allowed to provide treatments to their patients in the hos-
pital setting. Inpatient care is provided by hospital-employed physicians who con-
versely may not typically treat patients outside the hospital.

The sickness funds reimburse office-based physicians on a fee-for-service basis
and hospitals on a per diem basis. Nationwide associations of office-based physicians
and sickness funds negotiate relative point values for all services. Office-based phy-
sician reimbursement is determined from a fee schedule negotiated between the as-
sociations of sickness funds and physicians. Before the 1993 reforms, daily rates for
each hospital, determined from previous service utilization, were negotiated annu-
ally between each hospital and those sickness funds insuring at least 5 percent of
the hospital's patients.

EARLIER COST-CONTAINMENT EFFORTS ESTABLISHED FRAMEWORK FOR 1993 REFORMS

The German health care system has evolved since its inception to meet changing
demographic and economic circumstances as well as shifts in political power. Since
the mid-1970s, health care reform concentrated on stabilizing contribution rates by
linking increases in expenditures in some health care sectors to the revenue growth
of the sickness funds; that is, basing increases on changes in the gross wages and
salaries of the members.

In 1977, federal law established Concerted Action, a biannual assembly of major
players in the health care system, to develop broad guidelines for the nation's health
care system. Concerted Action first set budget targets for regional associations of
physicians though these targets were benchmarks or guidelines and not legally
binding. In addition, reforms included a national relative-value fee schedule as a
prerequisite of meeting the budget targets. These early reforms lacked any regula-
tions affecting cost containment in the hospital sector, although some cost-sharing
occurred in the dental and parmaceutical sectors. The targets set by Concerted Ac-
tion in the 1980s have been credited with setting boundaries within which negotia-
tions between the sickness funds and the physician associations and hospitals oc-
curred.

Capped Budgets Control Physician But Not Hospital Spending
The limited success of these expenditure targets spurred new reforms in the 1980s

to place expenditure caps on the budgets of the regional associations of physicians
and budgets for each hospital. Budgets also were negotiated between each hospital
and the sickness funds using, in part, prior utilization rates with a small reduction
in the reimbursement level of excess hospital days. In addition to these expenditure
caps, these reforms shifted some costs to patients by introducing copayments and
also instituted quality assurance measures. Our earlier work on German reforms in-
dicated that the tougher budget controls on physician spending were successful in
reducing real spending by as much as 17 percent between 1977 and 1987. Hospital
budget controls, however, failed to contain spending because capital costs were ex-
cluded and a formal mechanism to insure compliance was lacking.

Impetus for 1993 Reforms
Public pressure to stabilize contribution rates as well as an awareness that struc-

tural change was needed to reduce excess utilization and rigidities in the system
forced the adoption of the 1993 reforms. Health care observers in Germany identify

ance. Most of the rest are civil servants and public employees who participate in a special plan
that covers 50 to 80 percent of their health care costs and is often augmented to 100-percent
coverage by supplemental plans purchased from private insurers.

I Mm
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several conditions that, in addition to a slowdown of the economy and the high cost
of reunification, laid the groundwork for these changes.

-- Growing public frustration with increases in the mandated contribution, which
escalated from 12.2 to 13.4 percent of wages and salaries between 1991 and
January 1993.

-- Serious inequities caused by growing differences in contribution rates among
sickness funds with differing member characteristics.

-Concerns that escalating sickness fund contribution rates were jeopardizing the
financial standing of the pension system and the competitiveness of German in-
dustry through effects on already high labor costs and prices of products.

-Expenditures for both prescription drugs and dental services were rising too
rapidly because these services had no effective controls on either volume or
price.

-Expenditures in the hospital sector were excessive due to a lack of incentives
to control costs. Past reforms to improve hospital management were not very

" effective because of states' reluctance to close hospitals and physicians' reluc-
tance to alter referral patterns.

Thus, by 1992, German health officials had concluded that the political risk of fed-
eral intervention to introduce strong measures to stabilize contribution rates was
less than the risk of doing nothing.

TEMPORARY MANDATORY GLOBAL BUDGETS DESIGNED TO CONTROL SPENDING

The German Health Care Structure Reform Act of 1993 is considered the most
significant system reform in the past 50 years. The act temporarily linked growth
in existing global budgets for office-based physicians and hospitals to the revenue
growth of the sickness funds. The act also extended global budgets to the pharma-
ceutical and dental care sectors and temporarily linked them to the revenue growth
of the sickness funds. Finally, it enacted a series of structural reforms to be imple-
mented while the temporary budget controls were in place. Overall, these reforms
significantly increased federal intervention in managing the German health care
system:

The government expects these nonnegotiable budgets on major health care sectors
to stabilize contribution rates over the next 3 years. To stay within these budgets,
charges for most physician and dentists services, prescription drugs, and hospital
fees will decrease; contribution rates to the sickness funds will not increase. The
new reforms aim to produce a net savings to the Statutory Health Care system of
DM 10 billion (about $6.3 billion) the first year. This saving represents about a 6-
percent reduction in the total 1992 sickness fund expenditures. While controlling
most areas of health spending more tightly, the 1993 reforms do permit increases
in spending for preventive care and surgery in an ambulatory setting. These in-
creases are expected to reduce demands for more expensive treatments.

The act also provides for the development of several structural health system re-
forms to be phased in over the next few years. The reforms would reduce pressures
for cost growth and eliminate the need for federally imposed caps. The self-govern-
ing associations of health care providers and payers will implement these reforms
and will have considerable freedom in deciding how to accomplish them.

REFORMS IN THE PHYSICIAN SECTOR

Under the 1993 reforms, total spending by sickness funds for office-based physi-
cian services will not be permitted to grow faster than sickness fund revenues.
While the emergency budget cap is in place, the Ministry of Health will implement
a number of controversial structural reforms to reduce incentives for excess utiliza-
tion of physician services and to constrain the supply of some physician specialties.

The 1993 reforms aim to reduce excess service volume and overuse of technical
services by physicians who are authorized to treat sickness fund members. To en-
force the act, representatives from the regional associations of physicians and sick-
ness funds plan to continue to oversee billing activity, but will iml-ose stricter finan-
cial sanctions against those physicians who exceed average service volumes and pre-
scribing levels. Physicians who exceed their expected prescribing levels by more
than 15 percent will be reviewed and those exceeding the average by 25 percent will
be financially penalized unless they can justify the increases. The reforms also en-
courage the suspension of remuneration for services provided with high-cost medical
equipment that is installed without prior authorization.
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Reforms Affecting Physician Supply
Germany is also implementing reforms that will contain the number of physicians

eligible to practice in the sickness funds as well as change the specialty and geo-
graphic distribution of the physicians already practicing in the system. The Federal
Ministry of Health contends that Germany has an oversupply of physicians and that
it has too many specialists relative to the number of primary care physicians. This,
the Ministry asserts, has contributed to an increase in services rendered and, thus,
costs.

To contain the number of physicians and change their geographic distribution, the
new act requires the establishment of physician-to-population ratios. The Federal
Association of Sickness Fund Physicians and the sickness fimds have until 1999 to
develop and implement a system for allocating physicians on the basis of the needs
of the population and the availability of medical care. To change the specialty dis-
tribution of physicians, German health officials are relying on economic incentives
to make practicing as a primary care physician more attractive.

REFORMS AFFECTING THE HOSPITAL SECTOR

The 1993 reforms attempt to mitigate shortcomings in the budgeting and plan-
ning of the hospital sector by reducing incentives for excess utilization and previous
disincentives to efficiency. The new act requires that the hospital sector move away
from paying a fixed amount for each day a patient is in the hospital, which encour-
ages longer hospital stays and higher costs, to a prospective budgeting system,
which establishes specific rates for individual procedures and conditions. While the
new system is being developed, each hospital will be required to stay within global
budgets negotiated with the sickness funds, with any budget increase directly linked
to revenue growth in the sickness funds and new wage settlements.

To reduce duplicative and unnecessary patient care between the office-based phy-
sician sector and the hospital, hospital physicians will be allowed to perform some
outpatient treatments and surgeries. Before the 1993 reforms, the sharp division be-
tween hospital- and office-based physician treatment produced higher health care
costs for the sickness funds because the funds often paid for duplicative tests and
excessively long hospital stays.

PRESCRIPTION DRUG REFORMS

Germany now sets a mandatory global budget on total pharmaceutical spending.
In the absence of budget controls in the past, costs have escalated in this sector.
In fact, in 1988 Germany spent more per person for prescription drugs than the
United States, where total health care costs per person have been nearly twice those
of Germany.

The new act imposes a 1993 global budget for pharmaceuticals fixed at the ex-
penditure level for drugs prescribed by sickness fund physicians il 1991. To com-
pensate for the cost of drugs introduced since 1991, the law mandates a 5-percent
reduction for prescription drug prices not previously lowered by reimbursement poli-
cies and a 2-percent price reduction in over-the-counter drugs. These mandated
price reductions will be in effect for the next 2 years.

The global budget will be enforced by holding the Federal Association of Physi-
cians and the pharmaceutical industry responsible for spending above this global
budget. Physician fees for 1994 will be lowered to offset the first DM 280 trillion
in potential overruns. The pharmaceutical industry will have to cover additional
overruns up to a further DM 280 through lowered drug prices. The sickness funds
will be responsible for overruns greater than DM 560 million. Physicians who exceed
these standards by specified percentages may be penalized. Beginning in 1994, the
physician associations and sickness funds will negotiate regional prescription drug
budgets on the basis of prescription cost standards. These measures are expected
to produce acceptable pharmaceutical expenditures in place of a federally mandated
prescription drug budget in 1994. In addition, patient copayments for drugs will in-
crease in 1994 and be directly linked to the quantity of drugs prescribed.

DENTAL SERVICES REFORMS

The lack of global budgeting in the dental care sector ard high dental fees, among
the highest in the European Community, promptci the setting of mandatory budg-
ets on this sector that are again linked to revenue growth in the sickness funds.
In addition, the 1993 reforms impose a 10-perceit :'_,.uction for dentures and ortho-
dontic treatments, and a 5-percent reduction in :'i...rsernents to dental techni-
cians. Further, the act will reduce reimbursement fcr nii dental services in excess
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of the average volume for a practice and for dental prostheses considered medically
unnecessary.

REFORMS AIM TO REDUCE DISPARITIES AMONG SICKNESS FUNDS AND
ALLOW GREATER CHOICE

The 1993 reforms also aim to reduce disparities among sickness funds. Variations
in required contribution rates range from 8.5 to 16.5 percent, even though the mem-
bers receive the same benefits. In addition, the Federal Ministry of Health plans to
provide members with greater choice among sickness funds. The government ex-
pects these changes to narrow the range of contribution rates while still allowing
some differences, to account for more efficient management. 7 This rate-equalization
process will transfer resources among sickness funds based on four adustment fac-
tors: the individual sickness fu, d's payroll tax base, number of insured dependents,
and age and sex composition.

Closing the gap in contribution rates among sickness funds will particularly help
statutory local sickness funds, which presently have contribution rates above the na-
tional average. Mandated memberships contribute to differences in contribution
rates because some sickness funds have members with higher actuarial risks. For
example, many-local sickness funds, because they must enroll all those who are not
otherwise insured, tend to have higher health risk members, including the elderly,
blue-collar workers, and the sick. Because care for these individuals costs more and
they tend to earn less, the contribution rates must be fairly high to cover all health
care costs.

The 1993 reforms also give German workers greater flexibility in their choice of
sickness fund. By January 1, 1997, most Germans will be allowed to choose their
sickness fund each year. This freedom of choice is expected to motivate sickness
funds to provide a broader range of services, such as health promotion, and be more
administratively efficient. Some of the sickness funds maintain that they will be
able to attract new members through improved services. However, opinions vary on
how much competition will exist among the funds given the comprehensive nature
of the mandated benefits, limits on administrative allowances for individual funds,
and reduced variation in contribution rates.

EARLY EFFECTS OF 1993 REFORMS

The effects of the 1993 health care reforms cannot be fully assessed at this stage,
but some early indicators suggest progress in curbing expenditure increases despite
sometimes intense protests from the health care community. Germany's Federal
Health Ministry announced that the average cost per sickness fund member fell by
2.7 percent in the first 6 months of 1993 compared with a 9.2 percent increase in
1992 (see table 1). Pronounced declines were registered for prescription drugs and
dental prostheses-two sectors where global budgets were introduced for the first
time. Physician and hospital spending continued to increase but at rates substan-
tially below 1992 rates and slower than the increase in sickness fund revenues per
member. If this performance can be sustained, Germany will reach its objective of
keeping sickness fund expenditures below the rate of increase in the wage base even
if the substantial reductions in spending on drugs and dental prostheses Caper off.

Table 1-COSTS PER SICKNESS FUND MEMBER (INCLUDING RETIREES)
iPercntc hange Percent change,

Percent eha99 e first 6 months of
1993

Physician services ........................................................................... .................................... 6 .7 2.1
Dentist services ..................................................................................................................... 1.0 - 2.0
D ental prostheses .................................................................................................................. 20.2 - 2.5
Prescription drugs ................................................................................................................ 1.0 - 20 .6
H hospitals ................................................................................................................................ 8 .0 3.8

Total reim bursement for services I ................................................................................... 9.2 - 2.7
Sickness fund wage base (revenue base) 5........................................................................... . 5.1 4.7

'Ickludes additional cateiries, such as durable medical equipment, ambulance services, and other health related services.
$ource: CG an Federl istryi for Helth (Sept. 1993).

7As of January 1, 1996 substitute funds must open membership to everyone. Sickness funds
will be allowed to consolidate and local funds that are no longer e scient can be closed. In addi-
tion, minimum membership size for forming a sickness fund will be increased to 1,000 (up from
450).
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The percentage decrease in expenditures for prescription drug,- has already ta-
pered off from the 25-percent decline recorded in the first 2 months of the year.

Responding to advice from the regional associations of physicians, physicians have
sharply reduced prescribing brand-named drugs :ird less useful medications to avoid
any penalty for exceeding the mandated pharmaceutical budget. In doing so, how-
ever, some physicians have suggested that adequuie medical care is no longer guar-
anteed for sickness fund members. The sickness funds consider this reduction jus-
tiflable because it represents a reduction in prescriptions for less efficacious drugs
and a movement toward greater use of less expensive generic drugs. The Ministry
of Health also contends that about 20 percent of the reimbursed drugs were wasted
by patients because of previous problems with the way drugs were dispensed.

Most health care providers initially denounced the proposed legislation as an end
of the traditional German health care system and the beginning of "socialized medi-
cine. " Physicians have also announced their intentions to ask for a ruling by the
federal constitutional court on limiting the number of physicians and dentists au-
thorized to treat sickness fund members. Representatives of the dentist associations
threatened to terminate cooperation with the sickness funds and indicated that
growing numbers-of accredited providers might withdraw from the system. How-
ever, according to a Ministry of Health official. since passage of the act', the health
care industry has accepted most of the new requirements.

Despite the protests of some groups, the Ministry of Health is already considering
another round of structural reforms. The Ministry instructed tie expert council to,
the Concerted Action committee to submit- preliminary suggestions by December
1993 on further restructuring the health care system, with a final proposal due by
the end of 1994. The Ministry contends that while the 1993 cot-cutting measures
a appear successful, additional reforms will be necessary to address demographic
changes, trends in major diseases, and the introduction of new medical technologies.

POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. HEALTH REFORM

The recent German reforms illustrate the continuing cost pressures facing the
health care systems of other industrialized nations; indeed, health care costs con-
tinue to grow faster than general inflation rates in all countries (see app. 1). Despite
an enviable record of cost containment and universal coverage, the German govern-
ment found that it had to embark on a series of significant reforms to its health
care system to further contain costs.

These reforms build on two decades of changes to the Ger-man health care syster-.
that have helped Germany control-health care costs better than mao.t otner industr:-
alized nations. Its universal coverage and well-organized administrative mechanism,
which make it easier to monitor provider fees and service utilization, enhance Ger-
many's ability to respond to changing health market conditions.

The United States should carefully monitor Germany's past experience and cur-
rent reforms using global budgets, physician fee schedules, and constraints on re-
source growth as they unfold over the next 3 years. We may gain insights intb their
feasibility and applicability to our nation's reform process. Germany's experience in
refining, changing, and adapting some of the same tools being considered in U.S.
reform proposals also- underscores the dynamic nature of the health care market.
Perhaps one of the most important lessons from the German experience is that
health care reform is a continuous process and that as the United States moves to-
ward comprehensive health care reform it should incorporate enough flexibility in
its system to ensure responsiveness to a constantly changing health market.

APPENDIX I.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PER CAPITA -GROWTH RATE IN TOTAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES,
ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION

Counly PurCent growth (1980--91)

S w e de n ............................................................................................................ ....... ....................... 0 .4 6
Ire la n d .............................................................................................................................................. 1 .1 7
N ew Z ea la nd .................................................................................................................................... 1.28
D en m a rk .......................................................................................................................................... 1.5 9
N etherlands ............................................................... ........... ......................................... ......... 1.77
Sw itzerland ................................................................................................................................. ..... 1.98
G erm a ny ........................................................................ ................................................................... 1.99
A ustralia ........................................................................................................................................... 2 ,33
A ustria .............................................................................................................................................. 2.5 1
G rim e ................................................................................................... ........................................... 2 .63
Turk y ............................................................................................................................. .................. 2.72
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APPENDIX I.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PER CAPITA GROWTH RATE IN TOTAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES,
ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION-Continued

CM"ntry Percent gm vth (198-91)

United Kingdom .. ..................... . .... ............... 3.27
Fran ce .......... ............ ............. 3............2...9... ... .................... 3 .29
Luxem bourl ......... ................................. ........ . ................ 3.42
N orw ay .......................... ........ ..... . .................... 3 .43
Icela n d ....................... ... .. ....... ..... ....... ................ . . .. .............. 3 .5 4
B elgium ....................... .. .............. ............. ......... ... ............... 3 .5 5
Japan .. . ................................ ..... ................ ..................... 3 .70
Italy ............................................................................ 3.75
Potugal ..................................................................................................... 4.04
S p a in .............................................................. ... ... .. . .. ... ...... ............ .. . ........... . ............ 4 .1 2
Canada .............................. ............... ............. 4.19
U nited Staie ....................... .......................................................................................... . . ......... 4.6 1
Finland .................................... .......................................................... 4.83

Sam: O(CO both dai

RESPONSES OF DR. SHIKLES To QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR RIEGLE

Question No. 1. How do administrative costs in the German health care system
compare with such costs in the U.S. health care system.

Answer. The cost of administering health insurance in the United States varies
significantly by sector. In 1989, the cost of administering health insurance in the
private sector was 13.4 percent, and 3.1 percent in the public sector. Overall admin-
istrative costs in that year were about 7.7 percent of all insured health care expend-
itures (or 6.8 percent of total expenditures).

In the German health care system, administrative costs of health insurance in the
German statutory system, which covers almost 70 percent of direct health care ex-
penditures, for 1990 were approximately 5.1 percent. Uwe Reinhardt has estimated
that the administrative costs for private health insurers in Germany at about 16
percent. Overall administrative costs for health insurance in the German health
care system are estimated to be about 5.2 percent of total inslred expenditures.
However, these estimates exclude most capital costs.

While there are no reliable estimates of the administrative costs in hospitals, phy-
sicians offices, and other health care sectors for either country, we believe that ad-
ministrative costs for these sectors are significantly lower in Germany. Identical
billing arrangements are used by all payers, and, in the case of hospitals, the simple
per-diem reimbursement methodology means that German hospitals do not need the
large billing and accounting departments found in U.S. hospitals. In the case of phy-
sicians, the anticipated introduction of "smart cards" may result in further reduc-
tions in administrative costs.

Question No. 2. Would you please explain how retiree health is financed in Ger-
many? Also, what was the rationale for the financing mechanism? Finally was the
impact on businesses, including lessening the burden on businesses, one of the rea-
sons for the financing mechanism.

Answer. Health care for retirees in the statutory health insurance system is fi-
nanced in a manner similar to that for active workers.-As with employers for active
workers, the statutory pension system pays one-half of the pensioner's contribution
rate while the pensioner pays the other half. The contribution rate for pensioners
is set at the national average contribution rate for active workers. Retirees also
must pay one-half of this contribution rate on any pension income from other
sources.' In addition, there is a special subsidy from each sickness fund, raised-by
a special payroll contribution (2.93 percent in 1990). On average, these payments
only cover only about 48 percent of the cost of health care for pensioners. CostS of
retirees in excess of their contributions are borne by the active workers in the sick-
ness fund through higher contribution rates.

To ease the burden on sickness funds with a higher than average number of retir-
se, there is a mechanism for partially equalizin; the burden of retirees among sick-
ness funds. Under this system, sickness funds with a below average number of retir-
ees subsidize those with an above average number of retirees. In 1995, this system

IPersons retiring after December 31, 1992 must pay the full contribution rate on other pen-
sion income, and rental and interest income as well.
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will be replaced by a more general system of risk structure equalization among-sick-
ness funds.

Retirees were included in the German statutory health insurance system more
than 50 years ago, during the Nazi period. We do not know the rationale used at
that time.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH WHITE

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee: I am honored to ap-
pear today with this panel of eminent scholars, and discuss with you how other na-
tions have addressed the difficult task of health care cost control. Instead of simply,
"how can we control costs?," I believe this committee is facing two questions.

First, how much cost control, in terms of a trend in the share of this nation's econ-
omy consumed by health care is practical? If your target is too loose, you may seem
to accomplish too little-and have no money to pay for expanding coverage without
tax increases that you wish to avoid. If your target is too tight, you risk howls of
protest-which is even harder to take if justified.

And second, how can that goal be achieved? Mandating a target without institu-
tions to reach it not only might fail to achieve the desired result, but may lead to
unintended and unfortunate consequences.

The experience of other countries is relevant both for the "how much" and the
"how" of health care cost control. You have heard one analysis of that experience
already today, from the GAO. GAO has done and is doing a wide range of excellent
analyses, which I commend to the attention of all of this committee's Senators and
staff assistants. In my own research for a Brookings book to be called Going to the
Doctor, I have benefited both from their work and from reviewing literature and
consulting with experts on other systems. My remarks reflect my judgments about
systems in six countries: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, and
Japan.Among all nations, these are the most similar tathe United States in culture, po-

litical system, and economic status. They represent seemingly different basic struc-
tures of health care finance. Britain is a true National Health Service, not a-na-
tional insurance system. Canada is a single-payer insurance system at the provin-
cial (state) level. France, Germany and Japan represent different versions of mul-
tiple nonprofit insurers, not directly controlled by governments but coordinated so
as to create "all-payer" cost control mechanisms. And Australia combines elements
of the British, Canadian, and American systems: a national medical insurance pro-
gram, public hospitals funded by state budgets, and substantial private insurance.
Yet their similarities are more fundamental than their differences:

* Each spends substantially less on health care than does the United States, yet
has essentially universal coverage.

* Each has institutions that increase the bargaining power of payers, relative to
providers, over the observed experience in American markets.

* Except where there are no fees for service, each has some version of a fee sched-
ule-though some include exceptions, described below.

* Each budgets a substantial part of medical provision-at the level of specific in-
stitutions, not just "the system."

* Each has managed the capacity of its system, both to limit costs and increase
equity of access, through controls on capital investments.

These similarities stem not from similar cultures, but from the fact that medical
costs increase in all systems for essentially.the same reasons, and medical care in-
volves essentially the same activities, requiring similar responses.

Mr. Chairman, as you have written, there are reasons to expect medical costs to
rise faster than the societal average, because medical care is not as amenable as
some other production to routinization and economies of scale. Yet other factors may
well be even more important. Medical costs increase, as a portion of national prod-
uct, because medical care is successful.

As we invent new treatments for painful conditions we increase consumption of
medical care without necessarily increasing productivity. Life-saving treatment "f
the elderly allows us to spend more money on their care later, without increa' j
their product, since they have retired. This financial difficulty is in fact a gi t
achievement, accomplished not just by medical advances but public health, general
wealth, and income maintenance programs such as social security.

Medical care is unpredictable, expensive, and greatly desired when needed. Its
high cost and unpredictable incidence mean that few individuals can save or borrow
for the expense. Instead, since the 19th century and even before, people have saved
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together so that their shared funds are available for each person's unpredictable
needs. That saving could pay for organized provision of care, as in early twentieth-
century workingmen's clinics, the Brit.ish National Health Service, or American

rUp-or-staff model HMOs. Or it can fund insurance that pays for purchase of care
from any medical provider, as in national health insurance systems. But in any sys-
.tem of shared savings, the point is to reduce or eliminate out-of-pocket costs when
people need treatment.

No modern nation controls medical costs through price constraints at the point
of service. Their voters forbid it, either collectively through politics that creates na-
tional shared savings, or individually by purchasing private insurance. Therefore, no
advanced nation's medical care system reaches a cost equilibrium through market
forces, which presume adjustment of supply and demand through the price mecha-
nism. Like the growth in our population of elderly, this is not a failure but a suc-
cess. To some it may seem a problem with insurance, but it is actually the purpose
of insurance.

These forces should, over time, cause costs to rise in all advanced industrial na-
tions. And they do. Yet one could not predict nations' levels of health care costs from
their percentages of elderly citizens or of out-of-pocket payments. Among the coun-
tries that I am studying, the U.S., with the highest out-of-pocket payments, also hasthe highest costs. The United States is in the middle of the list on proporion of
persons over the age-of 65, but has the highest cost; Britain has the most elderly
and the lowest costs; Japan has about the same proportion of elderly as we do and
much lower costs.

The causes of cost growth do not predict levels of total cost because some systems
do better than others at resisting the increases. This panel is assembled to discuss
why they do.

I consider cost control from the perspective of a student of budgeting. I have come
to think somewhat like an agency budget officer, OMB examiner, or Appropriations
clerk. Or a skeptical senator who is being asked for more money. In the following
pages, I will ask and try to answer a budget person's questions about health care
costs.

Budget people begin with simple questions when somebody asks them for money.
One is, "how much do other people pay for this?" Another is, "why do you need so
much more money than last year? Implicit is a third query: "why do you need a
larger increase than they do?

Society's health care cost burden is best expressed by comparing health care ex-
penses to the rest of the econorry--as a percent of GDP. The difference between the
U.S. and other countries widened greatly in the 1980s. Table 1 displays data on
health care cost levels and increases for seven nations. It does not show that other
systems naturally lead to lower costs. It does show that other systems allow their
countries to choose whether and how much to Increase health care expend-
iture. During most of the 1960s and 1970s, the other countries in this table chose
to expand their health care spending about as much as we did. In the 1980s they
chose not to. We talked about cost control but, because we did not reform our sys-
tem, could not achieve it.

When comparing the U.S. to Japan or Germany, however, one may object-that
their economies grew more quickly, so comparing to GDP overstates their success
at health care cost control. Actually, that argument cuts both ways: if our economy
is growing more-slowly, we have greater reason to control our health care costs! But
the second half of the table reports rates of cost growth per capita for health care
alone. The differences between us and Japan or Germany seem smaller, but the
basic story is unchanged. A two percent difference in growth rate becomes a large
difference in total expense over the course of a decade.

Table I.-TOTAL HEALTH EXPENDITURE

USL Aust Wnads Frane Grmny Japan U.K.

Spending as Shares of
GDP:
1911 .............. 7.5 5.9 7.4 6.0 6.3 4.7 4.6
1981 ............................. 9.6 7.5 15 1.9 8.1 6.6 6.1
1986 .......................... 1... 80 80 8.8 8.5 8.6 6.6 6.1
1991 ............. 13.4% 8.6% 10.0% 9.1% 8.5% 6.6% 6.6%

Annual cost increase per
capta, percent:
1971-81 ........... 12.41 12.42 11.44 13.28 14.08 15.24 12.82
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Table I.-TOTAL HEALTH EXPENDITURE--Continued

U.SA Aust. Cansda France Germany Japan UX

1981-86 ........................ 8.33 7.11 9.80 7.12 5.60 7.41 7.12
1986-91 ........................ 9.49 5.60 7.03 7.77 6.42 8.59 6,90

Source: ECOECR(DMS
Nte: Costs per capita ar adjusted for purchases power panties, to eliminate exchange rate issues.

This data is through 1991; since then, American health care costs have continued
to explode. Now CBO forecasts an increase to 18.9 percent of GDP by the year 2000,
while the administration aims to limit that to 17.3 percent of GDP. This 3.9% target
for the growth of health care costs as a share of GDP over nine years, 1991-2000,
is larger than the growth in any of the six other countries over the two
decades from 1971-911 What is fantastic is not the president's goal but our cur-
rent path.

So why do our health care providers and insurers spend so much more money,
and need so much larger increases? Most statistics on the components of health care
spending are not exactly comparable across nations. But on balance, the following
points seem clear:

(1) We spend much more on bureaucracy. Any good budgeter is skeptical of "ad-
ministrative savings." It is hard to find better ways to do the same amount of work.
But reform could actually change the work required for insuring and paying for
health care.

Our fragmented system of risk-rating health insurers creates many costs. Insurers
must sell and market their plans. They put immense resources into assessing the
risk and thus premiums (underwriting) for customers. They devise multiple plans
to meet multiple budgets. Meanwhile companies hire employee benefits staff to work
through the maze of insurance sales and administration. Then doctors and hospitals
must negotiate with many plans, then administer vastly more complicated billing
systems (because plans' ruies and prices differ) than in any other country. Simpler,
universal insurance and payment rules would eliminate most of this activ-
ity.
(2) We pay higher prices for much of what we buy. We pay more for drugs. We

pay higher fees per service. Our doctors earn higher incomes, relative to average
earnings in our economy. Orderlies and other low-skilled workers in hospitals prob-
ably earn less, but that's the only evident exception.

(3) We use more resources per service. That is, we tend to use more people and
equipment to perform the same tasks. As usual, there are exceptions. Japan has
more MRIs and CT scanners per capita than we do. But, in general, our hospitals
and doctors, competing for patients, duplicate capacity in terms of both equipment
and personnel. I have seen careful comparisons between Japanese and American,
Canadian and American, and French and American hospitals; all find that the U.S.
hospitals use more personnel per task.
(4) We seem to provide extra amenities-for some people. The evidence is anec-

dotal but travelers generally report that, competing for the patronage of well-in-
sureda patients, our medical providers are more likely to offer luxurious amenities.
That is more likely to show up in capital than operating costs because we kick peo-
ple out of the hospital faster.
(5) And we buy more of certain kinds of service. Americans make fewer office vis-

its to physicians than in any of the other six countries. We have fewer hospital beds
per person, and lower occupancy rates. But we have very high rates of a number
of expensive treatments, such as cardiac surgeries.

Those are differences in inputs. What about outputs? Rather than focus on infant
mortality and life expectancy at birth, figures which everybody knows do not favor
our health care system, I've looked for other measures. One is life expectancy at-
other stages of life, such as age 60. At that point most life-style dangers, such as
being murdered, should have removed their victims from the population. Pregnancy-
related problems are rare. And, among the seven countries here, the life expectancy
of Americans does improve-all the way to fifth, surpassing Britain and Germany.
At age 80, those American who are left are likely to live longer than-anyone except
Canadians.

Of course, these figures could result from our health care system ensuring that
those Americans still around at age 80 are a particularly hardy lot. But my guess
is we do provide somewhat more extensive care for the very old, because of our more
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intensive practice norms. Yet we still do not do better than Canada. In many other
ways, such as prenatal care, our system is clearly inferior to other nations.

Much is made of "waiting lists" in other countries. At least through 1991, the
basis for my cost comparisons, the data on waiting lists in Canada refutes the scare
tactics used by opponents of health care reform. Britain does have serious waiting
list problems-but it spends less than half as much money as we do. There are few
complaints about waits in the sickness-fund systems. Americans' waits, both for in-
patient and ambulatory care, in fact depend on their form and level of insurance.
in some cases other systems are clearly more convenient: British and French GPs
will still visit a sick child.

This has, of course, been a brief review. I can suggest further sources if asked.
The bottom line is, I strongly doubt that the differences in cost between the U.S.
and Canada in 1991 were explained by superior care in the United States. Since
Canada is the most expensive other country, it is the most generous comparison.
We should at least be able to match the Canadian standard.

That does not mean we could quickly move to Canadian cost levels. Some of the
causes of the difference will take years to change. And we might make political com-
promises that reduce our savings. But if I had to pick a ballpark figure as to how
much savings should be possible, relative to where we're going, without any effect
on care, I would say that, given the 3.4% of GDP difference between the U.S. and
Canada in 1991, we must be able to save two percent of GDP by the year 2000.
I think that gives our system every benefit of the doubt; we might well choose to-
save more.

If this were an appropriations hearing, I could stop now. The Senate would cut
the agency's request, with instru,.,.ions to reduce spending on the inputs that I have
mentioned. Or the Senate would decide not to upset the relevant constituents! But
in health care, there is no agency. Any vote would be like a line item on a budget
resolution: a moral suasion, at best.

The menu of cost control approaches includes the following basic types:

* Reducing Insurance
If people have less insurance, they may consume less because they do not want

to pay out of pocket. Or, they may consume the same amount, but at least the insur-
ance system will save the amount transferred to personal expense.

Professor Evans is one of the world's greatest experts on cost-sharing, so will
speak to that. I want only to emphasize that cost-sharing is a form of reducing in-
surance, so limited by the forces that created insurance. France, for example, has
high copayments-so eighty percent of the public insures for the difference. Every
system also finds some way to protect the poor from paying for cost-sharing-a
measure not specifically mentioned in the administration's September 7 draft. So
cost-sharing has not caused recent superior cost control.

* Limiting Fees
If fees are charged for service, every system except America's has some way to

create standard fee schedules. They may vary by geography, but there is normally
one fee schedule per provider. Many systems have allowed some sort of exceptions.
In Australia, the fee schedule for physicians is not binding; in France, forty percent
of specialists are allowed to charge more. These measures risk creating a two-tier
system, but also create a safety-valve. The risk may be limited in two ways. First,
if the most advanced equipment is only available through the public system, in
those hospitals, specialists will be available to all citizens through those hospitals'
outpatient clinics. Second, as in Australia, insurance for fees above the schedule
rate can be forbidden.

There are two great myths about fee schedules. The first confuses them with
"price controls." None of the standard objections In economic theory to price
controls apply to medical fee schedules. Fee schedules reduce, rather than in-
crease, bureaucracy. They are much easier to administer than normal price controls,
because they can be enforced through the insurance payment mechanism itself.
There is no danger of a burst of inflation once the controls are removed, because
they are not removed. Fee schedules do not distort the adjustment of supply and
demand through prices in the medical market, because insurance itself has already
eliminated price constraints at the point of service.

The other myth says that controlling fees makes no difference, because providers
will simply increase volume to make up for the lost income. That dynamic is a con-
cern, but the argument is taken too far. First, it poses a silly either/or choice. If
doctors can adjust volume in response to fee limits, they certainly can increase fees
in response to volume limits. Especially in an insured system, the clatter is easier:
if an insurer pays more there is no burden to a patient, while extra procedures are
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painful. Further, in any other market, given a choice between more service at lower
prices, or less service at higher prices, we'd choose the former. Second, volume is
not quite so easily increased. There's a difference between higher volume, and
enough higher volume to eliminate savings. Sometimes the lower fees are paid to
a different provider than those who generate volume. Pathologists and anesthetists
do not create tests and surgery; hospitals do not invent admissions. And, third,
there are ways to adjust fees to volume, or restrict the "P x V" effects. We may
choose not to adopt the most successful approaches, but they certainly exist, as in
Germany and Japan.

Concentrating Payer Power
Whether negotiating fees or other forms of payment, payers do better if they work

with each other, rather than against each other. If there is only a single payer, the
government, that is simple to achieve. But the government may regulate/negotiate
prices itself as part of rule-making for a multiple-insurer system, as in Japan. Or
it can stay out of negotiations in such a system, as in France or Germany.

Germany is the paradigmatic case of the latter approach. The law allows insurers
to unite to negotiate terms with individual hospitals and regional physicians' asso-
ciations. If they cannot agree, there is an arbitration system. The national and state
(land) governments do provide guidance, and it does matter. If the national govern-
ment says premium increases should not exceed a given amount, the sickness funds
can tell providers that they do not wish to risk the government's wrath; besides, the
arbitrator is likely to adopt the government's standard anyway. This process thus
allows the government to influence total costs, without requiring central control of
the details, such as allocation of incomes between inpatient and ambulatory care
providers. As the committee may note, this process of national target-setting and
regional negotiation bears a resemblance to the President's reputed proposal.

• Budgeting for Organizations
Another approach is to give an organization a budget for providing care, and limit

service-based reimbursements. That is, of course, the logic of capitated HMOs. None
of the other countries that I am studying have HMOs of that sort, though the Brit-
ish GP Fundholders are meant to evolve into something similar. But there is a gen-
eral trend towards budgeting in the hospital sector.

The issues should sound familiar: What is the right prospective budget? What if
the hospital claims to need a supplemental? But the advantages are clear. First,
budgeting is the endpoint of an evolution from more detailed to less detailed fees.
The greater the detail, the easier it is for a provider to increase either real or re-
ported volume. It is one thing to do an extra test on a heart attack victim; quite
another to invent an extra heart attack victim; and even harder to invent another
surgical ward. Second, it is much easier to track costs for organizations than by in-
dividual service. Figures for costs in individual units, such as an aspirin, are no
more reliable for hospitals than in other large, complex organizations with lots of
overhead, such as the DoD. Third, when you budget a hospital, ou can focus on
inputs and historical comparisons, which puts the burden of proofon the organiza-
tion to explain why it needs more resources.
* Limiting Capital Investment

As Henry Aaron puts it, "If you don't build it, they can't come." If you do build
it, someone will try to amortize the investment as quickly as possible. We build
more because we have very loose licensing ("certificate of need" rarely had teeth),
and because our providers are reimbursed in their rates for the cost of debt capital.
Therefore they can raise money and decide to build with minimal interference.
Meanwhile, our medical education system emphasizes specialization because medi-
cal schools earn much of their money through speialty research and practice, and
students who borrow huge amounts feel a need to maximize their incomes.

The solutions are straightforward. Fund medical education directly, rather than
indirectly as government funding for research or patient care--and pay for tuition.
That's what other countries do. If providers have the funds to invest on their own,
licensing can be much stricter than in the U.S. In France, there are criminal sanc-
tions for openinga new hospital or adding beds without authorization by the Min-
later of Health. But the main measure to limit capacity is to limit the availability
of capital. If hospitals are owned by the government or, as in Canada, negotiate a
budget, that budget includes approval of capital projects. If hospitals' operations are
paid separately from sickness funds, as in Germany, the payments are set low
enough that the hospitals cannot generate the cash to make (or pay off) major in-
vestments. Then they need regulatory approval for grants or low interest loans.
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* Competition
The last possible approach is competition. But it is not a meaningful source of cost

control in any nation that I've studied-including, to date, the United States.
The theoretical-not to say obvious-difficulties with competition to control costs

in medical care should be considered in another hearing. After all, American, not
foreign, experience is the best evidence of that. Foreign perspective adds a few
points.

Under rare conditions, such as a clear oversupply of providers, medical cometi-
tion, as in any market, can reduce prices. That has happened in Australia, where
few GPs in the big cities exercise their right to extra-bill. But there is little reason
to believe that this competition reduces total costs.

Britain has embarked on a massive effort to make its system more "competitive."
But that has little-so far nothing-to do with cost control. The NHS is the classic
case of a budgeted system, tightly controlled through public finance. The point of
competition is to make the system more responsive to patient concerns. In practice
that means not so much measurable quality as two other things. Providers are pay-
ing more attention to the patient experience, such as scheduling appointments for
specific times rather than have patients wait all morning. And the government re-
wards actions that it has defined, a prior, as higher quality, such as immunizations.

Competition is a part of ever system, because patients seek doctors and other
providers whom they like, and that may increase quality-but does nothing to con-
trol costs.

* Implications
Costs are only one consideration in health care reform. And international exam-

ples can inform us only about some elements of cost control. I have not mentioned
malpractice torts and insurance because it is very hard to measure their effects on
costs within the United States. We can see that premiums are about one percent
of total expense, and have not risen much lately. But we have no way to untangle
what "excess utilization" is "defensive medicine" caused by fear of litigation, and
which is a more aggressive practice style or patient demand or incompetence or
greed.

Fortunately, you will be able to ask many other well-informed people about such
matters, in your careful consideration of a momentous piece of legislation. I will end
with comments on the relationship between lessons from abroad and current propos-
als in the United States.

Single-payer proposals apply most of the lessons, save one: that the single-payer
approach is not the only way to do it.

Among other serious proposals, all accept that risk-rated insurance, as opposed
to international social insurance models, has to go-though they vary as to whether
they would effectively require community rating. But, aside from President Clinton's
and the single-payer plans, the other alternatives, such as the Senate Republican
Health Care Task Force, Senator Gramm's, and Cooper-Grandy, not only ignore but
aggresaively reject the lessons of international, and I believe our own, experience.

They reject fee schedules and budgeting, say nothing about the supply-side, and
instead rely on either reducing insurance or on competition to reduce costs-without
explaining why reducing peoples' insurance would answer their insecurity about
health care, or how the new competition will differ from our current, ineffectual
form.

Assessing the president's plan is much more difficult. It has been accused of not
containing serious cost controls. Nothing could be further from the truth. President
Clinton's early September draft includes, or at least refers to, every cost control idea
known to man. If you like competition, they have it. If you want a hard cap on re
miums, they have that, too. You want a single-payer? Your state can have that. You
want all-payer bargaining? ERISA, anti-trust, and other impediments can be
waived. You want more measurements? There are lots of new measurements. There
are even passing references to capital investment.

I wish the administration were saying more about the latter. But the big question
is, which of the various measures that they have proposed are the heart of the plan?
The answer depends on two things: how you think the dynamic that they propose
to create would work in practice, and how the plan is amended by Congress.

Their proposal could evolve over time to an amalgam of Germany and Hawaii in
which group- or staff-model HMOs would compete with an all-payer regulated fee-
for-service system. I think that result would combine good aspects of other countries
approaches with the best aspects of American reform suggestions. But the adminis-
tration's proposal could also, especially in the short term, produce a multi-tier sys-
tem in which most patients and physicians would be subject to more vehement regu-
lation of medical care by private insurers than is the case today. That would have
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all the worst features of our current versions of managed care, and none of the bene-
fits of either the best forms of managed care or of other countries' systems.

The amendments that Congress makes wil! determine -Ahich result occurs. I be-
lieve you could build on the president's proposal in av that reduce3 its level of
bureaucracy and administrative determinatiori, nh,.t,' it', own standards for cost
control, and produces a better system of health care system for all Americans.

RESPONSES OF DR. JOSEPH WHITE AN) Di THF., lP MAJIMN)}1 Tyo QUESTIONS
SUBMIrrED BY SENATE. Ci4Ak;.KS E (:i',

Professor Marmor wants to be associated Ait- the anver.- to the questions di-
rectly addressed to himself and Dr. White.

Question No. 1. Risk Adjustment Nlethodoiogy.-Can you tell us what the state
of the art is in the development of risk adjustment methodologies? When will we
have a usable risk adjustment methodology that can be used with confidence in a
reformed health care system?

Answer. Whether a methodology can be "used' with confidence" depends on what
risks you want to adjust for, which depends ii, turn on the system reform creates.

One form is the current practice by' insurance companies of adjusting premiums
to individual health risk. If we believed that people were responsible for their own
illness, and that we could gather accurate data on the extent of their responsibility,
we might accept such adjustments. Since few of us do believe that, eliminating indi-
vidual risk adjustments is one of the few aspects of health care reform on which
clear majorities agree.'

The second form of risk adjustment is tn protect individuaI insurers from having
a particularly expensive pool of insured This is not a problem in a single-payer
system, because everybody is in the same pool It becomes a problem when the pool
is divided up.

Foreign systems with occupationaly-based insurance create unequal pools of risk.
Some differences derive from using occupational categories biue collar tend to be
sicker than white collar workers; miners, everywArherc, face special hazards). More
subtly, giving companies the option ti( create separate funis encourages those with
healthier enplovees to se.f-insure, ieaving n more expensive group in the regional
sickness funds.2 Comp y funds also may dump the elderly on the regional funds
Both issues are faced by American reform proposals.

Systems like those in Germany and Japan therefore create cross-subsidies from
richer to poorer funds. But in spite of some talk oi' scientific adjustment, their prob-
lem is simpler than that faced by American prpo.hals. if iigd each buy care from
the-same basic delivery system, tien any difference in co ,t= is cue to their customer
base, not to anything the funds could have doie-about their care. Then a regulator
can design a formula that fits the amount of money that needs to be moved. But
if competing funds are supposed to manage care, the:- we cannot calculate any
cross-subsidies unless we can estimate how much of a given fund's losses are due
to its relative ineffectiveness at managing care, and ho" much to its more risky set
of patients.

Americans therefore are searching for algorithms to predict risk in advance. The
best predictor of future expense is past expense But. if a formula were deai ned that
way, plans that spent more resources on a giver) patient would get risk adjustment
subsidies the next year, while plans that spent less (which might be more efficient)
would have to subsidize the others.

So any risk-adjustment formula cannot include prior expense data. That reduces
the problem to predicting relative risk, per pool of insured citizens, from demo-
graphics. The most impressive work with which I am familiar was produced by
James C. Robinson and colleagues. I will summarize that study, but you should con-
tact Professor Robinson for a more informed discussion.3

The authors used a simultaneous equation model to predict costs based on age,
sex, dependents, marital status, length of employment, education, occupational level,

'Thus community rating is part of most proposals The clearest case of blame is cigarette
smoking, but getting people to tell their insurer how much they smoke would be difficult. Taxing
purchase of cigarettes ia much easier and more precise.

sThis dynamic of lower costs in company funds is also related to the financing mechanism.
Since premiums are a percentage of income, higher-paying companies have an incentive to sepa-
rate their workers from lower-paid workers, so the former do not subsidize the latter. Both
wage-level and health status effects would work the same way in the United States.

3James C. Robinson, Harold S. Luft, Laura B. Gardner and Ellen M. Morrion, 'A Method
for Risk-Adjusting Employer Contributions to Competing Health Insurance Plans," Inquiry V28
107-16 (Summer, 1991). Profesmr Robinson is at the School of Public Health, University of Cali-
fornis at Berkeley.
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salary, and eligibility status, among employees of the Bank of America. They ex-
cluded all cases with expenses greater than $25,000 (these were 1981 data), arguing
that, "it is inherently implausible that any statistical model will successfully predict
the expenditures for the small number of very high-cost users." The portion of cases
excluded must have been substantial.4 The authors suggest reinsurance to protect
pools against such costs. That implies, however, that pans should not be expected
to successfully "manage" the costs of those cases in which, given the amount of serv-
ices, there should be the most room for savings

With that exclusion, Robinson et al find that their equations can predict spending
for groups of 5,000 employees to within 3.5 percent of the correct figure, up or down,
in eighty percent of the cases. For smaller groups predictions were less accurate.
For instance, for groups of a thousand employees, ten percent would be 8.5% more
expensive than the prediction, and ten percent 8.0 percent lower.

Given that the set of possible demographic variables is limited, and the actual
level of random risk is not likely to change, I see little reason to expect significant
improvement on the Robinson et al results. Whether these results promise con-
fidence in application of the methodology depends on what you expect.

These results do not adjust for one o the most serious and random risks, the ex-
tremely expensive cases. It is likely, therefore, that the actual variation would be
significantly larger than the estimates.5 The losses being estimated may seem rel-
atively small compared to cash flow, but are likely to be quite large compared to
the capitalization of any for-profit enterprise (since their capital is much smaller
than their operating expenses). For all these reasons, risk adjustments may not be
sufficient to avoid financial crises in some plans whether they are efficient or not,
and agreement on those formulae may prove extremely difficult.

The best form of risk adjustment, as the Robinson study suggests, is to have very
large risk pools, dampening the possible random variation. That is especially impor-
tant given the very low incidence of extremely expensive cases.

Whatever its failings, some form of risk austment must be made in order to re-
duce the returns from plans contriving to discourage the patients they view as less
profitable. We just should not expect great precision.

Question No. 2. Contribution of Social Problems to High Health Care Costs.-Is
it-possible to say what portion of total health care costs are caused by the cumu-
lative effect of these kinds of behaviors in the U.S. as compared to the European
countries? If we can't make that kind of "base-line" comparison, aren't we really
comparing apples and oranges as far as trying to understand why the level of health
care costs varies across different countries? Won't we here in the United States still
experience extraordinarily high health care costs compared to other societies, even
in a reformed system, because of these things?

Answer. As your question suggests, social problems are more likely to affect the
level (your emphasis) than the rate of increase (mine) of costs. The reason is, the
differences among countries in underlying social factors-such as diet, smoking, vio-
lence and aged population-should not change as quickly as differences in more ma-
nip ulable factors, such as fees paid to hospitals.

But any level is a product of previous levels plus previous increases. The dif-
ference between American and other countries' costs, as I testified, is now much
reater than it was in 1981. Unless underlying factors explain the change since
981, they cannot explain much of the current difference in levels of spending. I am

sure that measures to control health care costs changed much more than underlying
social factors during the 1980s. Therefore, I do not believe that cost comparisons
confuse apples with oranges.

Data on animal fat consumption, tobacco use, and alcohol use in the OECD data
file has lots of problems. For example, it must understate the first factor for the
U.S., and data is not available for all the countries that I am studying for all years.
But our alcohol consumption is clearly not above average. Tobacco is more com-
plicated: we have fewer male smokers and not enough extra female smokers to com-
pensate for the difference between us and most of those six countries (Australia,
Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Japan). But we consume more tobacco per cap-
ita. So our smokers must consume more; with what effect, I cannot tell. It does sug-

'In 1987 the top one percent of cases accounted for thirty percent of spending. See Marc L.
Berk and Alan C. Monheit, "The Concentration of Health Expenditures: An Update" in Health
Affairs, Winter 1992. The excluded cases in the Robinson study are 0.-618 percent of the file.
Since they Pr the :-nst expensive, ' -ho:',culd represent at least 18.5% of total costs, if the two
data bases are comparable

"We canrnot assume 'hat -.11 1...; o i-icinate in a ,-cinsurance scheme.
Further, in the case -f HfMOs :hat -: ,;.e. 'i Avc trouble deter-ning their ac-
tu91 costA "or the more cxp(.nsive . -,a'" 603 ,can k.t hoy ,.;culd e'.'plc!. the reinsur-
ance system.
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gest that higher taxes on tobacco can reduce consumption levels even for established
smokers.

Although we shoot each other more often, that is still a very small percentage of
medical costs.

So, although no data allows us t') say what portion of total health care costs are
caused by such social pathologies, i' is very unlikely that an increase in such prob.
lems explains the much faster inflation of American than other countries' health
care costs during the 1980s. They may suggest that we should have slightly higher
costs than other countries even after reform, but hardly enough so to make reform
less pressing.

Health care cost control is hard. But we know a lot more about that than about
how to prevent violence and teen pregnancy.

Question No. 3. Quality of Care Across Countries.-Are these indicators a meas-
ure of the quality of health care, or do they indicate that our society is plagued by
a heavier burden of social problems that have consequences for health than is the
case in, say, Canada and the European countries? What do we really know in a sys-
tematic way about the quality of health care in these other countries? In the United
States, there is a growing effort to accurately measure outcomes and the quality of
care. Is there anything like this in Europe or Canada? If not, how can we compare
the quality of care in these different countries, particularly if we factor out the so-
cial problem dimension? Is it not the case that we may be getting more for the extra
money we spend for health care than some of the European countries? This would
be a very heretical view, obviously. Be we save low birth weight babies. As I under-
stand it, we seem to do better for conditions amenable to surgical intervention such
as cancer, heart attacks and enlarged prostates, especially in those over 50 years
of age.

Answer. This question raises many issues. To begin, I do not believe American
health care is worse than other countries' (though it is not very good for those Amer-
icans who cannot get it!). But the system must justify its much higher cost, and I
do not believe that is possible. If quality is merely equal, we're being ripped off.

Do indicators hide our higher quality because of the effects of our greater social
problems? The data I checked to answer question 2 suggests that American levels
of some of the social problems to which you refer here are not higher than average.
In my written testimony I controlled for other factors, such as sexually transmitted
diseases, violence and teen pregnancy, by reporting data on life expectancy at age
sixty. The United States still had lower life expectancy than four of the six countries
to which it was compared. So, at least in terms of mortality, social problems are
not masking superior performance.

You ask what we know about outcomes measures as indicators of quality of care
in other-countries. Unfortunately, those measures do not allow the kind of system-
atic comparison of quality you seek.

New efforts to measure quality are ubiquitous-part of the common dynamic of
medical care and policy around the world. If anything, they should be easier in
countries where national health services allow easier collection of data. Both Aus-
tralia and Canada are doing a lot of" that kind of work. But it is impossible to com-
pare countries across a wide range of morbidities: how many migraines ara worth
how many ulcers? And any data on treatment success depends on having a correct
diagnosis in the first place, for which there is no way to control.

GAO is performing a few large and very sophisticated studies, and should begin
reporting results fairly soon. Those studies focus on illnesses for which the clinical
indications are quite clear, so differences in patients' original conditions can be as-
sessed. Until they are available, we will have to rely on the limited comparisons of
small groups of countries for specific treatments.

Some are anecdotal, such as Larry Malkin's "A Tale of Two Eyes in the New Re-
public, 9/4/89. Some are more systematic, such as Leslie Roos et al, "Health and
Surgical Outcomes in Canada and the United States," in Health Affairs, Summer
1992, and Jean L. Rouleau et a], "A Comparison of Management Patterns after
Acute Myocardial Infarction in Canada and the United States," New England Jour-
nal of Medicine 3/18/93. These studies of advanced procedures do not address the
obviously lower quality of American ambulatory care for the working poor, particu-
larly pre-natal and immunizations. But they raise severe doubts about claims that
Amencan quality is superior.

We certainly provide more surgical interventions than the average in a number
of categories. "More," however, is not necessarily better, as the extensive research
on cardiac surgery suggests. And our spending on low birthweight babies should not
be misinterpreted. First, all countries, even the British, have rising costs for
neonatal ICUs. Second, we have more of those babies because (in part) of our infe-
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rior access to prenatal care. This is one case where universal coverage should imi-
prove quality and reduce costs.

Are we "getting more for the extra money we spend for health care than some
of the European countries?" That depends in part on who is "we." Insurance compa-
nies sure are getting more. So are surgeons and drug companies and administrators.
As I testified, I have to su pect that some patients somewhere, particularly the very
elderly, are getting more of some useful services than in European countries (though
not than in Canada) as of the data that A could analyze, which is through 1991. 1
have tried to be conservative and define possible savings in terms of costs that we
could clearly do without. There are lots of those.

Question No. 4. -Overall Control of Revenue in the System and Distortions in Sup-
ply.-One of the things that troubles some of us about global budgets or their
equivalen is whether they will cause probhms of their own. How, for instance, do
we determine what the right amount of health care spending for the nation as a
whole is? As I understand it, the per capita spending of the countries we are talking
about varies considerably. How do we allocate in an equitable fashion from the na-
tional global budget to the various regions of the country and to the various speciali-
ties? How is this done in the countries that use global budgets? Another criticism
of global budgets is that they do nothing to address the underlying causes of health
care cost increases. Thus, they would add distortions if imposed. Can you address
this criticism please?

Answer. Even more than those above, this question is many questions at once.

Total Spending
There is no right answer for total spending. If members of Congress want to live

with spending that reduces exporters' competitiveness, deprives an ever-increasing
percentage of Americans of insurance, and threatens to drive the federal deficit fur-
ther out of control, that is their political judgment.

My personal preference is that we should spend more than the most expensive
other system in the world-but not much more. My testimony suggested an even
more modest target for cost savings, two percent of GDP below the current CBO
projection. I cannot say either figure is "right," but it is hard to credit that my more
modest suggestion spends too little.

Equity issues
Allocation of spending by region poses a series of challenges. Most countries do

not in fact have a "global budget" in the same sense as the Department of the Inte-
rior has a budget, which is then subdivided into exact sums of money among regions
and functions. Britain is exceptional. Instead, countries have different structures for
different forms of care or units of subgovernment.

Within any country, regions vary in terms of average incomes and thus ability to
raise money in that area. In general, poorer regions will build fewer medical facili-
ties, yet will have at least as much need. Even if funding and control of the program
is basically at the state level, as in Canada, nations therefore may have some pro-
gram of equalization grants. Those have all the same political problems as subsidies
from richer states to poorer in the United States-which means they happen, but
there is a lot of conflict and formula-jiggling.

Operations funding poses different problems. The simple answer is to raise funds
as a percentage of income. This can be done with similar proportional general reve-
nue taxation, or by charging premiums as similar shares of payroll. Then the same
percentage is raised everywhere. In poorer regions, physicians and hospitals must
be paid less. But their expenses are also lower, because wages and rents are lower,
because the region is poorer. A national government may provide some subsidies in
a federal system, but if local funding is roughly the same proportion of income
around the country, much of the adjustments follow from the funding mechanism.

Alternatively, a government may decide that providers should be paid more in
poorer regions. The areas with less money tend also to be those where doctors least
want to practice for other reasons, such as dangerous neighborhoods or being too
far from urban amenities. Thus in Australia,6 Japan, and each Canadian province
there is one fee schedule for ambulatory care. The governments hope thereby to at-
tract providers, especially physicians, to those less popular areas (e.g. to the outback
from Sydney).

These examples should suggest that the definition of an equitable distribution
among geographic areas is itself a choice you have to make. But if funds are raised

eAustralia has a national physician insurance program, called Medicare, and state-run hos-
pital programs. The hospitals, though, receive federal financing and the formula does adjust for
state income levels.
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in relation to income, allocations are much simpler. Much of the bureaucratic com-
plexity in attempts to create a global budget for the United States results from the
decision to set exact dollar amounts for premiums.

An equitable distribution among specialties is equally impossible to define. Each
specialty feels it deserves everything it can get. In practice, national systems, when
adopted, tend to accept the existing distribution of income, and modify it only slow-
ly. The best approach, if a government can manage this, is to get the physicians
to work out their own relative values. That way they have to blame each other for
the result. In the United States, however, since the Medicare RBRVS already exists,
it would likely set a standard from which any negotiations would proceed. That is
already occurring in the private insurance market.

Root causes of cost increases
The criticism that global budgets do nothing to address the underlying causes of

cost increase is deceptive. The major cause o^ cost increase is the lack of any cap
on the amount of money available, and a global budget surely addresses that root.
Nor does such a budget "distort" care. Distort compared to what standard? The mar-
ket is not a standard because the point of insurance is to ensure care by eliminating
price constraints at the point of service. If the standard is whatever providers want
us to pay for, any cost control is a distortion.

But a "global budget" is meaningless without a way to enforce it. That means
translation into controls on particular categories of expense, such as capital invest-
ment or hospitals or pharmaceuticals, or handing a fixed sum of money to some or-
ganization that is require to provide care and given authority to make decisions,
such as an HMO. Thos, mechanisms, not the global budget itself, address other
causes of cost increase, s h as purchase of too much capital equipment, or incen-
tives for excessive service.

Nor does a global budget automatically eliminate such inefficiencies as the ways
our insurers compete. Unless risk-rating is abolished, the returns to doing it (and
penalties for not doing it) will cause insurers to continue no matter what other con-
straints they face. -

Finally, having some budget does not mean it cannot grow, and does not tell us
what level it should be.

Question for Dr. White. Dr. White, toward the end of your written statement you
made the following comment:

.. the administration's proposal could also, especially in the short term,
roduce a multi-tier system in which most patients and physicians would
e subject to more vehement regulation of medical care by private insurers

than is the case today. That would have all the worst features of our cur-
rent versions of managed care, and none of the benefits of either the best
forms of managed care or of other countries' systems."

I am inclined to agree with that, at least if i understand you correctly. But I want
to be sure that I do. Can you elaborate tor the Committee please? Just what are
your talking about here? And why would there be a difference between the sort-term
effects and the longer term effects?

Answer. My concern in my testimony reflects my fear of what could happen if the
global budget in fact constrained premiums, but did not increase plans' ability to
control costs.

I agree with the administration's decision to limit premiums. Without that con-
straint, I do not think we can expect competition to sufficiently limit costs. Advo-
cates of managed competition claim that insurers could do better but have iot tried,
because they could compete on risk rating instead, and their customers have not
cared because of non-taxation of benefits.

Neither argument is convincing. Just because they risk-rate does not mean that
if insurers could lower their prices by managing care, they would not do so. In fact,
care is extensively managed now. And the taxation-of-benefits argument confuses
who is actually purchasing insurance. Employers are the purchasers, and they have
been desperately seeking ways to reduce costs. Employers are extremely price-sen-
sitive.

So I do not believe managed competition creates a new form of competition. If en-
acted without premium limits, then, what will happen? Not much. Plans will com-
pete just like other economic competitors. They will look at their costs and guess
what prices they need. Then they will look at their competitors and guess whether
the competitors can do any better. They will judge each others' capacities by recent
experience, which is unlikely to show that any can reduce costs much (because they
have not), save for the occasional traditional HMO. But the latter will go for higher
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profit margins until other prices come down, and because that form cannot expand
so quickly, anyway.

But "managed competition" involves both competition and management. If the re-
form allowed new and more effective forms of management, it might work without
premium controls. But it does not.

Instead, the new system will have to rely on current methods of managing care.
These may divided into three approaches. The first is the group- or staff-modell
HMO, such as Kaiser or Group Health of Puget Sound. Such HMOs save some
money. Alas, most patients and providers don't seem to want to join. Further, they
control physician practice mainly by selecting those physicians who are most willing
to practice their way-which means that they might not do as well if they were larg-
er. And this model requires massive capital investment in offices and clinics, so can-
not expand quickly.

The second approach is third-party managed care, in which some insurer has a
staff that either prospectively or retrospectively reviews physicians' utilization deci-
sions. These systernis have provided little evidence of actual savings, as opposed to
reduced utilization, since they create extra administrative overhead. They also in-
crease administrative hassles for everybody. But they have been growing quickly,
because they generally offer wider choice of doctor than in the traditional HMOs,
though less than in a traditional indemnity plan.

The third approach requires that patients use a primary care physician as a gate-
keeper to other aspects of care. If the gatekeeper is subject to no further restrictions,
specialist and hospital care is controlled by the same kind of utilization review as
in the second system-with the same results. But there seems to be an increase in
models that give the gatekeeper more incentives to reduce referrals, either through
a capitation fee or a withhold percentage or some other approach. In essence, these
systems put the gatekeepers at risk for total costs.

Both the second and third models, in allowing greater choice of physician, also
lead to physicians being members of multiple plans, with multiple rules and hassles.
(Each plan has more physicians because they are shared among plans, instead of
the exclusive contracts in traditional HMOs).

If premiums were controlled, in a world with only there means of controlling costs
of services, what would happen? If we were very lucky, either traditional HMOs
would suddenly grow very quickly, or other forms of managed care would suddenly
become much better at controlling costs without reducing quality.

My testimony refers to the other possibility. Pressed to control costs in order to
keep them within the premiums, insurers will do what is easiest. They will not cre-

ate new group- or staff-model systems because the patients don't want that, the
physicians don't, it takes too much time and costs too much money to start. Instead,
systems without gatekeepers will turn down more services, yet have no more exper-

tise about care than they have now, so care will suffer. Gatekeeper systems will

squeeze their physicians. There will be more- administrative hassles and expense
and lower quality, with both patients and physicians at greater risk. That is what
I meant by the worst of both worlds.

I call this especially a short-term fear because the administration's September
outline includes measures that could be used to fix the problem. As the insurers

squeezed, physicians would become even more upset at multiple arbitrary regulators
than they are today. Meanwhile, the administration's plan gives states and Health
Alliances the powers they need to create all-payer bargaining, in which insurers and

providers get together and work out a single regulatory and payment structure, as

in Germany or France or Japan. After enough insurers went bankrupt and enough
physicians were driven half-crazy, the insurers and doctors would insist that the

Health Alliances step in. Then the second and third forms of managed care would

be reduced (consolidated as one standard structure), and we would be left with tra-

ditional HMOs competing with the fee-for-service sector-a version of Hawaii. And

we could get effective cost control and high quality, with competition between HMOs
and fee-for-service that does not exist in other countries.

So it is more likely that the administration's plan will control costs in the long

run than that a plan without premium controls will do the job. But it depends on

use of the a'l-payer methods. If that is understood, the plan could be amended in

ways that would encourage Health Alliances to focus on fee-for-service costs, for ox-
ample by targeting not the weighted-average premium but the fee-for-service pre-
mium, since a I others must be lower in order to compete.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond.


